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Advance Praise for New Sales Speak

“Whether you are selling a tangible product, intangible ser-
vice, yourself or simply an idea, New Sales Speak will make
you a more effective communicator. With Terri’s guidance
you will become a better presenter . . . think about it . . .
people with strong presentation skills are successful.”

Jerry Anderson, CCIM
President, Coldwell Banker Commercial

“Terri has done a terrific job of translating the challenging
and sometimes intimidating task of selling into a formula
that is as simple as one, two, three. This book is not just for
sales professionals, because everybody is selling something.
It takes the mystery out of people’s successes and failures,
from the cold call to the board room, and I recommend it
for anyone that will be giving presentations of any size.”

Jay J. Cohen, MD, MBA
President,

Physician WebLink of California
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Foreword

I
f one thing is clear about life, it is that
every one of us has an unimaginable
amount of potential. What is also clear is

that for many people that potential is barely realized even
by the time we reach full stride in our careers and personal
lives. Either we don’t define our goals or we don’t take the
measured steps necessary to achieve them. I frequently ask
myself what the world would be like if more people reached
their potential and did so at an earlier age. With the Chicken
Soup for the Soul® series, we are attempting to change the
world one story at a time. With current sales of 60 million
plus copies—33 consecutive New York Times best-sellers—
we think we are moving people in a direction of realizing
their personal potential. Our goal was and remains to in-
spire people to greatness, and, based on the feedback we
have received so far, we believe we have touched the lives
and hearts of countless individuals.

Inspiring people to greatness is one component in the
equation, and giving them the tools and techniques they
need to achieve their personal potential is another. That is
why when Terri told me she was writing a book on the mar-
riage between public speaking and professional selling I
agreed to write the Foreword. New Sales Speak could easily
serve as a companion to the Chicken Soup for the Soul® se-
ries because it shows us actually how to realize our dreams
of greatness. It presents us with a blueprint of what to do to
actually get what we want. It literally teaches us how to craft
a persuasive argument and how to present it. Terri’s bright-
ness and insight radiate through on every page of her book
and will help you get where you want to go. For everyone
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who has been inspired to achieve more from life, New Sales
Speak is the manual that teaches us how to present ourselves
in a way so we can achieve our personal goals.

My own selling career started when I was just nine years
old. Mark was my name, and greeting cards were my game!
I couldn’t sleep at night for the vision of a shiny red bicycle
my father forbade me to have unless I bought it myself. You
might say I was “inspired.” I had the motivation, but I was
clearly lacking in the skills department. The only training I
got was from my well-meaning mother, who told me, “Just
be sure to smile.” Not bad advice, when you think about it,
but hardly a manual on sales techniques. Unfortunately,
New Sales Speak wasn’t around to jump-start my career; if it
had been, I would have become the country’s top greeting
card salesperson far earlier than I eventually did. Just imag-
ine if all children today were taught how to speak and sell
more effectively; wouldn’t that raise the bar on their future
potential!

I personally believe everyone needs to learn how to
build a persuasive case and deliver it with style, because
everyone sells something. It doesn’t matter if you are a doc-
tor, a lawyer, or a dentist—you are selling yourself and your
services every day. Having good sales skills builds confi-
dence and self-esteem, and promotes a positive self-image—
things all of us need throughout our lives. I have learned
that life is about two things: relationships and communica-
tion. If you master both, life will be a beautiful, smooth sail
on the lake. Fail to master them, and you will spend more
time than you care to trying to resolve ensuing problems.
New Sales Speak provides us with the tools to help us de-
velop in both these crucial areas.

What Terri has done is to clarify the important relation-
ship between selling and speaking. When you speak, you
can reach the core of a person’s soul and awaken that per-
son to his or her true potential. Knowing both how to speak
well and how to sell gives us tremendous power. With that
combined knowledge, we have the means to persuade and
can obtain the support of others who influence life’s re-
sources. Acquiring the skills set forth in New Sales Speak—

Foreword

x
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selling and speaking as a true professional—will not only
help us achieve those dreams emanating from our basic
need to survive, but literally give us the ability to achieve far
more than we ever dreamed possible.

As we move into this new millennium, we need to rein-
vent ourselves. The problems of our shrinking world de-
mand our attention as never before. We need to harness the
full potential of everyone alive. Regardless of what we have
achieved in the past, we need to do more in the future. No
matter what we have accomplished, there are always larger
ideas, bigger goals, and more influential partners with
whom we can team to get the job done—and looking
around, there is plenty that needs to get done. Knowing how
to sell our ideas is key to making it happen and a way to
leverage our resources so that together we can build a better
world, one we will be proud to pass on to our children.

—MARK VICTOR HANSEN

Foreword

xi
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Introduction
From the errors of others, the wise man corrects his own.

—Publilius Syrus

W
ith a little practice, you can develop
dazzling presentations that are truly
memorable. While each of us is blessed

with a different level of talent, speaking ability is a learned
skill, so don’t think for a minute that either you have it or
you don’t. You can learn it!

New Sales Speak focuses on how to present and sell in
the new millennium. We will examine the most common
pitfalls people make when giving sales presentations, and I
will reveal not only the mistakes, but also the effective ways
to build and deliver a more effective presentation. In addi-
tion to helping you determine what kinds of information to
use, I will show you how to deliver it in a way that is timely
and entertaining. The more entertaining your presentation,
the more information your listeners will absorb, and the
greater the chances they will take action on what you say.

Sales Professionals Are Made—Not Born!
The best salespeople always have had terrific skills of per-
suasion. It isn’t true, however, that these individuals have
some God-given gift that others don’t possess. Sales profes-
sionals are made, not born! The sayings “He could sell ice
cubes to Eskimos,” or “He could talk the birds out of the
trees,” are phrases used to describe the accomplishments of
the most gifted sales professionals, but selling really is all
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about training. It is a skill requiring practice, and good pre-
senters are made—not born!

If you are like most business and professional people,
you are constantly looking for opportunities to further your
career and increase your income. You may have mapped
out where you want to go in life, but you often don’t know
how to get there. Even if you are locked into regular annual
raises, you know you could always earn a little more money
by being promoted or perhaps even changing jobs. Al-
though your skills are first class, it may be that someone
less qualified is seizing opportunities that rightfully should
be yours. The difference between profiting from those op-
portunities versus missing them is often the ability to sell
yourself and your ideas.

If you can take all the information that is available to
people today and extract those portions that are important
to your listeners, and if you can get your audience to take
action based on the information you are presenting, you
will be far ahead of your competition. Because of their lack
of training and skills, most people are afraid to give a pre-
sentation. Many doors and opportunities will open to you
when people realize you have these skills and can employ
them effectively.

Everybody Sells Something
Whether you are a CEO, engineer, firefighter, teacher, or
sales professional, the ability to persuade individuals to be-
lieve you, then act on what you are saying, is critical to your
success and central to your economic well-being. No matter
who you are, you have something to sell. Frequently, in the
course of your career you will be called upon to sell either
yourself or your ideas. Whether you are selling yourself in
an interview for a job, or selling a product, service, philoso-
phy, or idea—everybody sells something!

Perhaps engineers constitute the least sales- and promo-
tion-oriented group I know. Engineers like to rely on facts,
numbers, and technology to lead people toward making the
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right decisions. Yet they still have to sell. If you need to con-
vince a board of directors, company president, or your super-
visor why a project needs more funding, additional support,
or even more time, you have a selling job ahead of you.

The most common form of selling today may be simply
finding a job. Even firefighters have to go through a series of
in-depth interviews in which they are probed on why they
should be selected over hundreds of other candidates apply-
ing for the same position. These men and women have to ex-
plain why they would be assets to the department. This
process is repeated each time they seek a departmental pro-
motion—all the way up to battalion chief. Whether you are
applying for a college internship or your first job out of
school, you have to know how to sell yourself and your ideas.
Just getting in the door for an interview frequently requires
you to justify why people should bother talking to you.

Supplementing Inadequate Training
This book is written for business and professional people as
well as for those in the selling profession. It assumes a rudi-
mentary knowledge of sales techniques. It is ironic that
many sales professionals, before they are sent into the field,
are given precious little presentation skills training. They
receive more information than they—or their customers—
would ever want to know about the product. They are
briefed with videos and other colorful media about the
company’s founding and subsequent expansion, and they al-
ways are shown how to complete an order form. Frequently,
however, that is the extent of it. Either they sink or swim.

Managers often come to me when they have a problem.
Because of a glaring absence in our educational system, most
people leave school without the ability to sell themselves,
much less sell a product or service. Therefore, it isn’t uncom-
mon for a manager’s sales team to be put through sales train-
ing and product familiarization classes. But the salespeople
aren’t confident about communicating information in a way
that will result in their customers taking action.

Supplementing Inadequate Training
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Learning to Build a Persuasive Case
The solution is for the sales professional to learn how to
build a persuasive case. You have to deliver the case with
savvy and then have the energy, enthusiasm, creativity, and
timing to complete the sale. This book is about how to de-
velop and employ those skills so you can take advantage of
opportunities. It is a refinement of the basic art of selling;
but if you have already learned to walk, get ready, because
now you are going to learn how to run like a champion! You
will soon learn how to speak and present with more control,
poise, distinction, and effectiveness.

This book is also written for anyone who gives one-on-
one presentations, whether you are a company manager,
teacher, or community volunteer. A speech doesn’t require a
large audience. It can be, and often is, delivered to an indi-
vidual. If you want to know how to become more effective
at selling your ideas (and who doesn’t?), you will learn a
great deal by reading this book. For people who prize their
careers and realize the critical importance of being able to
communicate ideas as a means to promotion, New Sales
Speak will be an invaluable resource. Effective public speak-
ing is the measure of every modern executive.

Self-Evaluation Chart and Sample Outline
Managers can use the self-evaluation chart I have included
to gauge progress achieved by their sales teams. Or you can
even use this presentation evaluation chart for performing
your own self-evaluation to measure progress as you im-
prove your technique. Also included is what many readers
report is one of the most useful tools in actually building a
persuasive presentation—a detailed sample outline. It notes
specific things to look for and what tendencies to avoid.

As far as I am aware, no one has taken the principles of
debate as taught in the academic environment and applied
them to a selling environment. This book is unique because
it focuses on persuasive messages. There is a big difference
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between general presenting and building a persuasive case.
There are many books on public speaking and numerous
books on sales. There are plenty that tell you what to say.
This one teaches you how to say it. It teaches you how to
present like a debater with polished public speaking skills,
then apply these skills to your specific sales presentation.
Persuasive public speaking is the ability to take a large
amount of information and use it effectively.

These principles may best be taught by pointing out
what not to do. Following is a list of the nine biggest pre-
sentation mistakes professionals make—and the ones we
are going to show you how to avoid:

1. Winging it.
2. Being far too informative rather than persuasive.
3. Misusing your allotted time.
4. Providing inadequate support.
5. Failing to close the sale.
6. Being boring, boring, boring.
7. Overreliance on visual aids.
8. Distracting, annoying body language.
9. Inappropriate dress.

How to Transform Fear into Energy
In order to become a dazzling presenter and more effective
salesperson, there are several things you will likely have to
overcome. The biggest one is fear. Survey respondents cite
speaking before a group as the activity they dread most. I
will share with you ideas on how to channel your fear into
energy through identifying its causes.

If you already have been giving presentations, you may
have to overcome a few bad habits that are deeply ingrained.
Relinquishing these can be difficult when we perceive them
as part of our personalities. To improve our presentation
means that we must set higher goals for ourselves. We must
give up our comfortable attitude of just getting by.

Consider that you always remember the great presenter,

How to Transform Fear into Energy
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and you never forget the terrible presenter. Who is it that we
do forget? We quickly forget the person who gives a
mediocre or average presentation. Giving a solid, persua-
sive talk is challenging. If it were easy, everyone would be
doing it. One reason why it can be so rewarding is that
everyone is not doing it, and we can shine by comparison.
So we must overcome the inertia keeping us from accom-
plishing what is admittedly a challenge but is also a simple
fact of life on the road to self-improvement.

Presenting to an Audience of One
Recognize that you already spend 80 percent of your time
communicating. You can learn to give a dazzling, persua-
sive presentation, so make a commitment. Ironically, those
of us who depend on our communication skills the most
are the last ones to admit we frequently give presentations.
We may not recognize the one-on-one talk or a speech
made to a small group as being a presentation. However, a
speech is a presentation whether given to one or a hun-
dred people.

When you decide to move forward with your goals to
improve your performance, your life will change. When you
adopt the principles in this book, you will be able to create
organized, colorful, and memorable presentations filled
with anecdotes and humor. You will be able to implement
many of the sales and closing techniques that you have
learned but have never quite made work. More importantly,
you will have an improved level of success selling your ideas
or your company’s products. (I have seen many people com-
plete my seminars only to wind up having significantly im-
proved career opportunities.) You will be more motivated
because you will feel as though you have control over the
results of your efforts. In a sales presentation there are
some things you can’t change, but there are many things
you can—if you learn how. Your arguments will be convinc-
ing, you will have better stories and anecdotes, and you will
have more fun!

Introduction
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Building on Your Enthusiasm
If there is one thing that makes a great presentation it is
passion—the heartfelt emotion that says to your listener, “I
truly believe in what I am saying.” This is the single most
convincing tool you have at your disposal. Build on your en-
thusiasm. This emotion is contagious, and people who
know how to communicate it are able to light fires under
the rest of humankind. Think of the great communicators—
John F. Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther King, Ronald Reagan,
Colin Powell.

You first should believe in everything you represent. It is
the connection to the soul that makes this possible, and your
stories, anecdotes, and personal experiences, with their hu-
mor and drama, provide the soul to your presentation.

The skills necessary to communicate passion and enthu-
siasm can be learned. The catch is that you have to feel it.
Dale Carnegie once said, “Act enthusiastic, and you will feel
enthusiastic.” That may be so, but you also have to be true
to yourself. You must believe in three things in order to be
able to express enthusiasm with conviction: You must be-
lieve in your product, you must believe in your company,
and you must believe in yourself. If one of those three
things is missing, make a change and fix it. Get off the
fence. Find out what it will take for you to become a be-
liever in those three components, and then do as Dale
Carnegie says—act enthusiastic! Later on, I will give you
techniques and exercises for inspiring those listening to
your presentation with the same explosive enthusiasm that
you feel in your heart about your topic.

To be great, a presentation has to be unique. No one is
going to get very excited if you sound as though you got
your pitch out of a Chinese fortune cookie. A man working
as a telephone solicitor once told me a woman on the line
asked him point-blank if he was “a recording.” Can you
imagine how little enthusiasm he must have possessed to be
asked if his voice was a recorded message?

It is very easy to develop a single presentation and de-

Building on Your Enthusiasm
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liver it day in and day out to all kinds of people. The indi-
vidual who does so is playing a numbers game. There is
something to be said for playing the numbers, but results
from such an approach have distinguishing characteristics
often associated with random action: They are unpre-
dictable and can promote burnout.

Passion should be an integral part of the job of selling.
When we are talking about working, the average adult to-
day spends eight or more hours a day at his or her job. That
is a lot of time. If you are going to do something anyway,
why not do it with a little more enthusiasm? Charles Kings-
ley said it best when he pointed out that most people believe
that comfort and luxury are the chief requirements for hap-
piness in life, when all we truly need to be happy is some-
thing about which to be enthusiastic. This book attempts to
get people fired up about their presentations. The more fun
you have, the more people will be drawn to you, and the
more rewards you will reap. My intent is for you to stop
wasting energy, refine your presentation, and focus your ef-
forts in a way that will produce the best results possible for
a given prospect.

Knowing Your Audience
People sometimes ask me what the difference is between
someone who closes a lot of sales and someone who just
barely gets by, when both individuals appear similarly com-
petent. I answer by saying it is generally a person’s ability to
analyze the audience and match a delivery style and content
with the listeners’ needs.

It helps to know your audience. Is it a group of teachers
from Dubuque, or a team of biologists from the Department
of Agriculture whose specialty is crop tolerance of salinity
levels in river water? You have to know. In short, you have to
do your homework. We will discuss the audience more thor-
oughly later in the book, but it is important to understand
that to give a great presentation requires making the extra
effort necessary to customize your talk and meet the needs

Introduction
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of the individual or group who will hear it. It is an important
part of making your presentation unique and memorable.

In order to have a persuasive presentation you will need
to have completed some homework about your audience.
You must be able to offer them a presentation customized
to their needs, beliefs, and style. This takes preparation and
requires doing the work necessary to find out something
about your listeners beforehand. Unfortunately, this isn’t al-
ways possible. When it isn’t, you have to use your “stan-
dard” presentation found through experience to work most
often on the majority of listeners.

Never Be Boring
When I have people present in front of a video camera dur-
ing my training sessions, the first reaction they often have
after seeing the playback is one of shock.

“Terri, I didn’t realize how boring I sound!”
Yes, and sadly they are boring. Why? Typically because

they have never listened to themselves speak while imagin-
ing what it would be like to sit in the audience. Would you
like to listen to you? Would you be persuaded by you? Would
you buy from you? Another reason people aren’t interesting
is they often think it doesn’t matter if they are boring.

Some people assume because they work for a large com-
pany that the firm’s name alone will sell the product. Some
people believe (inaccurately) that their job is only to deliver
brochures and answer questions. To be effective, they must
do much more; they must be entertaining and worth listen-
ing to. Never let a great product or a great company get in the
way of a great presentation.

Relying Too Much on Information
The number-one problem we find in working with sales pro-
fessionals, however, is that their presentations rely on infor-
mation rather than persuasion. A powerful sales presentation,

Relying Too Much on Information
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by definition, is persuasive. If you haven’t tried to make it per-
suasive, it probably isn’t powerful.

Salespeople tend to think that if they give the client
enough information, the sale will just fall in their laps. All
presentations, however, have to be closed. If you don’t get
the order, you have wasted your time. If all you do is pro-
vide information, you are not likely to get a commitment
from your prospect. The techniques in this book will allow
you to give sales presentations that are persuasive.

Learning to Express Sincerity
You can also learn to communicate sincerity, a task that
many people find difficult. This is not a book for slick op-
erators who want to fool the public. This is a book for
people who are sincere about what they are selling but
could do a better job of getting their message across. We
focus on those areas that you are able to control. We focus
on your timing and organization. We build experience.
We practice developing your skills during drills at home,
before the actual presentation. You can learn to commu-
nicate more effectively.

Keeping Your Presentation Fresh
Whether or not we accept it, times change, economies
change, and businesses change. Your presentation will con-
stantly change and evolve based on the changing needs of
your marketplace and your audience as well as what’s hap-
pening in terms of the culture of the times. If you don’t
constantly monitor changes and adapt your presentation to
the changing marketplace, you will miss opportunities.
Whether or not we like it, if we fail to keep up with change,
we tend to slide backward. The marketplace today is very
different from that of the past, and the sales professional
needs different strategies to compete successfully. Sales-
people need polished, believable, and highly persuasive
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presentations if they expect clients in the coming decades
to give them their business.

Such presentations are a component of the evolution of
sales and are marked by the increased level of sophistica-
tion we find in the field of marketing in general which in-
cludes computer-generated graphics and sophisticated
audiovisual presentations. The sales professional cannot sit
on the sidelines and be overshadowed by the media he or
she is using to display products. The sales professional
must be the leader and focus of attention in any presenta-
tion. We will be discussing the use of laptop technology in
presentations in Chapter 8.

Overcoming Bad Habits
I assume you already know something about selling. In or-
der to learn the fine art of persuasive communications,
however, you are going to have to acquire new skills. You
will first have to overcome some bad habits—primarily how
to stop providing too much information to people. You may
also have to learn how to avoid hard-sell, manipulative clos-
ing tactics. If you can’t look at your presentation and pull
out the so-what factors (So what does it mean to me?), then
odds are you are probably giving people too much informa-
tion and not pulling out the action that you want them to
take as a result of it.

Condensing Information to Save Time
Ben Franklin said that something is innovative if it is only
10 percent new. Today there are new ways to deliver a pre-
sentation that make it refreshing, innovative, and different.
I feel one of the problems in sales training today may be
overemphasis on and misinterpretation of two forms or ap-
proaches to selling—consultative selling and value-added
selling. Consultative selling is a process whereby you act as
a consultant while walking a person through the selling
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process. Value-added selling is offering additional features or
services to your product in order to make it more desirable.

The problem is that many people think it means you
have to put even more information into your presentation
than you did previously. This and the ongoing information
explosion, the Internet, and growing competition all are
having a dramatic effect on the role of today’s sales profes-
sional. As we enter a global, more diverse marketplace, the
pressure from competition is only likely to increase. For the
sales professional, the challenge is how to condense all this
information and deliver it in a meaningful yet persuasive
way to the listener.

Salespeople generally don’t have time to educate clients
for two or three hours on why they should do something. This
book is designed to help you meet the challenge of how to
take all the necessary material, refine it, and then present it so
as to meet the very strict time parameters imposed by your
client or decision maker. Suzette Haden Elgin, in her book,
The Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense at Work, suggests that “no
speech or presentation should ever last more than 20 min-
utes,” because that is the average attention span of a listener.
Of course there are a number of exceptions depending on the
selling cycle and selling environment, but it is something to
consider when you are building your next presentation.

The results of learning how to build a logical, persuasive
sales presentation often include developing a sense of
heightened self-esteem. Sales professionals will be able to
discard any deceptive or manipulative tactics in favor of
building logical persuasive arguments that move people to-
ward action. The result is they generally feel more confi-
dent, empowered, and credible. They now can claim the
role of someone who is advising and guiding a prospect to-
ward making a decision.

Learning to Create a “Harm”
With honesty and integrity having become standards for the
sales professional in the new millennium, the requirement
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to create a need in the mind of the prospect has become
ever-more important. The sales professional needs new
tools to help him or her become more persuasive. As con-
sumers become increasingly sophisticated, salespeople
need to create what we call “harms.”

We will talk more about these techniques of persuasion
in Chapter 3, but creating a harm means pointing out what
undesirable consequence is likely to happen if the prospect
does not buy your product or service or work with you. A
harm has to be nonthreatening to avoid being manipulative.
It has to be factual to conform to the standards of integrity
that have been established. In the future, selling by using a
harm will become a way to spur the client to action.

The Four Stages of Selling
Before we move into the specific techniques of persuasive
presentations, let’s establish the four basic elements that
constitute a sale:

1. Attracting the prospect.
2. Interesting the prospect.
3. Convincing the prospect.
4. Closing the sale.

The progression of these elements is crucial. The impor-
tant thing to remember is there are four distinct phases and
each requires the prospect to undergo a change. If all we do
is provide information, we fail to guide the client through
the changes necessary to go from being just interested to
taking action.

We address all of the techniques you will need to learn
to take your clients from mere interest to closing the sale.
New Sales Speak will be your guide in an exciting learning
process that will produce unlimited benefits for you, your
family, your employer, and your clients.

The Four Stages of Selling
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C H A P T E R

15

Sales Speak:
Selling, Speaking, and
the Partnership Between the Two

What you can do, or dream you can do, begin it; boldness
has genius, power, and magic in it.

—Johann van Goethe

T
here is an adaptation to a line from Shake-
speare that says, All the world is a stage,
and sales professionals play to the most dis-

criminating audiences of all—their customers. What other
group do you know that gets to pay for the performance after
the show? Meanwhile, based on how you are speaking, your
customers are deciding whether they even like you—a deci-
sion that could determine whether you get paid at all!

Everybody Sells Something
The process of living requires all individuals to sell at some
point in their careers. We must sell ourselves to get our first
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job, entrepreneurs have to sell themselves to investors,
CEOs sell their company strengths prior to an initial public
offering, community residents sell their ideas to the city
council. Teachers sell their students on the value of becom-
ing educated and learning new material. A butcher per-
suades a customer to select a certain cut of choice meat. In
each case, we are giving persuasive talks, though we may
not be aware of it. For those of us who make our living in
sales, nearly 75 percent of our time is spent communicat-
ing. Do we think of ourselves as public speakers? Certainly
not! We would rather tame snakes than stand in front of our
peers to give a presentation. Surveys show that public
speaking is our single most feared activity.

Yet, how do we spend most of our days? In public speak-
ing activities—we just don’t like to think we do. We depend
on our speaking skills to share our messages clearly and
with credibility, whether we are speaking on the telephone,
in a one-on-one meeting, or to a small group.

The Importance of Presentation Skills
Consider the following: Your public speaking and delivery
skills are an immediate demonstration of executive ability
within a company and may very well be the number-one
reason why most business transactions are won or lost. In
spite of that, people tend to minimize the importance of
their presentation skills. Some will say, “Oh come on Terri,
you know I’ve been speaking since I was in grade school—
it’s not that big a deal.” Or they will say, “You know, I took a
public speaking course when I was in college—I feel pretty
good about it.” Some people may even have had limited
practice giving talks with their local business organization.
While all these experiences are relevant and perfectly valid,
what they don’t do is take us to new heights.

The marketplace has changed, and, compared to the
previous decade, the new millennium and beyond already
are proving to be a new ballgame for the sales professional.
It is a highly competitive market, and people are not apt to
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listen to sales presentations for entertainment. Decision
makers are shopping harder than ever. You can bet they are
checking up to five different suppliers before they make a
decision. What they may actually be shopping for, however,
is the right salesperson making the best case. What they of-
ten are looking for more than for the lowest price is the best
overall package, whether that package is you, a product,
service, philosophy, or idea.

Only a salesperson can lead them into making an in-
formed decision. The salesperson who has the most charis-
matic and believable presentation, the best argument
supported by the strongest facts, is the one who will be per-
ceived as offering the greatest value. People will spend more
money to work with those they like and will reject working
with those they don’t like, regardless of cost.

Why Is Giving Out Information Appealing?
It is the perception of value that counts. The client has to
perceive your presentation as effective, your product or ser-
vice as worthwhile. Just providing information makes you
just like your competitor, and it doesn’t mean that you are
selling. There is no sense of urgency in an informative pre-
sentation. You may feel comfortable giving such an infor-
mative talk, but ask yourself, why? The reason you feel
comfortable is because you never hear the word no when all
you do is disseminate information.

Can We Learn to Speak Persuasively?
Persuasive public speaking is a learned activity. It is the ap-
plication of formal principles of effective public speaking and
debate strategy to the sales presentation. It is a new marriage
between the strict principles found in the speech depart-
ments of our nation’s college classrooms and the fascinating
kaleidoscopic world of professional sales. It is a way to com-
pete in the new millennium and to ensure ourselves of being

Can We Learn to Speak Persuasively?
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on top of every element within our control, as we address our
peers with ideas that need their decisions. It is the combina-
tion necessary to ensure our presentation has both excellent
content and outstanding delivery. It is a way to make what
we say credible and, most important, to make ourselves
unique. We will address this subject specifically in Chapter 3.

Informal surveys that we have conducted show that any-
time you undertake a prospecting call, you have approxi-
mately 30 seconds to make an impression. That’s not much
time. And whenever you give a one-on-one presentation, you
generally have no more than five minutes to make a good
impression. That’s still very little time. Most of the time we
are giving a presentation, people are determining whether or
not they like us. It seems as though initially it has absolutely
nothing to do with our professional knowledge.

I know we often choose to believe it’s not true, but every
day, people will make a decision whether they want to work
with us based on our public speaking and presentation
skills. Are we sharp? Are we articulate? Does our message
draw them in? Do they feel compelled to listen to us as a re-
sult of that message? Or are they completely bored?

What Is the Three-to-Five-Company Rule?
When talking with a prospective client, you may safely as-
sume yours is not the only game in town. For you to get to
first base, the prospect must notice you and listen to what
you have to say. For you to reach home plate, the client
must perceive you and your product or service as outshin-
ing that of your competitor once the prospect has com-
pleted his or her value quest.

There definitely is competition out there—you know it,
and so do your prospects. They will exploit it because com-
petition works to their advantage. The serious prospect of-
ten will consider between three and five companies before
making a final selection. We call this the Three-to-Five-Com-
pany Rule. If yours is the first presentation heard, the
prospect may resist making a buying decision until having
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had enough time to scout the market. If yours is the last
presentation, the prospect will compare every detail of what
you say against what he or she has been told by all the other
salespeople from different companies. In either case, your
presentation will be critically evaluated. And so will you. I
always try to determine if my prospective clients are work-
ing with someone else. If I can’t tell, I assume that they are.
Doing so forces me to be even more persuasive and compet-
itive than I would be otherwise.

Is the Focus on You or Your Product?
People say to me, “Terri, I can ‘walk the walk,’ but how do I
‘talk the talk’?” I always see that question as a sign that
someone is on the right track to becoming part of the top 20
percent of producers. This individual realizes that the dif-
ference between being highly successful and merely average
lies in his or her own actions and not with the product or
company they represent.

Let me give you an example from the real estate indus-
try. It illustrates the considerable weight a salesperson has
in influencing a prospect’s selection. Suppose you want to
sell your house. Employing the Three-to-Five-Company
Rule, you call several brokers to see who should get the list-
ing. All are nationwide companies with referral services.
Brokers from each company visit your house and describe
their services to obtain your listing. Each asks for a 6 per-
cent commission and offers to list your home in the Multi-
ple Listing Service. An agent who sold your neighbor’s
house brought all the salespeople and brokers from his of-
fice through the house on a caravan. Naturally, you want
the same thing. All three brokers assure you they will pro-
vide you with the identical service. Will they keep your
house open Saturdays and Sundays, you ask? No problem.

The third broker leaves after finishing his presentation.
You sit down and begin to figure out which company has the
best program. What are the differences? You realize after
struggling with the question, there are no differences! Each

Is the Focus on You or Your Product?
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is identical. Each agent knew how to walk the walk and pre-
sented the features and benefits his or her company offers.
There is one small difference, however. Each offer was made
by a different person. So what are you going to do? Typically,
you are going to pick the person you like the best. The person
who you felt would work the hardest for you—and the per-
son who built the best case. This happens over and over every
day of the year. People pick the product based on who is sell-
ing it. People buy people. (If you haven’t already done so, be
sure to read Dale Carnegie’s classic work, How to Win Friends
and Influence People, which first addressed this topic.)

Your Presentation Reflects Who You Are
Now you say, “Well, Terri, I am what I am, and I can’t change
that. Either people like me or they don’t.” I am not advocat-
ing that you try to be someone you are not. You should al-
ways be true to yourself. People are going to like you based
on what you say and do. In your role as a salesperson, that
evaluation will be made based on your presentation. Do you
want that presentation to sound lifeless, hesitant, and bor-
ing? Or do you want that presentation to sound enthusiastic,
passionate, organized, and persuasive? When you are giving
it, your presentation is you. It may be the only part of you
that a prospect remembers—or forgets. Top sales profes-
sionals give memorable presentations. They not only know
how to walk the walk, they know how to talk the talk.

If you are a sales professional, you understand that the
selling process doesn’t begin with your formal presentation.
It starts much earlier when you are trying to get in the door
of the prospective client. Knowing effective ways to explain
how you can be of service to the company can get you a crit-
ical appointment with the manager.

Getting in the Door
I was working for the Achievement Group in 1987 repre-
senting professional speakers widely known for their ability
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to clearly communicate new and effective sales techniques.
My job was to sell these speakers to corporate clients who
needed to train and motivate their sales professionals.

The White Rose
My first territory included a large residential real estate or-
ganization. Headed by a man named Jim Emery, it was a
highly successful group with nine offices, each having more
than 50 agents. My goal was to deliver a group presentation
to their sales staff. Management policy, however, prevented
outside salespeople from giving presentations during staff
meetings. The implied closed-door approach frustrated me,
particularly for a sales organization, and it also stimulated
my competitive imagination. I kept asking myself how I
could possibly go around this barrier, but my colleagues
were no help—they continued to discourage me.

When I asked other, more experienced sales profession-
als from the Achievement Group team what they would sug-
gest I do, they responded: “Forget it, Terri, you will never
get in there. It is a closed office. Move on to the next ac-
count.” I questioned what the difference is between a closed
office and an open office (I have never entered an office that
was posted: “Open to vendors and solicitors—come on in!”)
The answer is, there is no difference, except for the amount
of time and creativity it takes to get through the door!

There Is Only One Way In
I followed up anyway with phone calls and mailings, but
nothing happened. I changed my strategy and began meet-
ing with each manager separately, but every one of them
said the same thing: If I wanted to get into the offices, I
would have to have permission from Jim Emery. So I
turned my attention toward getting an appointment with
him. No such luck—he had a very good secretary, one who
had been trained to screen calls from salespeople.

The more rejection I got, the more determined I became
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to get inside their organization. I was beginning to realize
just how difficult it was. I surmised that few, if any, training
sales agents had given presentations to these people. If I
could get inside, I knew it would be a great account.

Finding an Angle
The movie Wall Street gave me the inspiration I needed. In
the movie, the lead character, played by Charlie Sheen, deliv-
ers a box of imported cigars to his prospect on his birthday. I
decided I could come up with one of the “creative solutions”
characterized in the film. I decided to buy a long-stemmed
white rose and resolved to deliver it to Jim Emery in person.
I felt a white rose was appropriate because it symbolized in-
tegrity (in addition to the fact that I was poor and my com-
pany didn’t provide salespeople with expense accounts).

The only appropriate place that I could think to ap-
proach him was in the parking lot outside his office. So at
5:30 A.M. I took up sentry duty next to his parking stall,
which was clearly marked with his name on it. After I had
waited about an hour and a half, a car pulled up. The driver
was obviously the man I had come to find. “Excuse me, are
you Jim Emery?” I asked timidly, but somewhat reassured
by the fact that I had on my best suit.

“Yes, I’m Jim. Who wants to know?”
“Just some young gal who needs about ten minutes of

your time,” I replied.
“What is she selling?” he asked, cutting to the chase.
“I don’t suppose she is selling anything,” I said, defer-

ring the obvious. “I think she just needs to deliver this
flower.”

The laughter that crossed his lips was a great relief. He
opened the card that I had included with my gift. It read: “Mr.
Emery, please just give me ten minutes of your time. I defi-
nitely believe I have something that will be of interest to you.”

“I don’t have ten minutes,” he said. “You have two minutes
as we walk from this car to that door.” Every debating tech-
nique I had learned in college sprang to readiness. I came up
with more reasons in two minutes for why he would be at risk
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if he didn’t meet with me than I had used in the last three
months with all my other clients. My debate background and
degree in speech communication paid off. I knew instinctively
how to build my presentation and deliver it.

“Okay,” he said. “I’ll give you your ten minutes. Come
back tomorrow at nine o’clock.” I kept to his schedule and
delivered my presentation in ten minutes. However, our
meeting lasted one and a half hours. What exceeded my
most exaggerated hopes was his sending a letter of recom-
mendation to each of his managers telling them why they
should let me make a presentation at their staff meeting. He
was, by this time, convinced that it was essential for his
agents to hear the story I had to tell. If they would adopt the
sales posture I was promoting, he could be quite certain
that his organization would be enriched.

Why Did It Work?
On another level, though, his cooperation came down to
something more basic and more personal. I believe it was a
direct result of my giving him the rose and doing so before
anyone else was up and working that morning. It wasn’t an
expensive perk. It was just a simple thing that made him
think that I believed he was special and that I was willing to
be creative and work harder to earn his business. There is a
big difference between buying business and earning busi-
ness. Creative thinking can make a big difference in your
gaining access to people. Once you have grabbed their at-
tention, you can support your position by delivering a solid,
professional persuasive presentation.

Getting in the door is the first part, but what you do af-
ter you get inside is equally important. This is where many
people suffer from common shortcomings that adversely af-
fect their results. The goal of this book is to provide you
with the nine biggest sales presentation mistakes and show
you how to avoid them so you can generate the best possi-
ble outcome for all your presentation opportunities.

When you become discouraged, I hope you will think of
the white rose story, or one of the other stories I will share
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with you later in the book. I hope you will practice your pub-
lic speaking skills with passion, and I hope you will develop
the habit of presenting your ideas in a logical way formulated
to generate action in what is unquestionably a competitive
marketplace. Make a commitment! Miracles don’t happen
with an explosion and flash of light. They start out like a
small snowball rolling downhill. Little changes become mag-
nified over time. Today is the best time to start your personal
journey toward what truly can be a miraculous future. To de-
liver dynamic presentations, we must learn to combine hus-
tle with polish, persuasion, and uniqueness.

Applying the 80/20 Rule
Let’s talk a little about what is near and dear to most of us—
the bottom line. Whenever I begin to explain to people how
important it is to them to enhance their presentation skills,
someone always brings it up. They will say, “Okay. Let’s just
say that public speaking skills are as important as you say.
How is that going to affect my bottom line?” And the sim-
plest way for me to show you how it affects your bottom
line is to get you to reflect on the Pareto Principle, also
known as the 80/20 Rule.

The Pareto Principle was developed by Vilfredo Pareto,
an Italian economist. Pareto first identified the wealthiest
people in England in order to determine what common de-
nominators they shared. Ultimately, what he found was that
the top 20 percent of the people in the country owned, con-
trolled, or were responsible for 80 percent of the wealth.
Through research and analysis, he began to realize that the
distribution of wealth across populations is invariably un-
balanced—but it is also mathematically predictable. He
found that this imbalance was repeated consistently regard-
less of the time period or the country. The book, The 80/20
Principle, The Secret to Success by Achieving More with Less,
by Richard Koch, provides an easy-to-understand overview
of the Pareto Principle or 80/20 Rule. Koch, an entrepre-
neur and investor, is a strong advocate of the 80/20 Rule’s
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being used by everyone in their daily lives. He suggests it
can help individuals and groups achieve much more and
enhance personal effectiveness and happiness, and it can
multiply the profitability of corporations and organizations.

When researchers such as Koch began to confirm the
truth in Pareto’s findings, people began to use Pareto’s theo-
ries measuring and predicting success in countless areas—
not only in business and economics but in other areas where
resources are allocated disproportionately. These might in-
clude people, goods, time, skills, and, yes—even sales. Ac-
cording to Koch, “Most studies find that the top 20 percent
of salespeople generate between 70 and 80 percent of sales.”

So, when you hear an irritated coworker complain,
“Why is it that the top producers always get whatever they
want?” it is because they are the ones who are bringing in
the business and contributing most to the bottom line. It
naturally follows that the people who bring in the business
and generate revenues are the ones who have the most
power, especially in a sales environment.

Since it is the top 20 percent of sales professionals who
will generate more than three-fourths of the results in an or-
ganization, perhaps we should look more closely at the char-
acteristics of this elite group of individuals. What is it that
makes them so much more productive than the 80 percent
who are attempting—but apparently failing—to achieve the
same thing?

Dare to Dream
Those in training and development have always wanted to
know: What is it that the top producers in the upper 20 per-
cent are doing that the bottom 80 percent are not? And if
there were something significantly different, can we pull it
from the top 20 percent and insert it into the bottom 80 per-
cent to make a difference where it counts? The answer is a
resounding yes.

I am reminded of the movie, Rudy, about the life of Rudy
Ruettiger, the Notre Dame football player who spent his en-
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tire college career hoping to play a single game. His final mo-
ment of glory serves as testament to the fact that Rudy ful-
filled his boyhood dream. Although Rudy had few innate
talents when it came to football (a fact of which he was re-
minded during grueling practice sessions) his heart and soul
cried out to be among the famous Fighting Irish. Rudy played
only one game, but he never quit the team, nor was he cut. He
was tenacious and persistent. Many young people who get
discouraged when they don’t see enough action simply give
up, but not Rudy. Today, because of his determination, he can
truthfully say that he played football for Notre Dame.

Rudy is now a successful motivational speaker whom I
have had the pleasure of meeting. For years Rudy wanted to
make a movie about his kooky football record because he
thought it would be inspirational to others. The response
from Hollywood: “You must be kidding!” Once again he didn’t
give up but kept knocking on doors until one finally opened.
Eventually, his dream of producing a movie came true. The
best part is that the film received great reviews. Rudy Ruet-
tiger’s life is a success because he was willing to do what
most other people will not do: Keep going when everyone
else says, “Give up, it’s hopeless—you’re dreaming!” Re-
member never to let other people’s limitations on you serve
in place of your own goals.

Three Characteristics of 
Top Sales Professionals
In my opinion, there are three major characteristics that
typify top sales professionals. They are (1) the psychological
difference—all believe they can be top producers, (2) great
listening skills—all are expert listeners, and (3) excellent
presentation skills. If I were to list a fourth characteristic it
would be a good sense of timing, the ability to be in the
right place at the right time to spot opportunities. However,
I also believe there is no such thing as luck. As the old say-
ing goes, “Luck is when preparedness meets opportunity.”
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Psychological Difference
Let’s take a look at the primary characteristic, one we know
from our first class in sales—the psychological difference. I
want you to know that I believe in the so-called psychologi-
cal difference, and I think that everybody should have a psy-
chological edge. In the early days of my selling career, I
associated the psychological difference with being moti-
vated. Before going to work I often would say to myself, “I
need to get motivated. I need to get myself charged up. I
need a little kick in the pants to really get me fired up for
the day.” Then I would think, “I know what I need to do, I
need to get myself a couple of those motivational tapes!”

My first audiocassette program was by Dr. Denis Wait-
ley, called The Psychology of Winning. It’s a great audio
package about making things happen and how to motivate
yourself. And I thought, Wow, this is just great. Then I said,
“You know, the other thing I am going to do is write down
my positive affirmations. I’m going to put them on a card
and I’m going to remind myself of what I need to do every-
day.” I kept telling myself that this was going to change
me—this was what I needed.

I took out my 3×5 cards and I stuck them on my bath-
room mirror where I could read them every day. And I
would say while I put on my mascara, “I’m good! I can
make this happen! Today is the best day of the rest of my
life!” And I was really fired up. And I thought, “This will be
the thing that will push me past the brink of success.”

At the end of 30 days, I figured I had given it a pretty
good test. Unfortunately, I may have left the house a slightly
happier person, but it didn’t really have any effect on my pro-
duction. Needless to say, this wasn’t the only factor that con-
tributed to the psychological difference. I think the best way
for me to explain what people really mean by psychological
difference is to share with you the story of a colleague of
mine. Mitch Gaylord is one of the people with whom I have
the pleasure of working. You may be familiar with his name,
which people associate with gymnastics. He was an Olympic
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gold medallist in gymnastics for the United States. Now
Mitch works a lot with young people presenting programs on
goal setting, motivation, and inspiration. A while back he
called me on the phone and said, “Terri, I would really like to
work with you for a bit before I go and have a videotape
shot.” I said, “Sure, no problem, Mitch.” He came over and
we were sitting across from each other and I was looking at
him and thinking how impressed I was by his many accom-
plishments. So I asked him outright, “Mitch, what is it like to
score a perfect 10 at the Olympics? I can’t even imagine what
it would feel like.”

He said, “Terri, by the time you get to that final round,
every single competitor who is on the floor is capable of
scoring a perfect 10. It’s not about who is capable, but who
is going to pull it off at game time when the pressure is re-
ally on, and who will do it with the greatest consistency.”

There’s no question in my mind that every single one of
you reading this is equally capable of scoring a perfect 10
presentation, but the question is how we can teach you to
do it when the heat is really turned up at game time.

Denis Waitley addresses the psychological edge winners
have in believing they can reach the ambitious goals they set
for themselves. They know they can do it, so they try harder.
If you think you can’t do something, why waste your time
even trying? Most people just compromise themselves by
trying halfheartedly. That way, when they fail, they have an
excuse for their poor performance. Besides, trying harder
translates into more work. Here’s a fact: People who are
lazy rarely make it to the top. Successful people do the
things unsuccessful people don’t want to do.

The Power in Listening
The second factor that separates the top producer from the
average or status quo is listening-communication skills. A
colleague of mine once shared an insight about Donald
Trump, a man known to be respected by his competitors
and revered by his associates for, among other things, his
ability to listen. Trump has an amazing talent for sitting
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down in a one-on-one discussion and asking probing ques-
tions that draw out material he uses later in arguments sup-
porting his presentations. This is one of the key reasons
why he is such an effective competitor.

I have many clients who come to my training programs
because they are concerned about their speaking skills.
They realize that if they can improve their presentations
they will be more effective sales professionals. Almost no
one, however, worries about their listening skills, at least
not until they see themselves on videotape and realize they
need help. You may have heard the quotation from writer
Ambrose Bierce, who once said, “A bore is a person who
talks when you wish him to listen.” Listening is an active
process that requires intense thought. We need to listen to
our clients and prospects as well as to ourselves.

When we tape participants in a sales training role-play
session, they often say, “Now I understand what the cus-
tomer’s question was!” The comment usually comes after
they realize they didn’t answer the prospect’s question, or
they responded with an answer that would send any ratio-
nal person across the street into the waiting arms of the
competition. Often we don’t hear what our clients are say-
ing, or we select an answer that is inappropriate because we
really don’t understand the question. Our mouths take
charge after our brain shuts down. We just don’t take the
time to listen. If we slip into auto-pilot and respond me-
chanically, I guarantee it does not impress our audience.

There is a joke about a famous psychiatrist who is ap-
proached at a cocktail party by a solicitous guest. “My dear
doctor,” he begins. “How can you stand to listen to people’s
problems all day long? It must be dreadfully depressing.”
Somewhat taken aback by the man’s provocative question,
but determined not to be easily annoyed, the psychiatrist
quips: “Listen? Who listens?”

Let Me Forget About What You Said
How many of you have ever worked with a client or prospect
that said, “I’d like to think about it”? Let me explain what
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happens when they begin to “think about it.” On average,
prospects will retain only half of what we tell them. You may
have delivered the most dazzling presentation of your life,
but the moment you walk out the door your listeners will
lose varying amounts of the information you just shared
with them. In fact, within the first 10 minutes they will start
to lose information. To begin with, they retained only 50 per-
cent of what you told them. Within the first 10 minutes, they
can lose up to 10 percent. By the time they go home, spend
some time with their family, play with the kids, they can lose
another 10 percent. The following day (barring any unfore-
seen crises like a speeding or parking ticket), they could lose
another 10 percent. So by the time you make your follow-up
call and say, “Hi, Mr. and Mrs. Jones, this is Terri Sjodin—I
just wanted to follow up with you regarding the presentation
I made the other day . . .” they may have already forgotten
nearly three-fourths of everything you told them! So they
say, “Oh my dear, we have been so busy, we haven’t even had
a chance to think about it.” The entire time that we believed
our prospects have been thinking about our proposal, in re-
ality they have been literally forgetting about it!

The irony with respect to listening is while we may not do
it very well, we spend lots of time trying. As business profes-
sionals, we spend nearly three-fourths of our working time
communicating, and 40 percent of that is in listening, accord-
ing to Madelyn Burley-Allen, author of Listening: The Forgot-
ten Skill. The rest we divide between speaking, reading, and
writing, with speaking representing about a third of our ef-
forts. Reading represents about 15 percent and writing less
than 10 percent of our time devoted to communicating. When
more than a third of our entire working time is spent listening
to others, doesn’t it make sense we should examine our listen-
ing habits even before we polish our speaking skills?

Burley-Allen cites the example of a manager who was
curious about the amount of time he spent just in listening
so he asked his secretary to keep track of his time on the
telephone just listening. He was shocked to find the com-
pany was paying him nearly 40 percent of his salary, or
$18,000, for this function alone. However, on average, peo-
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ple are only about 25 percent effective as listeners. If the
manager’s listening skills were at only 25 percent efficiency,
his employer would be paying him some $13,500 for time
he spends listening ineffectively.

We can help improve our clients’ retention by creating a
presentation worth listening to and by improving our own
listening skills. After all, listening as a method of taking in
information is relied upon much more than reading and
writing combined. We can help our prospects remember
our presentation by influencing whether they understand it
in the first place—a big factor in how much of it they re-
member. Improving our own listening skills also will help
us overcome our prospects’ objections and give us better
control over the sales situation.

Are You Tuning Out Objections?
Imagine a situation in which the prospect is trying to wrest
control of the sales call. Imagine yourself trying to maintain
control to close the sale. Now think of yourself engaged in
these activities: focusing the conversation on the points you
want to make, listening to the client’s comments, respond-
ing to them, presenting your argument—listening, respond-
ing, presenting.

Now imagine yourself in a similar situation with a diffi-
cult prospect, only instead of engaging the person, you are
ignoring what they are saying, choosing instead to recite
the list of features and benefits of your product. This is a
situation more common than you might imagine; through
videotape playback and workshop drills, we find that peo-
ple frequently tune out their prospects’ questions and also
their objections. Burley-Allen calls this Level 2 listening—
hearing the words but not really the deeper meanings of
what is said.

In which of these two situations are you going to have
the greatest chance for success? The first one, of course, be-
cause you are exercising control over the presentation and
continuing to guide the prospect toward the best possible
outcome. To some extent, every prospect is difficult, and
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every transaction requires expert listening skills to connect
with the client and close the sale.

Three Dimensions to Listening
There are three dimensions to listening that account for
how well we hear what the prospect says. The first is empa-
thy, the second is information processing, and the third is
critical listening.

Empathy
Empathy means that we listen from the heart. We avoid
prejudging the prospect’s statements. Have you heard the
phrase, “buyers are liars”? It is a cynical comment you will
want to ignore. The buyer may well employ counterfeit ob-
jections but also will have legitimate concerns. Your job is
to decipher which of his or her stated concerns are bogus
and which are real. To discount all the prospect’s objections
without determining the facts is to act without empathy.
Listen for the buyer’s true concerns. Be empathic.

Information Processing
The second dimension of listening is information process-
ing. It means objectively collecting and categorizing facts
from the prospect, then prioritizing what you hear. There
are separate activities associated with information process-
ing. To be an information processor you must:

1. Recognize the central idea.
2. Identify the main points.
3. Recall the details.
4. Summarize.
5. Draw references.
6. Ask insightful questions.

In my workshops, I usually ask salespeople, “What is the
goal of your presentation?” They sometimes look at me as
though they don’t know what I’m talking about. “What do
you mean?” they ask. Well, what is the point of your presen-
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tation? What do you want to happen as a result of this pre-
sentation to your clients? Do you really know what the sin-
gle, overriding message is that you are trying to get across?
If you aren’t clear on what your central idea is, your
prospective client isn’t going to know either. You may have
been working in your field for 20 years, you may have all
the supporting figures in your head to prove a long string of
claims, but if you can’t share your message in a way that
makes people understand the main points, you will be spin-
ning your wheels.

If your clients cannot recognize the central idea of your
message, if they cannot identify the main points, recall im-
portant details, summarize the information, and ask in-
sightful questions, then you have to wonder, “How effective
was I?” Try putting yourself in the role of one of your clients
and see if you can apply the above criteria to your presenta-
tion. Then try it on feedback from your next customer. Be
aware of yourself as a deliverer of information.

Critical Listening
A listener will critically evaluate your presentation, includ-
ing every claim in it, whether you pay attention to what you
are saying or whether you put your mouth on automatic
and flip the “on” switch. What happens, though, when your
prospect asks a question? Are you going to respond in a way
that reinforces your message and continues moving him or
her toward the close? Or are you going to confuse the
prospect with a response that isn’t really related to the ques-
tion asked? Remember, the customer is testing your credi-
bility. Are both you and what you say believable? In order to
use the excellent opportunity a question offers, you will
need to develop and employ critical listening skills. Remem-
ber that your prospects will be listening to you from a criti-
cal standpoint as well.

Effective listening not only involves paying attention to
others—it involves tuning in to ourselves. If you heard your
own presentation and you wanted to evaluate it for credibil-
ity, how would you do it? Here are the five keys to assessing
the third listening dimension, critical listening:
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1. Recall the main claims.
2. Identify the premise.
3. Evaluate the evidence.
4. Be objective, not defensive.
5. Ask how credible is the speaker.

Since your listeners will critically evaluate your pre-
sentation by performing these steps, doesn’t it make sense
for you to do the same evaluation of your presentation 
before delivering it? I am reminded of a question by Hal
Becker in his book, Can I Have Five Minutes of Your
Time?, in which he asks readers, “Did you ever talk your-
self out of a sale? Did you go on and on until it was too
late? Did you ever LISTEN yourself out of a sale?
NEVER!”

In practice, many of your prospects will not be good
critical listeners. They will jump to conclusions based on
personal experiences that may have little or nothing to do
with what you have been telling them. If you are a good
critical listener, you can recognize these misinterpretations
when the prospect poses a question. You will be applying
your critical listening skills to the feedback you get.

The important thing is for your prospect to hear the
right message and not make a decision based on incorrect
assumptions. It is crucial, therefore, to be objective in eval-
uating your client’s questions and comments. You can clar-
ify and reinforce your points on the way to guiding the
prospect toward the close.

Persuasive Presentation Skills
The third factor that separates the top producer from the
average person is persuasive presentation skills. Top pro-
ducers have a phenomenal delivery. There’s something
about them that is charismatic—people say it is the person’s
polish. But polish comes from practice, and charisma
comes from certainty. It’s owning the material in your mind,
spirit, and presence.
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The Absence of Dazzling, Persuasive Presentation Skills
To appreciate just how important public speaking skills are
today, think of the 1992 presidential election in which Inde-
pendent Ross Perot attracted a large number of voters who
were disillusioned with the two traditional parties. In spite
of his independent status, Perot posed an intriguing chal-
lenge to both incumbent Republican President George Bush
and Democratic candidate Bill Clinton. A factor in the cam-
paign, however, was a series of debates between the leading
candidates and another involving their vice-presidential
running-mates. Unfortunately for Perot, his selection for
vice president was not a dazzling public speaker.

Vice Admiral James Stockdale is a highly respected
Vietnam War hero and an accomplished military execu-
tive. But he is not a strong presenter. Viewers who saw the
debates will never forget the point at which Stockdale be-
gan fiddling with his hearing aid, stopping the talks dead
and creating the impression, albeit erroneous, that he may
be too old to run for the nation’s second-highest office.
Polls taken afterward showed that imperfections in Stock-
dale’s style and delivery gave undecided voters the reason
they needed to discount the Perot ticket altogether. Instead
they moved on to the task of deciding between the two ma-
jor candidates. If Stockdale had possessed the public
speaking skills of Colin Powell or Ronald Reagan, is it pos-
sible the outcome of the election would have been alto-
gether different?

The interesting thing to remember is that Stockdale’s
sterling qualifications earned him a chance at high office,
but they were not the deciding factor. He had to demon-
strate in person to voters that he was qualified and convince
them they would be making the right choice if they relied
on him and his running-mate.

We might think of the debates as a sort of national pub-
lic job interview. That idea suggests to me that any job ap-
plicant who thinks a resume alone, without benefit of a
convincing oral presentation, will secure a corporate posi-
tion is apt to be looking for work for quite some time.
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Everyone Remembers a Great Speaker
Everybody loves to hear great speakers. What is more im-
portant is that we remember them. When we think of
great presenters we think of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
John F. Kennedy, and Ronald Reagan—all were consid-
ered great speakers and communicators. When they spoke
they used no visual aids, no handouts, no brochures. They
were just individual men standing before thousands of
people and able to move the masses on what often were
perceived as unpopular issues. But they did it—how?
Through the art of the delivery. You always remember the
great speaker, even if the individual is not such an ad-
mirable person. Take Stalin, for example. Or even two-
term president Bill Clinton. In all honesty, if Clinton had
had the public speaking skills of Stockdale when he was
going through his problems with Monica Lewinsky, does
anyone really think he would have survived his second
term?

But we are moved as a country by the individual with
great delivery. Also, we often tend to remember another
type of presentation—the poor presentation. Yet whom do
we forget? It’s the average speaker, the one who is just fair.
Remember that if you look back on your presentation and
think it was just okay, or it was fine, then you may have just
delivered the most forgettable presentation possible. That’s
why every single presentation that you deliver has to be the
best one you have inside you.

Among all the people who may read this book, I have
one particular reader in mind: the goal-setter who wants to
be the best salesperson possible. My compliments go to you
for wanting to achieve a level of personal fulfillment
through attaining excellence. Striving to become a great
salesperson means aiming to be a great public speaker and
presenter. Achieving that takes having a psychological dif-
ference, sharp listening skills, and the ability to give a per-
suasive presentation.
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Overview
� Everybody sells something, whether it is a product, a

service, a philosophy, an idea, or even oneself on a
job interview.

� Training in public speaking and advanced presenta-
tion skills is an important component in self-develop-
ment and will also help ensure greater success within
a selling environment.

� The Three-to-Five-Company rule reminds us that we
constantly must be aware that most buyers or deci-
sion makers will consider between three and five
competitors during the same period that they are
considering us.

� People buy people, and your presentation reflects
who you are.

� Tenacity, creativity, time, and perseverance—com-
bined with a dazzling presentation—spell “fierce
competitor” in today’s market.

� There is a big difference between earning business
and buying business.

� The three simple characteristics of top producers are
(1) the psychological difference, (2) great listening
skills, and (3) excellent presentation skills.

� We always remember a great speaker, but we also re-
member someone else—the terrible speaker. Who are
we most likely to forget? The person who gives an av-
erage presentation—the one that was just fine.

Next: Now that we have given you a general overview of
how important it is to develop strong presentation skills, in
the next chapter we will look at one of the most common
mistakes people make in giving a talk—winging it.

Overview
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Mistake Number 1:
Winging It

The concept of “I’ll play it by ear” is a guarantee of medioc-
rity at best.

—David A. Peoples, author, Presentations Plus

O
ne of the most common problems people
face in delivering a good presentation is
that instead of preparing diligently as

they might, they just forge out in front of an audience and
hope for the best. They simply wing it. If you are a talented,
experienced speaker, you might get away with this. How-
ever, most people typically perform poorly, and others often
notice.

When you wing it, your presentation usually hops
around all over the place, and your listeners are jerked
around with it. The story line doesn’t pretend to exhibit a
logical, progressive flow. It makes it very difficult for a lis-
tener to follow where you are going, and most of the time
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people leave out half the points they want to cover, includ-
ing the close.

People say, “I know my print material pretty well—I’m
going out there, and I’m just going to wing it. Whatever
comes out will be good enough.”

This is a fundamentally bad idea. I must admit we
sometimes find ourselves actually admiring the unfortu-
nate individual who is giving such a spontaneous presen-
tation only because we can’t help but think how
courageous they are to get up in front of a group with so
little preparation! However, when you wing it, you’re pre-
sentation typically is a terrible waste of your time, not to
mention your clients’ time—time that could have been
used more effectively.

To pay so little attention to the delivery of a presentation
is to say, in effect, it doesn’t matter whether you do a good
job. This attitude reflects a kind of denial that frequently is
fueled by ignorance of the impact your words can have on
your overall success. Allow me to share a story that explains
why making this kind of investment in your presentation is
worthwhile, even when you may not think so.

Never Underestimate the 
Power of Your Presentation
A client of mine was asked to speak at a public meeting in
support of a local political candidate. Citizens were at-
tempting to rout incumbents from an elected board, and
the new office-seeker provided fresh ideas. Reluctantly, my
client agreed to the public speaking challenge because he
felt it was the right thing to do. Besides, his wife already
had accepted the invitation on his behalf. For the purpose
of this story, I will call my client Bob.

When he called me, Bob was terrified at the prospect of
addressing a large audience. He had little experience and
less self-confidence. I got his desperate plea on a Friday.

“Terri, I don’t know what I’m going to do,” he said. “I
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have to make a presentation in front of several hundred
people at a political rally next week. Can you help me?”

I said, “Sure, Bob. No problem.” We began work on his
talk by creating an outline. We established the main points
he would make, developed the supporting material, and
wrote in the stories and anecdotes. We worked on the talk
all weekend. By the meeting Monday night, Bob was about
as ready as he was going to be. If you have ever been to a
heated public gathering, you can appreciate how intimidat-
ing it can get. This was no office staff meeting where people
are paid to sit quietly and pay attention. This was an emo-
tion-packed gathering of concerned citizens.

Whew! It’s Over
Bob walked into the large auditorium and strolled to the
podium. His knees were shaking, but the average person
couldn’t tell he was scared. No matter how nervous he was,
we both knew he could do it. As he began his talk, it became
clear his speech had a framework. It was logical, it adhered to
the proper formula, and it had a specific objective he wanted
to fulfill. It had impact, it was memorable—and it worked.
The audience rose to their feet, clapped, cheered, and whis-
tled. He was a star with a smash hit. His first thought, how-
ever, was not what a great job he had done. It was “Whew, it’s
over!” Except it wasn’t over. There was someone in the audi-
ence Bob hadn’t noticed. Bob’s vice-president, three manage-
ment levels above him, was among the attendees.

New Position Opens
“Bob, I had absolutely no idea,” the executive began. “You
are a powerful speaker. I want to talk to you about a posi-
tion we have coming up that requires someone with your
skills. If you are free tomorrow about nine o’clock, stop by
my office so we can discuss it.”

Not only did Bob do well during the interview, suddenly
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he found himself within the executive inner circle. With his
position, he received a substantial raise, bonus structure,
and car allowance. That isn’t bad for a free talk. The story
has a happy ending, but what if Bob had declined the
speaking engagement? He would have missed a great op-
portunity for self-improvement. Or what if Bob hadn’t prac-
ticed and prepared? As it was, Bob’s sphere of influence and
his position, not to mention his income, were enhanced.
Though Bob was extremely anxious about the task, he at-
tempted it anyway, and succeeded!

Had Bob winged his talk, as many people do, it would
not have had nearly the same impact. With a lackluster per-
formance, he probably wouldn’t have been approached
about the job opening. It is important to put passion into
every presentation and to do adequate advance planning in
order to create opportunities. You may think you are talk-
ing to someone of limited means and authority. However,
little fish have a habit of traveling with big fish.

How to Avoid Winging It
In order to fix the chronically common problem of winging
it, we must start at the beginning with our attitude. First,
we need to stop thinking of the presentation arena as a kind
of bullfight with us playing the role of a matador. See your-
self more as a symphony conductor who needs to practice
before a concert. The first thing I want you to consider is
your format. There are four different speaking formats:

1. Impromptu—speaking without physical prompts, but
using a simple mental outline to speak in the mo-
ment.

2. Extemporaneous—speaking with the aid of a written
outline.

3. Manuscript—a presentation delivered word for word
from a written document.

4. Memorized—the presentation is rehearsed but recited
from memory.
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Selecting the appropriate format for your talk is the first
step in addressing the problem of winging it. If we know
what format we want to use, we have some idea of how to
begin our preparation. That’s right, preparation—the word
is synonymous with time. If you want to give a good presen-
tation, you will have to spend time preparing it.

Thorough Preparation
No matter which format you choose, remember to keep track
of where you are headed with your argument. People ask me
whether it really is necessary to do this much work before
giving a talk. I know from experience even extremely talented
people generally do not cover everything unless they list all
the issues on paper first, then study them. When you wing it,
you tend to leave out important ideas or stray off course.
People spend too much time on issues that don’t deserve it,
while more important points get underemphasized. Let’s take
a detailed look at the four major presentation formats.

Impromptu
Impromptu means that you are speaking from a mental
outline and you have already formulated what you want to
cover. Giving an impromptu talk provides great freedom to
interact with the audience and, if done well, can show how
knowledgeable you are about your subject. Yet giving an
impromptu talk has distinct disadvantages when you are
trying to be persuasive. Recalling and selecting just the
right words to describe what you are talking about can be a
challenge for many people when giving impromptu talks.
Someone giving an impromptu talk might be mistaken by
the audience for someone who is winging it, but the two are
quite different in that the former requires preparation.

Extemporaneous
An extemporaneous presentation is one you prepare in ad-
vance and deliver from an outline. The presentation is not
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written out word for word. The most common format for
the sales professional, and the one we selected for Bob’s
talk, it allows the presenter to adjust his or her presentation
as questions arise.

Extemporaneous means you are speaking from a physi-
cal outline, usually just a single page or two. You present
from an outline, a copy of which can easily be handed to
your clients whom you are addressing. I strongly recom-
mend most people employ the extemporaneous format
when speaking to clients and customers. Why? There are
several reasons.

When you have the outline in front of you, I can guaran-
tee that you will never walk out the door saying to yourself,
“Oh, my gosh—I forgot to cover something!” You can al-
ways refer to the outline, and it will keep you on track.

The second thing is that when the people to whom 
you are speaking or giving a presentation have an outline
in front of them, it will keep them on course with what
you are saying. And the pleasing fact about it is that they
will undoubtedly take notes on it during your presenta-
tion. And despite all your work preparing glamorous
brochures and media kits, your single outline handout on
a lone sheet of paper will become the most significant
presentation piece in your publications package. Why?
Because this is the handout your listeners now own.
(They own it because they put their notes on it.) And we
always hold on to the one thing for which we feel owner-
ship. That’s why you really need to use a one-sided, single-
sheet outline during your presentation. It keeps your
listeners involved and absorbed, and better yet, it helps
them to retain greater amounts of information from your
presentation.

Drawbacks of this format include the possibility of for-
getting words necessary to nail down arguments precisely.
If you have ever stumbled during a presentation while try-
ing to find the right word, you understand the problem. The
presentation can also become lopsided if the speaker
spends too much time on the beginning and rushes through
the second half to meet time constraints.
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Manuscript
In a manuscript format, the entire presentation is written
out word for word. Speakers then read every word of a
manuscript presentation. They know what will be said is ex-
actly what is intended. The speaker knows the language will
remain vivid and compelling and the presentation will stay
within fixed time limits. A manuscript is often used to de-
liver important messages, say by a government spokesman
or at a scientific seminar.

Disadvantages include the likelihood the discourse will
sound like an essay since people rarely write the way they
speak. The talk may also sound stiff. The style makes it diffi-
cult to react spontaneously to the listener or audience. It re-
quires a great deal of preparation to make it sound
professional and not canned.

Memorized
A memorized presentation is written in manuscript form
and committed to memory. This format was very popular in
years past. Today, most salespeople prefer the extemporane-
ous style. I personally appreciate the memorized format be-
cause it allows the salesperson to focus on his or her
audience. It is particularly effective in formal presentations.
However, it requires extensive practice and commitment in
order to be employed effectively because, if your mind goes
blank . . . need I say more?

One effective exercise we do in our training sessions is
to videotape sales professionals responding to objections
they have written out and placed in a hat. When they realize
these objections repeatedly occur, they see how much more
persuasive they could be if only they practiced and memo-
rized the responses ahead of time.

Having your presentation and answers to questions
memorized in advance is useful, particularly since a
prospective client may allow you only a few minutes. Even
better is including the answers to your most commonly
asked questions right in your presentation.
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When I was working for the Resource Dynamics, I was
teamed with a salesperson named Colette. She had come
from an entirely different kind of company, and although
she was familiar with the training industry, she didn’t know
how to overcome the objections she was getting over the
telephone with our product. So she would listen to me on
the phone and was impressed by the way I handled objec-
tions. She wondered how she could incorporate my tech-
niques into her routine. Though it helped to listen to me,
she didn’t have ready access to the many responses needed
to overcome all the varied questions and objections.

The way we solved this was to audiotape my presenta-
tion and record my responses to questions and prospects’
objections. We did this over a number of calls, then had the
tape transcribed. We later took the transcription, edited it,
and posted it on the wall. That way, she could sit at her desk,
make her calls, and if the prospect gave her an objection, she
could look right up to the appropriate response. She had
about eight objections with their responses right underneath
them, all set in large type. After awhile, the responses be-
came ingrained, and she was able to take down the written
responses from the wall. But it really helped her to record
what I was saying, transcribe it, and put it right in front of
her desk where she made her phone calls. It just reinforces
the point that having your presentation and/or your answers
to questions memorized in advance can be very useful, par-
ticularly when you have little time and want a fast come-
back. Employing memorization to handling objections is a
very appropriate use of this format.

How to Determine Which Format to Use
A lot of work goes into a good presentation. This is particu-
larly true when you want to tailor your talk to each individ-
ual audience or prospect. You may have a single talk for
several audiences, but it will be more effective if you take
the time to customize portions of it to meet the needs of the
specific group you are addressing.

Mistake Number 1: Winging It
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Here are some general guidelines in determining your
format and putting together your presentation:

� Consider the time allotted for your talk (we will dis-
cuss this in more detail later in Chapter 4 and several
of the other points in later chapters).

� Take the time to prepare and practice using a logical
outline.

� Be sure to cover all points needed to communicate
your message.

� Be sure that your presentation covers each of the
points clearly and consistently.

� Make a determination whether you will be address-
ing a small or large audience.

� Select visuals appropriate to your audience.
� Give a copy of your outline to your audience.

Advantages of a Logical, Persuasive
Presentation
You have the opportunity as a professional to deliver sharp,
inspiring, memorable presentations. Or you can deliver
limp, lifeless talks that don’t persuade anyone to do anything
except, perhaps, promise to call you later. One type of pre-
sentation makes things happen, the other doesn’t. The
choice is up to you. A tight presentation has good flow and
keeps the audience’s attention, it covers all the points you in-
tended to make, and it meets your parameters for time as
well as meets the needs of your audience; it has high impact.

What About No Time to Prepare?
People might ask, “Well Terri, what if I simply don’t have the
time necessary to put together an effective presentation?”
The secret lies in careful planning of what you want to say.
In Chapter 4, we include a sample presentation outline that

What About No Time to Prepare?
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will help you put together an overnight presentation, which
should be adequate for many situations. The important
thing is for you to review your facts and source materials
and follow your written outline.

Overview
� Mistake Number 1 is winging it. When you wing it, it

is often a terrible waste of quality presentation time.
� Never underestimate the power of your presentation.

You must prepare and rehearse as much as possible.
� The four types of speaking formats are (1) impromptu,

(2) extemporaneous, (3) manuscript, and (4) memo-
rized.

� In a selling environment, I suggest using the extem-
poraneous format in which you speak from an out-
line.

� In the case of the overnight, or last-minute presenta-
tion, use the extemporaneous format outline found in
Chapter 4.

Next: We have looked at one of the most common mis-
takes people make in creating a presentation—winging it—
and the various ways to avoid it. We will turn our attention
in the next chapter to another very common problem—be-
ing overly informative rather than persuasive.

Mistake Number 1: Winging It
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C H A P T E R

49

Mistake Number 2:
Being Too Informative 
versus Persuasive

Our danger is not too few, but too many options . . . to be
puzzled by innumerable alternatives.

—Sir Richard Livingston

Why This Is the Biggest Mistake
This chapter encompasses the biggest mistake made by
most sales professionals in the field today. This mistake is
so common that it is literally costing companies millions of
dollars every year. The mistake we are making is that our
presentations have become too informative rather than
persuasive.

If you find you are meeting with a large number of
clients, but are completing few transactions, one question
you should ask yourself is, “Have my presentations become
too informative versus persuasive?” Let’s face it, it’s far
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more comfortable to dispense information than it is to per-
suade someone to act. Selling can be challenging. But it is a
mistake to think that the way to improve your closing ratio
is to dump so much information on a client that the person
feels guilty enough to do business with you.

The unfortunate truth is that people will suck you dry
for information and then use all that information to negoti-
ate another deal somewhere else. What we don’t want to
think about is that while we are being philanthropists com-
municating all this information, we can be hurting more
than we are helping ourselves.

Define Your Role
There are different ways to deliver a presentation, but the
one we need to master is that of persuasion. When I urge
you to be persuasive, you might start to get defensive. You
could say, “Terri, that’s just not me—I’m not like that,” or “I
don’t know how to do that—I don’t have that kind of per-
sonality.” You have to define what your role is when you are
selling, and you have to decide just what it is you want to
have happen as a result of your presentation. If you are sell-
ing a product, service, idea, philosophy, or even yourself,
you generally want some type of action. This alone means
that you are trying to be persuasive, not informative.

As a salesperson, you are never strictly an informative
speaker. There is intent tied to your message. You may pull
back from this suggestion and say, “Oh, I don’t want to do
that—I don’t want to be a hard-sell closer.” “I won’t be that
aggressive with my clients.” You might even secretly think,
“I just don’t want to be in sales,” or if you are in sales, “I
don’t want to be perceived as that kind of person.” Let me
assure you I am not trying to turn you into a personality
you are not. In order to deliver a persuasive presentation,
you don’t need a certain kind of personality, all you need is
to have one—and everyone does. You merely need to learn
how to express it. Your personality and the intent of your
message are two different things.

Mistake Number 2: Being Too Informative versus Persuasive
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Three Presentation Styles
The first thing you should note is there are only three types
of presentations that anyone can deliver—informative, per-
suasive, and ceremonial. The two main differences between
a persuasive talk and either a ceremonial or informative
one are that the persuasive talk begins by building an argu-
ment and concludes with a call to action (the close). A per-
suasive presentation is one that leads the listener toward
doing something specific—usually signing the contract or
setting up your next appointment.

Ceremonial speeches appeal to the values cherished by
everyone present. The speaker tries to create a type of com-
munion with the audience. Award ceremonies, acceptance,
after-dinner, welcome, and farewell speeches all fall into
this category.

Informative speeches are the most common and the
most common trap for salespeople. When they should be
delivering a persuasive talk, they give an informative one in-
stead. The informative speech or presentation should not be
the salesperson’s tool of choice, although you would never
know it by how many people use it. If you were to survey
sales organizations across the country and ask individuals
what kind of presenter they were among the three cate-
gories, they would typically say informative. But under no
circumstances should you ever, when you are selling, be an
informative presenter.

Informative presentations are intended to be objective.
They promote audience understanding, foster coopera-
tion, and present the subject matter in an unbiased way.
The whole point is to promote learning. As a salesperson,
do you want to educate your customer, or do you want to
sell him something? The first responsibility of an informa-
tive presenter is to be unbiased. An informative presenter
is supposed to tell all sides of the story. So, unless you are
going out into the field and bringing all your competitors’
materials with you saying: “Here is my material, and here
are all the materials from my competition so you can

Three Presentation Styles
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make a decision,” you are not an informative presenter.
Why? Because an informative presenter is supposed to be
unbiased, tell both sides of the story, be cooperative versus
competitive, and promote learning. Is there a group of in-
dividuals whose job it is to be informative? Of course there
is: teachers.

I frequently hear people say, “But Terri, aren’t the best
presentations a combination of both information and 
persuasion?” Yes, sometimes we want to inform and per-
suade, but too often we accomplish only one objective—
the wrong one. In the last 10 years, with all the student
training videotapes I have watched, I have never looked at
a single one and said, “You know what? Your presentation
is far too persuasive, we need to put in more information.”
It’s never happened. Why? Because that’s not the problem.
It’s easy giving information—there’s no risk. We don’t hear
the word “no.” There’s no pain, anxiety, or fear associated
with information. Somewhere along the line people
started thinking, “Maybe if I give my prospects enough in-
formation, my products and services will sell themselves.”
In a perfect world, maybe that would happen. But it rarely
does. In order for people to take action, you have to build
a strong, persuasive case explaining why they should take
action, specifically with you.

Lingering in the Information Zone
Many professionals have a tendency to linger in the infor-
mation zone citing features and benefits and delay getting
into the persuasive zone. Either they are not persuasive
enough, or they save the persuasive material until the very
end when it’s often too late. The customer has little incen-
tive to make a buying decision following a predominantly
informative presentation. There is no sense of urgency to an
informative presentation. At the end, the client may say,
“Great, thanks for your information!” Meanwhile, they, or
you, walk out the door. You hope they will return later and
give you their business even if out of guilt more than for any

Mistake Number 2: Being Too Informative versus Persuasive
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other reason. I have news for you. Customers who don’t buy
don’t feel guilty. Granted, it’s comforting to know you won’t
hear the word “no” in this information zone, but you won’t
hear “yes” either.

Just for practice, try repeating the following phrase
out loud: “As a sales professional, I am not an informative
presenter.”

Right, as a sales professional, you are not an informa-
tive speaker. You are a persuasive speaker.

And now, try repeating this: “As a sales professional, I
am a persuasive presenter.”

Fine; just keep repeating that to yourself.

Selling for The Achievement Group
My realization that we must do far more than merely offer
information, including features and benefits, and instead
structure the sales presentation persuasively comes from
personal experience. I was fortunate in high school to have
had speech coach Jim Caforio, who groomed a few of us
from the time we were sophomores to be extremely compet-
itive in speech and debate. By college, I was ahead of the
pack in preparing formal presentations. By my junior year
in college, I was ranked thirteenth in the nation for persua-
sive speaking, and during my senior year I was ranked
sixth. That sounded impressive until I tried to begin to fig-
ure out what I was going to do when I graduated.

Because I was uncertain about my goals, I gathered my
transcripts and other academic materials and went to meet
with my career counselor. I spread out my files on her desk
and said, “So, what do you think I should be?”

“Well, Terri, I would have to say that, with all your
speech and debate background, I think you really should go
into sales.”

And I went, “Huh? You have to be kidding! I got a col-
lege degree so I wouldn’t have to go into sales.” (Did you
ever think this way?) I was one of perhaps many people
who mistakenly believed that if I had a college degree, I

Selling for The Achievement Group
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would be spared the sentence of having to earn a living by
selling. I realize now the notion is ridiculous because every-
body sells something. But, I always thought that I never
wanted to be in sales.

“There must be some alternative!” I pleaded.
“Well, you know you could always go to law school,” she

said.
“That sounds so much better!” I exclaimed.
Mentally, I was all set to go to law school and started fill-

ing out the necessary applications. In the meantime, I ac-
cepted an internship with the office of then–U.S. Senator
Pete Wilson (R-Calif.). Soon I started to figure out how
much money I would need for three years of law school. At
that time it totaled over $60,000. So, I merrily took my tu-
ition estimate to my parents and they merrily returned it to
me saying that I was on my own.

I thought, “Okay, how am I going to fund this academic
adventure in such a short period of time?” Well, there was
only one way that I knew of and that was in straight com-
mission sales. So, I took a position working with a company
called The Achievement Group. The firm set up marketing
and promotion for a variety of national sales trainers. My
job was to be a road warrior. We were given a stack of
brochures and flown to metropolitan areas like Buffalo,
New York. We lived there for the next six to eight weeks and
encouraged people from different companies to attend large
training and development seminars.

The position was strictly commission, so if you didn’t
sell anything you could go broke. The training consisted of
learning the traditional selling program content—features
and benefits, value-added selling, and consultative selling—
to encourage people to attend the seminars.

So I went into the field loaded with brochures, my fea-
tures and benefits presentation, my motivational tapes, and
a lot of enthusiasm. After 35 days, I was starving to death.
When you are working a straight commission job you are
burning your own gas, paying for your own phones, and of
course consuming your own time. After 30 days, if you are
not selling anything, you are not happy!

Mistake Number 2: Being Too Informative versus Persuasive
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Going Back to Basics
I was depressed, thinking to myself how much time I 
had wasted, and I needed a lift. So to make myself 
feel better, I decide to revisit a world where I had been
successful—my college debate team. I decided to go over
to the campus, drop in on my debate coach, and talk to
her about old times. Maybe I would come back with re-
newed enthusiasm.

I walked into my coach’s office, and she says, “Oh, my
goodness—Terri Sjodin, an alumnus come back to visit us.”
Suddenly I began to feel better, and she says, “Well, do you
want to sit down and judge a few speeches?” They were get-
ting ready for a tournament.

“Sure, no problem,” I offered.
“So, how are you doing out there in the real world?” she

asks.
“Oh, it’s great,” I answer.
And she asks, “How are you enjoying sales?”
“Selling sucks. I hate it. I am so bad at it.”
“I’m surprised to hear you say that,” she says.
“Oh, why?” I ask.
“Well, I would think that with your debate background

you would do very well.”
“Oh, yeah—if they were the same thing. But they are

two totally different things,” I say.
“Really?” she asks, surprised.
“Oh, yes; it’s all features and benefits. Then we do this

consultative probing thing, and then we incorporate the
value-added services. It’s really very different.”

“Really, I would like to see that,” she says.
“Sure, I’ll have to show you some day,” I say.
“Well, how about right now?” she asks.
So we sat down and she does something that I always

used to hate: she takes out an audiotape and slips it into her
tape machine and presses the record button. Meanwhile, I
go through my presentation. When I’m finished, she hits
stop, ejects the tape, and tosses it over to me.

Going Back to Basics
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“So, do you really think you could win a debate round
with that?” she asks.

“No,” I explain. “That’s the point. They are two totally
different things.”

“No, they’re not.” She says emphatically. “If you go home
and really listen to this tape, I think that you’re going to dis-
cover what the real problem is.” Irritated, I make an attempt
at a polite exit and walk out of her office, all the while think-
ing, “What does she know? She’s an academic. Those who
can, do, and those who can’t, teach! This is the real world,
and it doesn’t work the same way it does in academia.”

So, I was frustrated, but I figured, what the heck: I’ll pop
the tape into my car stereo and try listening to it through
the ears of a debater. After hearing it, I decided to go home
and revamp my entire presentation, just as I would a debate
case. Essentially, I threw a lot of information out the win-
dow. In the process of evaluating my presentation, I finally
realized what the difference is between a persuasive presen-
tation and one that merely stresses features and benefits.

A feature is what something is, and a benefit is what it
does. There is no sense of urgency in a features-and-benefits
presentation. Inherently, it is an informative style. When
you are giving an informative presentation, at the close, you
are basically inviting your clients to say: “That’s nice; now I
want time to think about it.”

I finally decided my coach was right about my presenta-
tion, and after making the necessary changes in it, I felt
more confident about being persuasive and about deliver-
ing a persuasive case. As a result, my closing ratio increased
significantly, and soon I became a top producer with The
Achievement Group.

Being Persuasive Throughout 
Your Presentation
In developing a persuasive presentation, you want to create
one that is persuasive throughout, not just toward the end. Al-
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though the persuasive ending is actually more common, it is
far preferable to be persuasive throughout your presentation.
For one thing, it puts less pressure on you as you approach
the close, which makes the close easier. It also puts less pres-
sure on your customer because you build your case through-
out your talk as you lead him or her toward a decision.

Your focus should be on influencing the buyer’s percep-
tion of what should be thought or done. You achieve this
through careful management of your supporting material. I
will show you how to do this later. Meanwhile, keep in mind
that your intent is to sell the listener your product, service,
or idea. If that doesn’t happen, your efforts to provide him
or her with information have been at your own—or your
employer’s—expense.

I’m not suggesting you eliminate the entire discussion
of features and benefits. But I am going to ask you to adopt
one simple concept from the field of debate—be more
proactive than reactive. Debate would have us do one thing
before we walk out the door with our list of features and
benefits, or value-added services, and before we prequalify
our clients. We would have to identify our 10 best argu-
ments for why our clients should work with us, why they
should work with our company, and why they should do it
now. You would create your most persuasive argument at
the beginning and put features and benefits at the end.
This is how you develop a case that is balanced. Let me
give you a simple example of why it is a good idea to put
your arguments in the front and have your features and
benefits at the end. If you think of a courtroom, the judge
is at the front, the jury is off to the side, and there is a pros-
ecuting attorney and a defense attorney. When the gavel
hits the desk, and the trial opens, the attorneys stand up
and begin with opening arguments. They don’t begin with
opening features and benefits. Next introduce all the evi-
dence—testimony, witnesses, and so on—and provide the
court with the arguments that were previously established
at the beginning of the case. And when their presentation
of the evidence and testimony is over, they end with what?
Closing arguments! It’s persuasive as well as informative,

Being Persuasive Throughout Your Presentation
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and that’s where the balance is. And if you start to think of
your presentation as a courtroom case where you are pre-
senting arguments, I believe you will find a greater balance
between persuasion and information in the body of your
presentation.

Five Characteristics of a 
Persuasive Presentation
Persuasive presentations are intended to influence the
perception of what should be thought or done. Intent 
is directly tied to the message. When we talk about in-
fluencing perception, we mean using language to influ-
ence a person’s beliefs. Listeners must be able to relate 
information you provide to their individual situations and
see themselves benefiting from what you have to offer.
There are five foundation characteristics of a persuasive
presentation.

1. Be interactive.
2. Be convincing.
3. Create a harm (a need).
4. Provide a choice.
5. Be competitive.

Be Interactive
Interaction simply means there must be a give-and-take be-
tween the presenter and the listener. To be persuasive, there
cannot simply be one-way communication. The interactive
or transactional aspect of a persuasive talk is what scholars
call the Socratic approach. The speaker or salesperson must
ask the right questions, listen to the answers, and respond
before your conclusion.

If you want to persuade people, show the immediate rele-
vance and value of what you’re saying in terms of meeting
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their needs and desires . . . successful collaborative negotia-
tion lies in finding out what the other side really wants and
showing them a way to get it, while you get what you want.

—Herb Cohen

One thing I practice with my workshop attendees is to
have them try creating a presentation that answers com-
mon objections before a prospect can raise them. I call this
approach creating a proactive presentation. It is preferable to
a reactive presentation, which only informs the listeners
and then invites their objections that must be overcome be-
fore the close.

Be Convincing
To be convincing, the presentation has to be logical. You
will find it very difficult to create a compelling presentation
without developing your argument. The following is a five-
step process used to arrive at a logical persuasive argument:

1. Generate awareness.
2. State the problem.
3. Provide a solution.
4. Let them visualize change.
5. Call them to action.

Generating Awareness
When I refer to generating awareness, I mean making the
prospect aware of his or her needs. People approach a sales-
person with different levels of awareness about what they
need or want. Sometimes too, customers have no under-
standing at all of the product or service. Depending on how
much they know, we have to help them out. How many
times have you ever worked with people who didn’t know
what they needed or how you could help?

Stating the Problem
The reason most people buy products is because they have a
need or problem. The product or service solves or relieves

Five Characteristics of a Persuasive Presentation
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them of their problem. Generally, the problem is defined in
terms of time, money, or an emotional need.

Providing a Solution
The salesperson needs to show prospective clients how the
product or service being sold provides a solution to their
problems. Providing the solution is a necessary element of
creating a convincing, logical argument. If you are going to
make your clients aware of their problems, you owe it to them
to relieve their stress. You do this by providing a solution—
buying your product or service. Doing so should save them
time, money, or perhaps their sanity.

Have you ever heard the objection that your product/
service costs too much? The following story offers at least
one response that is effective in overcoming this type of
objection.

How Much Is Your Time, Money, or Sanity Worth?
I travel a lot and am usually in a rush when checking out
of a hotel. It’s not uncommon for me to leave something
behind, and this time it was my running shoes—one run-
ning shoe, to be exact. When I arrived home, I told my
mother I needed to buy another pair, and she suggested we
go to the local warehouse discount store where she holds a
membership, versus our local mall, because I would save
so much money.

I had never shopped at one of these warehouse clubs be-
fore and wasn’t expecting to have to park a half-mile away.
Nevertheless, I made the hike to the entrance, where I was
stopped by an employee who asked to see my membership
card. So my mom began fishing through her purse for the
card. People began piling up behind us, then pushed
around us to get inside. Finally Mom produced the card,
and we were allowed to enter.

Since there is no shoe department, we wandered around
looking for someone to ask where they keep the running
shoes. Well, there were no clerks either; at least I couldn’t
find one. Finally I saw a big stack of shoes. Since they
weren’t in any order, I had to paw through the entire pallet
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to find my size. Great! Size 61/2—I was in luck. I opened the
box, but inside there was only one shoe. So I dug around
some more and found another box in my size. I tucked it
under my arm and headed toward the checkout counter.
The line must have had 15 people in it, and they all had
huge carts full of merchandise. I waited in line for more
than 20 minutes just to buy one pair of shoes. Then, when
we got up to the cashier, he wouldn’t take my credit card. It
turned out the store didn’t accept most major cards. We fi-
nally made it back to the car and realized we had wasted
nearly an hour to save less than $10. Besides that, I was ex-
hausted and in a terrible mood.

About a month later, I came home from another trip and,
guess what? My car had been broken into and my new shoes
stolen. The thought of going back to the warehouse store al-
most made me ill. I thought to myself, “This time, I’m going
to South Coast Plaza” (one of the leading Southern Califor-
nia shopping malls). I got in my car, drove over to the store,
and pulled up in front of a valet waiting outside. He opened
the door, asked me how long I would be, and, smiling, took
my car keys before presenting me with a receipt. I proceeded
right into the store with no hassle about parking, no long trek
from the lot—I just stepped right into the store. I walked di-
rectly to the shoe department where a clerk politely asked me
what I was interested in wearing. I told him the brand and
the size, and in less than a minute, I had a shoe on my foot.
“Perfect,” I said, and he asked me whether I would like to pay
by cash or credit card. He took my credit card (I didn’t even
have to get out of my seat) and asked me if I wanted to take
the shoes with me, or if I would like to have them shipped.
Delighted, I asked him to ship them. He returned with my
card, the charge and shipping slips for me to sign, and I was
out of there!

I tipped the valet a dollar, slipped behind the wheel, and
I was back on the road. I had saved maybe 40 minutes (that
I could use putting together my next presentation) and I
was in a great frame of mind. Was it worth the extra $10?
You bet! So any time someone says your product or service
costs too much, simply show them how it saves them time
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or helps preserve their sanity, which in the long run can
also save them money. What is their time worth? The extra
40 minutes was worth a lot more to me than the $10. Did
the warehouse club save me money or did it actually cost
me money?

Visualizing Change
As a sales professional, you must help prospects visualize
change. You have to take them from their present condition
to that enhanced lifestyle you envision for them. Unless
they can see themselves moving into a new dimension, they
won’t be convinced your product or service is necessary.

Call to Action
The final logical element in preparing a persuasive presen-
tation is the call to action. This is the most important of the
five steps. If you don’t tell customers what you want them to
do, they may misinterpret your message. They might not
buy anything at all. They could even buy from someone
else. You can’t afford to take that chance. If you have devel-
oped the earlier part of your presentation in a convincing
way, the customer already agrees with you and therefore the
call to action sounds completely appropriate.

Create a Harm
The nature of a persuasive presentation means it tries to
change people from believing in one set of ideas to having
faith in another. It challenges the status quo by promoting a
set of values not yet shared by the listener. It refutes existing
ideas that may be held by the customers or audience. The
persuasive presentation allows you to compete successfully
for your client’s allegiance. Clients may realize they could
use a product or service similar to yours but may not have
sufficient motivation to buy it. If they do decide to buy, will
they shop for other products only to return to yours be-
cause it is best?

In the past, the answer was to sell consumers on features
and benefits. Selling with features and benefits alone is more
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difficult today. In competitive markets, people often tend to
eliminate the extras because they think they can’t afford
them or that they are unnecessary. They will purchase what
they feel they need. The salesperson must develop a sense of
urgency in the mind of the client in order to stimulate action.
Unfortunately, there is no sense of urgency in a features-and-
benefits presentation. For a prospect to understand why he
or she must acquire our product or service, we must create a
need or point out the harm likely to occur if they don’t use
what we have to offer. In the new century, a salesperson’s job
is to create needs, not just to do a needs analysis.

In order to act, clients must be convinced they can’t get
along without the product, service, or person. To convince
them, the salesperson today can create a harm. What is a
harm? I learned the term from a debate coach who taught
me how to build an effective case, and I have been unable to
find another word that better describes this technique. It is
a tool used by debaters, attorneys, and politicians that sales
and business professionals can employ to build arguments
and make a case before a prospect or audience. A harm is
the problem your customer or listener might encounter if
they don’t buy your product, service, or point of view. A
harm is the terrible, horrible thing that is going to happen to
your client or prospect if they don’t work with you, if they
don’t work with your company, and if they don’t do it now. A
harm is merely a trigger to a thought process that will help
build your persuasive case.

To create a harm that will help sell your product or
service in today’s challenging marketplace, ask yourself
what would happen to your clients if they didn’t work
with you and your company? What would happen if they
didn’t do it now?

Defending Mr. Smith
Anyone can create a harm, no matter what the situation.
The example I like to use in my seminars comes from the
courtroom where our defendant, Mr. Smith, is on trial for
murder. If you were the prosecutor, you would argue to the
jury that it must convict Smith or he will be free to commit
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another horrible crime. The harm is that the population will
be at risk if the jury releases Smith back on the streets.

If you were Smith’s defense attorney, however, you
would tell jurors that any murderer should be put behind
bars. However, since Smith didn’t do it, the jury will be con-
victing an innocent man. The real killer, meanwhile, will re-
main at large, free to murder again. The harm is that the
jury will have committed a gross miscarriage of justice by
imprisoning an innocent man, not to mention failing in its
responsibility of fairly trying one of its peers.

No matter which side of the case you represent, you can
create a harm to support your position. The same rules ap-
ply to a persuasive sales presentation. The whole point of
creating harms is to build a sense of need in the mind of
the client.

While it may seem harsh, every day we face the prospect
of dealing with harms. Unfavorable situations are depicted
through advertising on radio and television, in newspapers
and magazines. The creation of harms in the media is a very
clear adaptation to changes in economic conditions from
the 1980s and 1990s to 2000 and beyond. The purpose is to
create consumer needs.

I don’t mean to suggest that there aren’t significant ele-
ments of features-and-benefits selling, consultative selling,
and value-added selling. The problem with all these ap-
proaches, however, is that in the course of executing them
people sometimes stop being persuasive—in essence they
stop selling. Overreliance on these techniques often gives
the sales professional an excuse to be too informative.

The features-and-benefits approach to selling was popu-
lar back in the 1980s when people had plenty of money to
throw around and did so without reservation. The more fea-
tures and benefits something had, the more somebody
wanted it. And that’s why we learned to sell that way. People
piled on the value-added services because they wanted to
strengthen the significance of their product. As people de-
cided they would purchase only what they felt they needed,
the landscape changed. As we move beyond 2000 I think
you will find that this is extremely evident, not only in the
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commercials, but also in the way we buy our products and
services. Everything is tied to need.

Using a Harm to Sell Mouthwash
In the 1980s, a widely known mouthwash company pro-
moted the features and benefits of their product. People
were shown kissing in a variety of situations, and the mes-
sage was: If you use this mouthwash, someone will want
to—and most likely will—kiss you.

You would see several couples kissing in a variety of sit-
uations because kissing helps to illustrate the features-and-
benefits factor of using the mouthwash. What’s the feature?
The breath-freshening action. What’s the benefit? Every-
body will want to kiss you. That’s how most of the cam-
paigns went. They were based on features-and-benefits
selling. As we move into 2000 and beyond, the mouthwash
commercial becomes quite different. Why? Because the
mouthwash companies needed to create a greater need for
buying mouthwash. Now you see Mr. and Mrs. Jones lying
in bed. The alarm clock goes off, they wake up, they roll
over in bed to say good morning, and this hideous gray fog
comes out of their mouths. They immediately put their
hands over their faces and say, “Good morning.” Then they
scamper off to separate bathrooms where they use their
mouthwash. A minute later, they come back together again
and then kiss. They didn’t get rid of the feature and benefit,
but they created the need up front. They identified a
harm—morning breath!

Now pretend for a minute that you are pushing your
shopping cart through the grocery store while thinking, “No,
I don’t want to add to my grocery bill by buying mouth-
wash.” All of a sudden, the image of the gray fog comes into
your mind, and you think to yourself, “Do I really want the
eyes of my spouse to swell up with tears when I roll over in
the morning to kiss him or her?” The answer to this question
is probably no. So what do you do? You grab a bottle of
mouthwash and toss it into your shopping cart. The reason
you can justify the purchase now is because it’s a need rather
than just a desire. You avoid the harm by buying and using
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the product so you will have fresh breath. Buying the
mouthwash is no longer a luxury. The viewer needs it in case
he or she has morning breath, which most of us do. The ad-
vertisement still promotes the feature and benefit of kissing,
but does so at the end.

Creating a Need for Cellular Phones
One of the all-time classic illustrations of creating a harm to
sell more of a product comes from the cellular phone indus-
try. Remember when cellular phones first came out? They
were considered an expensive luxury item. When you saw
the advertising campaigns, you would see an important-
looking businessman with his chauffeur-driven car traveling
down a busy street. He would call in for messages, he would
call his wife, and he would call for dinner. The cellular
phone, then known as a car phone, was promoted as a lux-
ury. But the phone companies were not penetrating the mar-
ket. The phones were sold as an upscale item to the wealthy,
and some people even thought of them as pretentious. So
the phone companies needed to change their image in order
to sell to a larger market. (I can almost imagine a group of
advertising agency creative types sitting around a confer-
ence table saying, “Okay, what terrible, horrible thing is go-
ing to happen if our customers don’t carry cellular phones?”)

Subsequently, the commercials began depicting a busi-
nesswoman driving her car along a major metropolitan city
street. Steam is coming up through a street grate from the
subway below. It appears to be about 10 or 11 o’clock at
night. There aren’t many people out on the streets. As she
drives along, she turns a corner and, suddenly, her car
breaks down. Now, she is sitting in her car and she looks off
in the distance where she sees a pay phone. She is about to
get out of the car when she looks again and realizes there
are several hoodlums lurking around the phone booth. One
has on a gangland-style bandana, another one has a big
chain hanging from his belt to his wallet, and another is
swaggering around with a bottle in a paper bag. She gets a
fearful look on her face, and we viewers think as we watch
the commercial, “Don’t get out of the car!”
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The commercial then stops and the same beginning
scene replays. It’s the same woman driving the same car
down the same street. She turns that same corner; again her
car breaks down. She looks around; she sees the pay phone.
She looks again; she sees the hoodlums. But this time she
glances down and looks at her cellular phone. She picks it
up, dials for roadside service, and never has to get out of
her car. The ad makes a cellular phone a necessity—a life-
saving tool to be used in case of emergency.

They created a need with this campaign by identifying a
harm. Now, do you think the campaign was aimed only at
women? No, men responded well to it too. That is because
men can’t be with their sisters, girlfriends, and wives 24
hours a day. In case of an emergency, you have to have a cell
phone to be safe—your life could depend upon it. Now the
price becomes irrelevant.

Sales professionals sometimes worry that prices for their
products or services are too high. But it is not that the price is
too high; it is that the persuasive arguments have not been
strong enough. How do you build your persuasive case? Iden-
tify the harm to establish a need. I’m not saying get rid of fea-
tures and benefits. Establish what your three most persuasive
arguments are up front for why the customer should work
with you and your company, and why they should do it now.
Then add your features and benefits, and then incorporate
your value-added-services. If you build your presentations
like this, you will overcome the biggest mistake that most pro-
fessionals make when presenting, and that is that they have
become far too informative rather than persuasive.

Tire commercials offer another good example of how ad-
vertisers create harms and therefore the need to buy their
products. The awful thing that could happen to you if you
don’t own a particular brand of tire is strongly suggested by
an abrupt stop just before a major accident is about to occur.

Automobile makers create a harm in the minds of TV
viewers when they show a mannequin being tossed around
inside a crashing car. The harm is that if you are not in one
of their cars and you get in an accident like the one de-
picted, you could be crushed.

Five Characteristics of a Persuasive Presentation
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How to Identify a Harm
If I were sitting down with my debate coach back in college,
and we were trying to create persuasive arguments to build
a case, the first thing we would do is say, “Alright, what is
the harm? What is the need?” We would identify the harm
in order to identify the need so that we could create a per-
suasive case. And you can easily see this in the mouthwash
example. First of all, they have to identify the harm, in or-
der to create the need. So, what’s the terrible, horrible thing
that will happen if you don’t use this mouthwash? You
could have bad breath and nobody would want to kiss you.
So, they have identified the harm. Now they have the
need—to avoid morning breath and avoid offending any-
body. (To create a need, ask yourself what terrible, horrible
thing would happen if your client didn’t work with you,
work with your company, and they didn’t do it now?)

To better understand how to create harms, look for
them in TV commercials; they permeate the media. Even
milk commercials have shifted in this direction. Back in
the 1980s, “Milk, it does a body good” was a big features-
and-benefits campaign to sell milk. Although it was a very
effective campaign, since many of us remember the com-
mercial, consider the later campaign: A man is lying in a
hospital bed in a full body cast. He’s absolutely incapaci-
tated, but somebody gives him a chocolate chip cookie.
He begins suffering because he doesn’t have any milk to
wash it down and he can’t speak to ask for any. The com-
mercial creates an image in your head that you will suffer
if you don’t have enough milk. It creates a little harm by
making you imagine what it would be like to eat a dry
chocolate chip cookie, desire milk to wash it down, yet
not be able to have any.

One series of milk commercials features the cast of TV’s
sitcom Frasier talking about how Americans are losing cal-
cium because they don’t consume enough calcium or vita-
mins in their diets. Then they talk about how you need to
drink milk because of its benefits. They created the need up
front and added features and benefits at the end.

Mistake Number 2: Being Too Informative versus Persuasive
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Use a Harm to Provide a Choice
By creating a harm we create a choice for the customer.
Sometimes we have to be very specific in defining our
client’s options. The most frequently cited harm is the risk
of working with someone other than ourselves—someone
who easily could be less than satisfactory. Everyone has had
poor service from a vendor. If customers don’t work with
you, they run the risk of working with someone less effi-
cient, effective, ethical, timely, friendly, and enthusiastic.

Be Competitive but Don’t Overdo It
One risk in creating choices for the prospect, particularly
with a harm, is in overdoing it. We never want to denounce
a competitor; neither do we want to create an undue sense
of duress in the prospect while creating our harm. Granted,
there is a fine line between the two. With practice, present-
ing a harm that provides the customer with a choice be-
comes second nature.

Of course you would never use the term harm in a pre-
sentation itself. It is just a word to trigger the mindset of
someone building a persuasive argument.

Some people may want to use only one or two harms,
while others will find the opportunity to build their entire
presentation around a series of harms. Remember, this is
just one of many instruments you can use to make your pre-
sentation persuasive. In the following chapters, we will dis-
cuss additional tools you can employ in your efforts to
persuade your clients to take action.

Overview
� Mistake Number 2, the most common mistake that

most professionals make when presenting, is that
their presentations have become far too informative
rather than persuasive.

Overview
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� There are three presentation types or categories—in-
formative, persuasive, and ceremonial. If you are on
a job interview, it’s a persuasive talk; you want them
to hire you! All sales presentations are persuasive.

� There are five foundation characteristics of a persua-
sive presentation:

1. It must be interactive.
2. It must be convincing.
3. It should incorporate harms to develop a need

to build the persuasive argument.
4. It must provide choice without duress.
5. It must be competitive.

� There is a five-step process to logically persuade a lis-
tener:

1. Generate awareness.
2. State the problem.
3. Provide a solution.
4. Allow the listener to visualize the change.
5. Employ a call to action.

� Don’t overdo it—always remember to build a factual,
credible, logical case delivered with integrity and
class.

Next: Having reviewed the biggest mistake sales profes-
sionals make—providing too much information and not be-
ing persuasive—we turn to the problem of misusing your
allotted time. In the next chapter we will look at the me-
chanics of exactly how to put together a powerful, persua-
sive presentation.
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C H A P T E R

71

Mistake Number 3:
Misusing the Allotted Time

Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time; for that’s
the stuff life is made of . . .

—Benjamin Franklin

Why Is This a Big Mistake?
Now that we recognize the importance of planning what we
are going to say and have selected an appropriate format
for our delivery, we still have to construct our presentation.
It is at this point that we need to be concerned about how
much time we spend on our listeners.

It is the time factor that really throws a lot of people off
their game, and speakers can go either way—too short or
too long. I recently watched as the head of a large publish-
ing firm gave his sales staff the rundown on the company’s
fall titles. He was supposed to speak briefly on each book in
order to get the sales team fired up for promoting the new
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catalog to bookstore buyers, owners, and managers. He was
scheduled to speak for an hour, but ended up talking about
each title for a mere 30 seconds. Everyone expressed delight
the meeting was over so soon. But all was not well with his
presentation. With such brief descriptions, how much am-
munition did the sales force really have before going out
into the field to sell the company’s products?

Yet when an individual talks too long, he or she is often
perceived as long-winded, and the audience loses interest.
The speaker may fail to get to the point, and the presenta-
tion certainly does not come across as quick, snappy, sharp,
or dazzling.

Who is it that can make muddy water clear? But if allowed
to remain still, it will gradually become clear of itself . . . be
sparing of speech, and things will come right of themselves.

—Lao-Tzu

To be an effective speaker, you have to exercise control
over how much time your presentation really requires. To
be good at this, you are going to have to practice your tim-
ing. You should have a sense for what a five-minute talk is
like and how it differs from one that is 10 minutes.

Determine how much time you have. Then develop a pre-
sentation that fits within those parameters. If you have a 30-
minute presentation and you know that there are six
components to a presentation, you might divide the six into
30, and you know that each component should be allotted
about five minutes. In order to do this, I suggest that you
practice giving your presentation in advance. Don’t just stand
up there and wing it. Second, you should be able to cover
every important argument with an illustration and know
what to include and what to delete in case you are asked at
the last minute to shorten or lengthen your presentation.

Organizing
Learning how to organize a talk is key to controlling its
length. It also is central to creating a persuasive case. Con-
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structing it is easy when you understand the formula. Deliv-
ering it with the skill of an eighteenth-century orator will
take a little more time, but with practice you will be able to
accomplish that too.

Skilled organization of your argument, deft use of speech
supports and transitions, and a clear call to action will make
your message irresistible to your audience. You can outline
your presentation, write it out word for word, or do both.
However, you should use a pencil and paper (or word proces-
sor) as you develop your ideas. Let’s take a look at just how
you will build your first truly dazzling presentation.

The easiest way for us to break it down is to consider the
components of an average presentation. The outline of your
presentation includes:

� Introduction.
� Body with main three points:

1. Why choose you?
2. Why your company?
3. Why now?

� Conclusion.
� Close.

The body of your presentation should have three main
points. Then there are ultimately six components to your
presentation. The introduction has two functions: grabbing
the audience’s attention and telling them where you’re go-
ing. The main points of your presentation contained within
the body should tell why the listener should work with you,
why your company, and why now. The conclusion of your
presentation is a wrap-up. It’s where you go back and tell
them what you told them. This is followed by the close,
your specific call to action—what you want them to do as a
result of your message.

Writing the Introduction
The introduction is one of the most important parts of
your presentation and consists of four elements. Assigning

Writing the Introduction
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the right amount of time to the introduction will rivet
your audience on what you say next. Know what you are
going to say in that first 35 seconds that will make your
audience sit up and go, “Wow! This might be really differ-
ent,” or “Gee! This talk might be unique compared to all
the rest of them.” There’s nothing better than your being 
a pleasant surprise. The introduction also informs your
listeners where you are going. This is where you set up 
a mental menu of what you are going to cover in your 
presentation.

Grabbing Attention
First is a bold statement to attract attention. This is a state-
ment everyone can understand. It should have a universal
context. Frequently, it is followed by an anchor—a way to
unify the audience and provide a point of common refer-
ence. The larger and more diverse the group, the more chal-
lenging it becomes to find an effective anchor. Nevertheless,
most groups have something in common. When giving a
one-on-one presentation, you should be able to determine
what you have in common with your client or prospect.
This is best done with a short, preferably humorous, per-
sonal story or quotation.

Including the Credibility Enhancer
Next you should include a sentence or two to enhance your
credibility. This can be a statistic, a published fact from an
authoritative journal, or a quotation by an authority or fa-
mous person.

Making It Important
Follow up with a statement to promote the importance

of what you are about to say. Why does your client need to
react now? What evidence, scientific or otherwise, can you
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provide that will convince this person that you are about to
say something important?

Including a Background Statement
Fourth comes a background statement. This gives your lis-
teners further reason to pay attention to what you have to
say. It sets the context for your claims from a historical per-
spective and helps establish you as an authority.

Signposting
One of the techniques for successful delivery is called sign-
posting. This means using phrases to let the audience know
where you are going with your presentation. It is a way to
provide a mental road map to listeners so they can better
understand what you say. A signpost gives advance notice of
the direction you are taking so that when you get there,
your audience will understand you and be ready for the
next point. Think of it as a direct summary statement deliv-
ered in advance of the supporting facts.

Transition
The background statement and signposting are followed by
a smooth transition designed to take the listener into the
body, or main part, of the presentation. A transition is a sen-
tence that triggers in the minds of your listeners the fact
that you are moving to another subject.

Writing the Body
A listener typically will remember only three main points as
a result of any presentation, and you want them to be the
ones you choose, not three random facts that they happen to
catch in passing. So what are those three things? For the
sales professional, the body needs to answer three questions:

Writing the Body
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1. Why should clients work with you?
2. Why should they work with your company?
3. Why should they do it now?

Each of these body points should have five sections:

1. Your argument stating what you want to say or
prove.

2. Your sources of justification.
3. The reasons why your argument will work.
4. What risk the prospect will face if he or she doesn’t

work with you (a harm).
5. The features and benefits of your product or service.

The final section is followed by a transition to the sec-
ond body point—why the prospect should work with your
company. A transition separates this segment from the third
and final point—why he or she should do it now.

Conclusion
You may have guessed that once you have finished support-
ing all three of your body points you want to end with a
conclusion. The conclusion is a wrap-up. This is where you
go back and tell them what you told them so your listeners
will retain a greater amount of information. Then you close
with a specific call to action. The conclusion, however, is
not quite as simple as we remember it from school. It has
up to five distinct sections:

1. Summary of the information already presented.
2. Appeal for your listener to take action.
3. Statement of your personal intent (what specific

steps you will take to move the transaction forward).
4. Reference back to your introduction (to close with

strength).
5. Powerful new story to emphasize your point (op-

tional).
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Close
In addition to the wrap-up or conclusion, every presentation
must have a close. The close is your specific call to action—
what you want your listener to do as a result of your mes-
sage or what your client has to do in order to complete the
transaction. For example, this could be signing the contract
or setting the next appointment time. One of the nine
biggest sales presentation mistakes for many people is that
they conclude, but they don’t close. We will look at this dis-
tinction in greater detail in Chapter 6.

Presentation Guide
The Easy-to-Use Presentation Guide given on pages 78 and
79 is a summary outline showing how to create a persuasive
presentation. After reviewing it, try practicing developing a
talk that you can deliver during your next sales presenta-
tion. Use the blank Easy-to-Use Presentation Outline Form
beginning on pages 91 and 92 to help organize your ideas.

Making this type of outline in advance of your presenta-
tion is essential. Benefits are so great that I constantly
stress them to students who go through our training pro-
grams. They include:

� Providing clarity and control of the information.
� Preventing the speaker from straying off course.
� Allowing a chance for you to share your knowledge,

thus establishing your credibility.
� Promoting audience interaction and encouraging

them to think of questions and objections (also helps
the audience to formulate positive images and set
personal objectives).

� Helping the client (or audience) retain more informa-
tion due to the clear, logical format.

� Helping to build a logical case for why the client
should work with you and your company, and why
they should do so now.

Presentation Guide
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EASY-TO-USE PRESENTATION GUIDE

1. Introduction
Statements to:

1. Grab the audience’s attention.
2. Focus that attention (short, preferably humorous, personal

story or quotation).
3. Enhance your credibility of purpose (your goals for the rela-

tionship).
4. Make what you say important (why your client should listen

to you).
5. Provide a background statement.
6. Signpost (to tell them where you are going and what your

three points will be).

Transition—lets them know you are moving into the body of your
presentation.
Body (typically has three points):
In the body you will build the overall argument of why a business
transaction needs to be completed. You list separate “points.” Each
one has its own arguments.

1. Why your prospects should work with you.
2. Why they should work with your company.
3. Why they should act now.

2. Body Point 1
Explain why your prospects should work with you (as an individ-
ual). Think of the three most important reasons.

1. Your arguments (what you want to prove or say).
2. Sources of justification.
3. Good reasons why your argument works.
4. The harm (what risk they will assume if they don’t work with

you).
5. Your own list of features and benefits.

Transition—lets them know you are moving into the next point.

3. Body Point 2
Give a rundown of why they should work with your company.

1. Your arguments (what you want to prove or say).
2. Sources of justification.
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79

3. Good reasons why your argument works.
4. The harm (what risk they will take if they don’t work with

your company).
5. Your company’s features and benefits.

Transition—lets them know you are moving into the next point.

4. Body Point 3
Tell your clients why they should act now.

1. Your arguments (what you want to prove or say).
2. Sources of justification.
3. Good reasons why your argument works.
4. The harm (what risk they will take if they don’t do it now).
5. Features and benefits of immediate action.

Transition—lets them know you are beginning to wrap up your
presentation.

5. Conclusion

1. Summary of information.
2. Appeal to take action.
3. Statement of personal intent (what specific steps you will take

to move the transaction forward).
4. Reference back to the introduction (to close with power).
5. New story to emphasize your point (optional).

At this point, you may want to answer questions.

6. Close
Now comes your specific call to action. What is it you want your
audience to do as a result of your presentation? Typical examples of
options you might offer your client at the close of your presentation
include:

1. Signing the contract.
2. Setting the next appointment time.

If the client won’t make the commitment right now and sign on the
dotted line, it is important to produce your calendar and set a fu-
ture appointment date. Don’t let the client put you off until later if
you can possibly avoid it.
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� Helping map the course of your presentation so you
know where to put stories and illustrations (these
contribute to making clear and memorable points, re-
sulting in a more persuasive and polished presenta-
tion. We will discuss these more in Chapter 5).

� Ensuring your overall presentation will be professional.

How Do We Control Time?
Now, everything would be wonderful if you always had ade-
quate time, but sometimes you are pushed into a corner
where someone tells you, “I know you are supposed to have
a half hour, but actually you only have 20 minutes.”

What do you do now?
You go directly back to your mental outline. One of the

things that I recommend is that you use an extemporaneous
format, which means that you speak from an outline. Then
you can ask yourself, “What are the key points that I really
need to focus on in my presentation now that my time has
been shortened?” You look at your outline and pick out the
key points. You decide what the less important details are.
Maybe you can drop a statistic or a testimonial. Still make
the points that you must, in a beautiful and illustrative fash-
ion, but condense them so that the presentation meets the
time constraints your client or management has imposed.

Sample Persuasive Presentation Outlines
On pages 82 to 88, you will find two sample presentation
outlines for your review. The first is a long presentation out-
line which offers a detailed look at a comprehensive presen-
tation. The second is a simplified short presentation outline
that will help you lay out the basics or core skeleton of a
presentation. Both versions of the outline are effective de-
pending on your comfort level with the material and the
amount of practice you commit to the presentation prior to
its delivery. If you follow the steps in the outlines, you will
have created a very persuasive and powerful presentation
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that will make it much easier to close, and your listeners
will be much more inclined to heed your call to action.

Note: Every argument does not need to have a harm. And
every body point does not need to have three subpoints. Use
your own judgment and personal interpretation. Try new ap-
proaches, and use your creativity. Consider the following hy-
pothetical opportunity for preparing a presentation.

Scenario
Imagine a board of trustees is bringing in four investment
management organizations to evaluate and select a new in-
vestment advisor. Each management organization will be
given 30 minutes to present a general overview of its com-
pany. Your company has been selected as one of the four
firms under consideration. Your competitors are not dis-
closed. You find out you have been selected to deliver the
presentation on behalf of your company only 24 hours prior
to the meeting. The outcome of this meeting will determine
the two finalists who will be invited back to deliver a sec-
ond, more specific presentation.

AUDIENCE ANALYSIS

Audience: The members of the board of trustees, typi-
cally a conservative group.

Audience size: 8 to 12.
Average age range: 30 to 65 years old.
Male/female ratio: 60 percent male and 40 percent fe-

male.
Attitude of audience: Marginally satisfied with current

investment advisor.
How informed is audience: Experts in their vocation but

novices in the investment field.

LOGISTICAL INFORMATION

Facility: Meeting room at a college campus.
Visual aids: Overhead projector and screen are available.

You may also use handouts and flip charts or white
board. All other materials you will need to provide.

Sample Persuasive Presentation Outlines
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(If you want more sophisticated audiovisual equip-
ment, you must provide it.)

Time: 30-minute presentation with an additional 15
minutes afterward for Q&A.

Your speaking position: Determined at the meeting.
Speaker: Ryan Kelly, Spectrum Asset Management Inc.,

Newport Beach, California.

LONG PRESENTATION OUTLINE

I. Introduction
A. In Holland in 1636 one rare tulip cost 4 bushels of wheat,

8 pigs, 12 sheep, 5 kegs of beer, a thousand pounds of
cheese, a bed, a fine suit, and a silver cup.

B. Imagine the following story: That same year, the captain
of a ship carrying foreign cargo sees an interesting look-
ing onion that he thinks looks out of place among the
fine silks they are transporting. The captain eats the
onion with his lunch. When the ship arrives on shore,
the captain is thrown in jail for almost a year for eating
a tulip that would have fed and paid for the captain’s
ship and crew for a year. If the captain had known the
value of the tulip, he surely would not have eaten it. The
following year that same tulip had lost 95 percent of its
value and would trade for only the cost of one sheep.

II. Main Point of Presentation
A. To understand your responsibility as a board member is

to be the captain of a ship—your ship—and your great-
est concern is to protect and increase your investment
portfolio. At Spectrum we know which tulips not to eat,
how many sheep it should cost to buy a tulip, and when
to sell your tulips for the greatest return on your invest-
ment. We want to represent you and your financial in-
terests. Our goal is to earn your business and construct
a strategy designed for your specific needs based on our
research and experience and your comfort level.

III. My Statement Which Makes What I Say Important
A. We truly have a unique advantage to meet your specific

needs. Explanation: There are thousands of investment
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management organizations and opportunities. You need
to select just one. So why Spectrum Asset Management?
1. We educate you. We help you understand what you

don’t know (short film, three minutes).
2. We are a David in a world of Goliaths working for you.

Surely most of us have heard the biblical tale from the
book of Samuel about David versus Goliath.
a. Illustration: Two opposing forces, the Philistines and

Israelites, were facing each other poised for battle.
Goliath, a Philistine warrior, was a giant of tremen-
dous strength and size. He challenged the Israelites
to a one-on-one fight against their best warrior, win-
ner-take-all. But Goliath inspired such fear among
the Israelites that none of their warriors would step
forward to fight him because they were certain to die
and lose their cause. After a number of days, a young
Israelite shepherd stepped forward and said he
would fight Goliath as a testament to his faith in
God. As the two faced each other on the battlefield,
Goliath scoffed at the young man standing before
him with neither sword nor shield. And as we all
know, David took out his sling, loaded it with a rock,
swung the stone around above his head and let fly.
He knocked Goliath to the ground, then slew him. In
the investment business, there are a lot of Goliaths.
We are David working for you in a world of Goliaths.

IV. Signpost
A. My goal is to provide a brief presentation on how our

company, Spectrum Asset Management, can meet your
investment management organization needs. Initially I
would like to tell you a little bit about myself. Second, I
would like to share with you the unique benefits of
working with our company. Finally, I would like to dis-
cuss the advantages of working with Spectrum now.

V. Why Ryan?
A. As a principal in the firm, I have a vested interest in your

success. If you don’t do well, I don’t do well. However,
what does the standard broker get when he or she gives
bad advice? A commission (harm—expand on this). If you
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do well, I do well because I’m an owner (explanation and
discussion of features and benefits of working with a prin-
cipal of the firm versus a standard investment manager).

B. I don’t use trade talk; I use simple terms that are clear,
concise, direct, and crafted in plain English so you can
understand everything that is going on with your port-
folio (no industry jargon). In addition, in our business
there are two types of people: Those who tell you what
you want to hear and those who tell you what you
should hear (harm—explanation of why when you
work with Ryan, you get the straight talk you need to
make effective decisions).

C. When I say I provide more than just our core service, I
really do, at no extra charge. I am a resource to you
(argument/point). I can provide advice on the quality of
a portfolio, on transferring stock certificates, on deter-
mining the value of an arcane stock, and on estate plan-
ning, and help in leveraged buyouts, and in setting up
charitable trusts (explain with features and benefits).

VI. Why Spectrum?
A. We are unique because we specialize in individual port-

folio management accounts, in the half-million to $20-
million-dollar range (argument/point).

B. What does that mean to you? Because of our specializa-
tion, we can outperform our competitors in customiza-
tion, service, and price as well as defensive strategies.
For example, imagine that the goal of your investment
advisor is to bake you a cookie. The large bakeries in this
industry roll out the dough and then take out a cookie
cutter and cut the same-shaped cookie for everyone.
What we specialty bakeries do is make custom cookies.
If you need a gingerbread man, that’s what we cut. If you
need a cake, then that’s what we bake. If you need some-
thing that says, “Happy Birthday, Son,” that’s what you
get. The large firms will serve you plain-vanilla wafers
when you need a gingerbread man (harm). At Spectrum,
we provide our clients custom-baked cookies at a better
price than our competitors’ mass-produced cookies. Evi-
dence: We currently provide this customized service for a
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number of clients. If you would like to speak with any of
them, we would be happy to arrange it.

C. We are strong defensive players (argument/point). If
you have $1 million and it’s worth $700,000 the next
week, you don’t care what your relative performance
is. You care that your money is gone. Our goal is to
avoid risk (additional point). So we hit base hits, not
home runs. Babe Ruth in his day had the most home
runs but also had the most strikeouts. In baseball
that’s fine, but in investments it takes too long to make
up lost capital (harm). Hypothetically, if you lose 50
percent of your assets you have to earn 100 percent on
the remainder to get even, whereas if you lose only 20
percent of your assets you have to earn 25 percent,
which is much more achievable. Naturally, our focus
is on a zero-capital-loss strategy.

VII. Why Now?
A. Why should you switch to working with Spectrum ver-

sus your current asset management company now?
Everyone gets religion after the devil shows up—why
not get it beforehand? Let’s say you have a million dol-
lars and six months from now it’s worth $700,000. How
would that make you feel? “Would have, could have, and
should have” are the three richest men in the world.
Sometimes doing nothing can cost you a lot more than
taking action (harm), because the time to take action is
before things hit the fan. Afterward it’s too late.

B. We protect and defend your principal the second you
become a client, through nonemotional exit strategies.
In our industry, the biggest weakness that individuals
and professional investors have is that they are bad sell-
ers. They don’t sell when they should. On all of our posi-
tions, we have a sell alert and a sell stop, which ensure
that we avoid significant loss, and we take the emotion
out of the selling decision. You get the security of pro-
tecting your principal with all the advantages of growth
potential, which means less risk to you, the client.

C. We provide solid, conservative growth strategy. Unfortu-
nately, the majority of our clients come to us after they
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have already suffered a great deal of pain and loss. The
reason is because most investment decisions are made
reactively versus proactively.

D. Illustration: In 1994, all of Spectrum Asset Manage-
ment’s institutional accounts made money. Contrast this
with the County of Orange that lost $12.7 billion and
went into bankruptcy. If the County of Orange had been
a client under the same management strategy we calcu-
lated, it would have made money. We protect you even in
the worst of situations. The year 1994 was the worst in
the government bond market since 1927. However, the
government bond mutual fund managed by Spectrum
finished number three in the country, which means that
even in the worst of situations, our clients maintained
their principal. We protect our clients’ hard-earned dol-
lars. We’d like to do the same for you.

VIII. Conclusion
A. Summary of information given (quickly review key

points of presentation).
B. Appeal to take action:

1. Ask for the next appointment time to present a more
in-depth case (ask for their business).

C. Statement of personal intent:
1. (What will you do to carry forth the business rela-

tionship?) Share how you will personally roll up your
shirt sleeves to create a customized action plan to
meet their specific needs and provide a detailed expla-
nation of how to implement their investment strategy.

D. Reference to introduction: At Spectrum we are willing
to do what it takes to earn your business. We would be
honored to represent your account.

IX. Close
A. Ask: What do we want them to do as a result of this pre-

sentation? Answer: Invite Spectrum and Ryan Kelly to
attend the next level of presentation opportunities. Then
ask: How much money are they willing to commit in an
initial advance? Will they sign a contract or set up the
next appointment time right now?
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SHORT PRESENTATION OUTLINE

I. Introduction
A. Grab attention: Tulip analogy.
B. Focus attention with short story: Captain eating-the-

onion tale.
C. Goals for the relationship: Earn their business and advise

clients through knowledge, research, and experience.
D. Why should they listen to you?

1. We truly have a unique advantage to meet your spe-
cific needs. There are thousands of investment man-
agement organizations and opportunities. You need to
select just one. So why Spectrum Asset Management?
a. We educate you. We help you understand what

you don’t know.
b. We are a David working for you in a world of Go-

liaths.
c. Provide background: Expand with two illustra-

tions, the issues listed above.
d. Signpost: Tell them where you are going and what

your three points will be.
(1) Why should they work with Ryan Kelly?
(2) Why should they work with Spectrum Asset

Management?
(3) Why should they do it now?

II. Body
A. Point 1: Why Ryan?

1. As a principal in this firm, I have a vested interest in
your success. If you don’t do well, I don’t do well.

2. I forgo the trade talk: I use simple communication
that is clear, concise, direct, and in plain English so
you understand everything that is going on with your
portfolio.

3. When I say we provide more than just our core ser-
vice, we really do.

B. Point 2: Why Spectrum Asset Management?
1. Brief company overview: To provide a solid founda-

tion and general familiarity with the organization.
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2. We outperform our competition in terms of:
a. Customization.
b. Service.
c. Price.
d. Defense strategies.

C. Point 3: Why now? Why should you switch now to work-
ing with Spectrum Asset Management versus your cur-
rent asset management company?
1. We protect and defend your principal—the moment you

become a client—through nonemotional exit strategies.
2. We provide a solid growth strategy.
3. We protect you even in the worst of situations.

III. Conclusion
A. Quickly review the key points of the presentation.
B. Appeal to take action: Ask for the opportunity of a sec-

ond appointment.
C. Statement of personal intent: The goal of the second

meeting would be to roll up our shirtsleeves and create
an action plan and implement an investment strategy.

IV. Close
A. Ask how much money they are willing to commit for an

initial advance. Have them sign a contract or set up the
next appointment time.

A Balanced Presentation
One of my mentors, Floyd Wickman, who is a legendary
speaker and trainer, recounted how his mentor, Zig Ziglar,
told him, “If you want to make a story or a presentation bet-
ter, tell it shorter.” Unfortunately, there is a common mis-
conception that, “I’ve just got to make it really short, and
then I’ve got to get out.” There has to be a balance. That’s
why we say, don’t misuse the allotted time. Balance means
fully developing your ideas. Develop your thoughts, and
then utilize the amount of time that you have been allotted,
being respectful of the audience’s time and attention span.
Adults want information fast, they want it intensely, and
they want it concisely—then they want to be out the door.
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Getting Started with an Outline Form
By employing the format used in the Presentation Out-
lines you can create your own presentation. If you use the
blank Presentation Opportunity General Information
Sheet and Easy-to-Use Presentation Outline Form on
pages 90 and 91–92 for planning and practicing your next
talk, it will be easy to put together a winning presentation.
You may want to make copies of this presentation outline
form or put it into your computer. That way it will be eas-
ier to develop a new outline to meet the needs of each in-
dividual client. The more often you create an outline, the
easier it will become.

The Overnight Presentation
Now that you know how to put together both short and
long presentation outlines, imagine yourself in the follow-
ing situation.

A Golden Opportunity
You are at your desk, it is 3:30 P.M., and you have at least a
half-day’s work to do before you go home. Your regional
manager walks in.

“Joan, I know this is rather short notice, but I need
someone to fill in for me tomorrow morning at the vice-
president’s staff meeting. I just got called back to headquar-
ters, and my flight leaves tomorrow at 8:30 A.M. Can you
help me out?”

“Sure,” you reply, eager to please your manager, but
with little idea of what is involved.

“Okay,” she says. “Here’s the deal. We have to sell the fi-
nance committee on the importance of funding the Bell-
wether Project. All budget requests must be in by tomorrow.
Anything not submitted won’t be considered for funding
next year. If that happens, the project won’t get started for
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PRESENTATION OPPORTUNITY GENERAL INFORMATION SHEET

I. What is the goal of your presentation? _________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

II. Audience analysis information:

1. Who are the listeners? ____________________________

__________________________________________________

2. Audience size? ___________________________________

3. Average age of group? ____________________________

4. Male/female ratio? ________________________________

5. Attitude of audience? _____________________________

__________________________________________________

6. How informed is the audience? ____________________

__________________________________________________

III. Logistical information:

1. Facility:__________________________________________

2. Visual aid requirements: __________________________

__________________________________________________

3. Amount of time allotted for presentation: ___________

4. Who speaks before/after you?______________________

__________________________________________________
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EASY-TO-USE PRESENTATION OUTLINE FORM

Introduction

1. _________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________

6. _________________________________________________

Transition_______________________________________________

Body (the three main points to be covered)

1. _________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________

Body Point 1

1. _________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________

Transition ______________________________________________

Body Point 2

1. _________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________

(Continued)
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EASY-TO-USE PRESENTATION OUTLINE FORM (Continued)

Body Point 2

3. _________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________

Transition ______________________________________________

Body Point 3

1. _________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________

Transition ______________________________________________

Conclusion

1. _________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________

4. _________________________________________________

5. _________________________________________________

Close

1. _________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________
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three-and-a-half years. As it is now, it will be more than 18
months before we can get underway. We couldn’t compile
the material earlier because the contractor estimates weren’t
in yet.”

“Well, what do I have to do?” you ask, slightly bewil-
dered and a little alarmed that this is a critical presentation
for which there is insufficient time to prepare.

“Just make sure the committee members understand
the project, that they are convinced of its importance, and
that all of them believe it will pay for itself over the next five
years. It is absolutely vital, as you know. Here are all the
materials.” She drops eight huge file folders onto your desk.
“Thanks, Joan. I won’t forget this at your review.”

As you watch her disappear around the corner, you
think to yourself, what do I do now?

Career Boost
This could be your ticket to greener pastures. While it is not
a typical sales scenario, we have included a section on the
overnight presentation because it occurs frequently in busi-
ness and may involve a sales presentation. Though you
don’t have time to produce a colorful videotape, and may
not even have time to make view-graphs, you still can put
together a convincing oral presentation that will knock the
socks off the finance committee and achieve the objectives
established by your manager. Considering the authority
level of your audience, to say that a good performance be-
fore this committee might give your career a boost would
be to understate the obvious. Before that can happen, how-
ever, you will have to impress them.

Getting the Job Done
The secret to a successful overnight presentation lies in
carefully planning what to say. Use the blank Presentation
Opportunity General Information Sheet and Easy-to-Use
Presentation Outline Form beginning on page 90, review
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your facts and source materials, and you may find you can
simply fill in the blanks. If you follow the outline, it will see
you through to a successful conclusion. The result will be a
logical, formulated, and convincing presentation.

Overview
� Mistake number 3 is misusing the allotted time. Effec-

tively building a balanced presentation within spe-
cific time parameters is a key component in
becoming a great presenter.

� Organization is the key to managing your presenta-
tion time more effectively.

� The typical presentation has six components: intro-
duction, three body points, conclusion, and close.

� To balance your presentation’s content with the time
available to present it, you may want to divide the
number of components in your presentation by the
amount of time you have to deliver your message. For
example, a 30-minute presentation divided by six
components equals approximately five minutes per
component.

� The overnight presentation is not impossible. Use the
blank Presentation Opportunity General Information
Sheet and extemporaneous Easy-to-Use Presentation
Outline Form to help you get started. It could be a
golden opportunity.

Next: Now that we know how a presentation should be
constructed, and can therefore control how much time it
takes to deliver, we can move on to the next common mis-
take that presenters make—providing inadequate support.

Mistake Number 3: Misusing the Allotted Time
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C H A P T E R

95

Mistake Number 4:
Providing Inadequate Support

If you would persuade, you must appeal to interest rather
than intellect.

—Benjamin Franklin

M
ost people when they give a presentation
aren’t able to completely win over their
listeners because they don’t provide ade-

quate supporting material for their arguments. This under-
mines their credibility as well as their effectiveness at
communicating the information. The simple truth is that
opinion alone is not enough in most cases to allow your ar-
gument to persuade your listeners to act; you need to sup-
port what you say with a variety of facts and stories that
appeal to your listeners’ minds, hearts, and souls.

It is not uncommon for presentations to lack the kind of
support it takes to build a strong case, but creatively illus-
trating your points will help bring your presentation to life.

5
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As a result, your listeners will better understand and re-
member what you are saying. In the new millennium, with
the huge amount of information that will be available to the
public, your clients will be better informed and more capa-
ble of differentiating between your product or service and
those of your competitors. To earn your clients’ business,
you will have to be highly credible and be able to build a
case that meets the specific needs of the buyer or decision-
maker. Incorporating speech supports into your presenta-
tion will help you achieve that.

Speech supports include anecdotes, analogies, defini-
tions, examples, stories, statistics, and testimonials. You
should constantly be gathering these types of materials and
keep them in a special presentation ideas file. As you incor-
porate them into the skeleton or outline of your presenta-
tion, your talk becomes much more fun to listen to.

Achieving Credibility
We like to think of ourselves as trustworthy and believable.
However, the undeniable profit we receive from convincing
someone to buy from us makes us suspect in the eyes of the
client. Combine this with a profession whose history is re-
plete with ethical breaches, and you begin to realize why it
is terribly important to establish credibility. In the book,
Credibility: How Leaders Gain and Lose It, and Why People
Demand It, authors James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner
maintain: “Credibility is mostly about consistency between
words and deeds. People listen to the words and look at the
deeds. They measure the congruence. A judgment of credi-
ble is handed down when the two are consonant.”

Personal and Information Credibility
Your customer will evaluate both you and your information
before deciding whether to believe you. Enhancing the
credibility of both yourself and your material will help you
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be more persuasive. I can’t overemphasize the importance
of sounding believable. If your prospects do not believe in
you or in what you are saying, they will have to be ab-
solutely desperate before buying what you are selling.

If you do not positively believe in what you are selling or
the service you represent, it will become apparent. Find some-
thing else that you can feel personally confident about repre-
senting. Your feelings must be aligned with your message.

Major Speech Supports
Not only will speech supports enhance your credibility, but
they will also make your presentation sound a lot more inter-
esting. Following is a list of the eight major speech supports:

1. Anecdote (story).
2. Analogy.
3. Definition.
4. Example.
5. Statistics.
6. Testimonial.
7. Hypothesis.
8. Rhetorical question.

When documented and used appropriately, speech sup-
ports can give your presentation the credibility otherwise
achieved only by personally knowing your client. A speech
replete with a variety of supports sounds solid. Documenta-
tion gives it credibility. Let’s briefly discuss each of the sup-
ports so you understand what they are and how they work.

Anecdote
Among the most effective tools in your kit is the anecdote—
a short, often humorous story, either real or fictitious. The
anecdote allows you to take your message outside the busi-
ness context with an illustration that anyone can under-
stand. It entertains the listener and makes your point

Major Speech Supports
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memorable. Using an anecdote also makes you, the speaker,
seem warmhearted, down-to-earth, and likable.

Analogy
Analogy is the comparison of similar characteristics found
in dissimilar circumstances. You might draw an analogy be-
tween an artery in a patient who has arteriosclerosis and a
mountain stream gradually freezing in winter. Analogies are
effective in explaining new material to your listeners be-
cause they provide them with reference points they already
understand. Salespeople often explain new products and
services to prospective customers. Analogies prove useful in
bridging the gap between the old and the new.

Definition
Most of us already know that a definition is a statement of
precise meaning or significance. Using definitions in a pre-
sentation can enhance the speaker’s credibility. The client
perceives the salesperson to be knowledgeable. Using a def-
inition also reduces the chance for miscommunication.

Definitions may be important when you are using tech-
nical terms from a given industry. Or other terms you have
to use could be colloquial and will need to be defined for
your audience. Those who already know the definition will
suddenly begin to feel a part of your world, thus enhancing
your credibility. Definitions promote the customer’s under-
standing of your meaning. They lead the customer toward
seeing things the way you need them to be seen in order for
you both to move forward.

Example
An example is one representative from a larger group. We
often use examples to clarify general ideas. They may de-
scribe benefits or reduced risk. Frequently we use examples
to show how something can be used. They might show how
to avoid a problem that could take place in the future. You
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can use examples to describe situations that likely will hap-
pen if the client doesn’t use your product or service (an-
other way to reinforce a harm). You may want to illustrate
the positive feelings or benefits the client will receive from
your product. Specifics show how the product can increase
pleasure, reduce pain, or save money or time. Remember
that to be effective, your audience should be able to relate
to the examples you cite in your presentation.

Statistics
We think of statistics as meaning numbers. More broadly,
statistics is the system of mathematics associated with orga-
nizing and interpreting numerical data. Using statistics is a
highly effective way of ensuring that what you say is credi-
ble. Yet the impact is dependent on how dramatic the num-
bers are. Too many statistics will put your audience to
sleep. A good statistic, followed up by a good anecdote or
testimonial, will make a strong impression.

Testimonial
When a statement testifying to a particular truth or fact is
formally delivered or written down, we call it a testimonial.
When we incorporate testimonials within our presentation,
we have the weight of another person’s reputation reinforc-
ing what we are claiming.

A testimonial says, “Look, these people were nervous,
just as you are; or these people had concerns, just as you do.
They went ahead and did it anyway. Now look how happy
they are. They even wrote me a letter of reference.” The tes-
timonial carries only as much weight with your prospect as
the person who signed it. It is important therefore that a
testimonial be appropriate.

Hypothesis
The hypothesis is an assumption we postulate to further our
argument. We ask, “What if we could prove how this machine
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will pay for itself in six months? Would you buy it?” We create
a hypothetical situation to explain our point.

Rhetorical Question
Frequently, a salesperson will want to ask the customer a
rhetorical question—a question for which the answer is so
obvious it needn’t be stated. I might ask, “How many of you
have heard your clients say, ‘I want to think about it’?”

Such questions help create rapport with the audience.
They provide a common bond by showing that you both are
salt of the earth. Rhetorical questions say, “I’m a good per-
son to listen to because I’ve been where you have been. I
know the things you experience daily. I also can provide you
with advice on other things to do in the future.” This type of
image gives you credibility.

Developing a Creative Sales Imagination
Creativity can solve almost any problem. The creative act,
the defeat of habit, by originality, overcomes everything . . . “

—George Lois

Among the most frequently overlooked instruments in the
sales professional’s repertoire is a creative imagination.
Whoever said sales doesn’t demand originality? Conceiving
effective, persuasive presentations for different audiences
requires tremendous creative energy. While everyone has
different levels of talent, people are creative by nature, and
creativity can be enhanced like any other skill. It takes ini-
tiative and self-discipline. But a lot of times people say,
“That sounds great, except, you know what Terri? I’m not
that creative.” Nonsense—of course you are; maybe you just
haven’t tapped into your creative right-brain functions
lately when it comes to your business life.

Most of the time people get very linear when they think
they are in business mode. They don’t allow their personality
and their creativity and energy back into the delivery of their
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message. Begin with creating an environment for yourself
where your potential and your motivation are released.

Two Sources for Ideas
There are only two places from which ideas can come. You
can either borrow them from someone else or originate
them on your own. Most good ideas are a synthesis drawn
from both sources. The renowned jurist, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, wrote that an idea often is improved after being
transplanted into the mind of another person. Improving
upon someone else’s idea is a creative and acceptable way to
develop your own presentation style.

The important things are to be memorable and to be
unique. Using your creative imagination to employ the speech
supports discussed earlier means developing your own anec-
dotes and corroborating material to support your argument.
The source for these often will be everyday life. Using your
own personal stories allows your clients to know you better.
Such stories are usually very interesting to listeners.

The following section presents my 12 keys for stimulat-
ing a more dynamic and creative presentation style. Each
key will be illustrated in detail.

Happiness lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of
creative effort.

—Franklin D. Roosevelt

Twelve Keys to Developing a 
More Creative Sales Imagination

1. Establish a creative environment.
2. Read books.
3. Listen to tapes.
4. Read newspapers, journals, and magazines.
5. Create a brainstorming group.
6. Find a role model.
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7. Attend courses, workshops, seminars, and confer-
ences.

8. Watch TV and movies; go to comedy shows.
9. Evaluate other speakers.

10. Conduct customer and competitor interviews.
11. Join professional associations or committees.
12. Invite a mentor to lunch or dinner.

Creative Environment
Michael Jeffreys, a colleague, trainer, and noted public
speaker, describes what happens when you are not in a cre-
ative environment by telling a story about crabs. If you were
to catch several live crabs and place them in a bucket, you
would never have to put a lid on the top for fear that the
crabs were going to crawl out and escape. If one of them
were to try to climb out, the other live crabs would reach up
and grab it and pull it back in. Crabs apparently don’t like
other crabs getting ahead of them.

However, if you were to catch a single crab and put it in
a bucket, you then would have to put a lid over it because
the individual crab will crawl out, or die trying. Now the
question we have to ask ourselves is: Are we sitting in a
bucket of crabs? If we were left on our own, would we actu-
ally achieve more?

We all have heard the saying “misery loves company.”
Well, mediocrity loves company, too. The thought is, “Okay,
let’s all be mediocre together, then nobody can put any pres-
sure on us to achieve more!” If you are the crab who does
try to break out of the pot, then you have to deal with all the
other crabs that will reach up and pull you back. Why? Be-
cause if you try to break out, it puts pressure on all the
other crabs in the bucket. They have two choices. They can
either rally and keep up with you, or they can reach up and
grab you and pull you back down. It’s a lot easier for all
those mediocre crabs in the bottom of the pot to reach up
and grab the individual who is trying to leave than it is for
the one ambitious crab to pull everyone else upward and
onward. That’s why sometimes you have to ask yourself if
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you might be sitting in a bucket of crabs from which you
must break free.

You might hear people say things like, “Oh, I remember
when John and I started working together. He was really
nice. We would hang out together and go have a couple of
beers after work. But now he’s just work, work, work. He’s
so motivated by money. What a big brownnoser. I feel sorry
for people like John because they don’t have any balance in
their lives.” The truth is that what John is really trying to do
is to excel, to pull himself up out of the pot, to separate him-
self from the pack.

Surround yourself, both personally and professionally,
with people who will say, “Challenge yourself—move forward
and enrich your mind. Set a bigger goal. Don’t settle for aver-
age or mediocre.” It is easy to be average; what is hard is to be
unique. If you find yourself in an environment that isn’t up-
lifting, ask yourself if you are wallowing in a bucket of crabs.

Read Books
Books are the quietest and most constant of friends; they are
the most accessible and wisest of counselors and the most
potent of teachers.

—Charles W. Eliot

One of the best ways to expand your world is the classic
way: Read a book. In fact, read lots of books, as many as
you can. I know that sounds unrealistic for most people in
this fast-paced world of careers, children, and television,
but reading will give you an edge. Reading is one of the
most undervalued resources in our country today. Being
more knowledgeable and articulate than your competition
will pay off in increased sales. Get a library card if you don’t
already have one. That alone will put you in the select group
of Americans who take advantage of one of today’s best edu-
cation/entertainment values, because library books are
available to the public free of charge. A colleague of mine,
Jim Rohn, talks about the fact that less than 10 percent of
the U.S. population owns library cards—and they’re free!
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When you first read a book, then see a movie, which one
is better? The book is always better. Why? Because your
imagination can bring the material to life better than Holly-
wood’s top producers and directors. Reading has so many
benefits. It enriches your mind, your vocabulary, your sen-
tence structure, your creativity, and your thought processes.
Everything about reading is good, and yet we usually claim
not to have the time, or we read just business books. The
most vibrant people we enjoy being around are those who
are well read, who live life, and who experience things.
Those are the individuals you want at your party. Why? Be-
cause when they talk, people listen.

Listen to Audiotapes/CDs
There are thousands of books available on audiotape and a
few stores now even specialize in these terrific motivational
tools. Tapes are also available at the library. You can often
buy tapes for less than the price of the book, and they are
great in the car when you are stuck in traffic. They are also
available through mail order. The average sales executive
spends anywhere from 10 to 12 hours a week in the car. If
you just take, say, 10 hours a week, times 52 weeks a year,
that is 520 hours a year in your car. That’s a heck of a lot of
time. Just take a small fraction of that time, say 10 or 20 per-
cent, listening to professional development tapes. Instead of
listening to that music CD one more time, pop in some pro-
fessional development material or get one of the New York
Times best sellers and pop it in so you can enrich your mind.
Enrich your creativity. It makes a tremendous difference.

Read Newspapers, Journals, and Magazines
Subscribe to a newspaper and read it every day. It is impor-
tant to stay informed so you can discuss with your clients
what is happening in the world. Current events are ideal for
developing analogies you can use in your presentations. Sub-
scribe to your industry’s leading trade magazine. Most execu-
tives read these cover to cover and base business decisions
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on the information they contain. Cut out articles that may be
of general interest to your client. You’ve got to read newspa-
pers, journals, and magazines. Why? Because that’s where
you get all the great stories and anecdotes and humor and
drama that you can incorporate into your material. And it’s
so great in the middle of a presentation when you can say,
“You know, I just read an article in the Wall Street Journal
that said . . . ” or “You know what? I just picked up a trade
publication called the Mortgage Originator, and it said . . . ” or
“I was reading in Psychology Today about. . . .” It shows that
you’re really up on today’s trends. These are the kinds of
things that separate you from the masses because you’re ask-
ing to be an extension of their transaction team.

Create Brainstorming Groups
Assume a leadership role and create a brainstorming group.
Get together with the people in your company or industry
and think of as many harms as you can to use in your pre-
sentations. Also include prospecting ideas that work and
identify those that don’t. There are thousands of ideas you
can develop through your think tank.

Look for a Role Model
Finding a role model will make it much easier for you to
achieve your goals. Such a person already has covered the
territory you want to traverse. Having a ready-made map
will save you untold time.

Attend Courses, Workshops, Seminars, and Conferences
Attend training courses on personal development. One of
the things that always amuses me is when people say,
“Gosh, Terri, we would love to send all of our people to one
of your training programs, but what happens if we train all
of our people and then they leave?” The better question
might be, “What happens if you don’t train them and they
stay?” It’s just something to think about.
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On a personal note, I would like to appeal to you to take
advantage of any opportunity to hear a speaker, even if it’s
not directly related to your business. One of the things I
have just signed up to attend is called The Amazing Lives
and Experiences Series. Approximately every six weeks they
bring in a speaker who has an amazing story to tell. I’m not
necessarily getting any direct content for my business, but I
believe that good mental input equals good mental output,
and the more positive, enriching, and thought-provoking
ideas I put into my head, the more my life will become en-
riched, thought-provoking, and adventurous. For example,
the first two speakers in this series were poet Maya Angelou
and former Texas Governor Ann Richards, both of whom
were very inspirational.

Watch TV and Movies and Go to Comedy Shows
One of the most frequently discussed topics of conversation
is the latest hit movie. People talk about what was on televi-
sion, but you can beat that if you attend a few comedy
shows. These provide outstanding material for your presen-
tations. A great way to get people’s attention is with a good
joke they haven’t already heard. Comedians have great one-
liners that will add a spark to your presentation and help
make it memorable. Just make sure the material is appro-
priate for your audience.

If somebody says to you, “Hey, you guys want to hear a
dumb joke?” What do we say? “Sure.” We don’t say, “No. If
it’s a dumb one, I don’t want to hear it.” That is because we
want to be entertained. We want to hear a great storyteller.

Evaluate Other Speakers
Attend speeches and sales presentations delivered by your
competition and other industry leaders. If they are good,
they’ve probably spent much time and energy developing
their skills. You can learn a lot through analyzing how they
speak. There is nothing like a live performance to serve as a
free training seminar. There is something about the human-
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to-human experience of hearing a speaker tell his or her
story that can change you. I hear these powerful speakers
and the professional part of me analyzes them from a
speaker’s perspective. The debater part of me analyzes their
material from a content perspective.

Conduct Customer and Competitor Interviews
Conducting interviews with customers or competitors
means that you go out and actively ask questions about ar-
eas of interest with which you should be familiar. It relates
to the Be-a-Spy Principle (see Chapter 7).

Join Professional Associations or Committees
Don’t be intimidated by those membership fees that associa-
tions charge; join anyway. The dinners and get-togethers are
an excellent way to keep up both with the people and the is-
sues relevant to your industry. Networking in these groups is
also an excellent way to scout new job opportunities.

Find a Mentor
Someone you meet through professional associations might
be interesting enough to invite to lunch or dinner. Such in-
formal meetings can allow you the opportunity to speak in
depth with a recognized leader in your field. The informa-
tion you learn will be well worth the price of a meal. Shar-
ing in the experiences of someone who knows the ropes can
save you a great deal of time and money. I mentioned ear-
lier the importance and significance of finding a mentor but
I really want you to consider that you really don’t know what
you don’t know. Remember that the first step in accom-
plishing your wildest dreams is to just get a mentor who’s
already done it. The path becomes so much clearer and eas-
ier to follow.

My question was, “What is it going to take for me to
someday get a book on the New York Times bestseller list?”
Well, it helps if you are famous. But how was I going to get
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famous? I needed to talk to someone who had written a
business book, someone who had been able to parlay televi-
sion and film appearances into getting their book on the
New York Times list of bestsellers. Who had done that? I
thought of Harvey Mackay and Don Martin. Harvey Mackay
lives in Minneapolis, so I flew there to meet with him. And I
now have been working with Don Martin for the last three
years on several of my book projects.

You have to reach out to these people; they won’t come
to you. You set the parameters, then you do what they tell
you to do. You start by offering your services. You can’t
walk up to somebody and say, “Will you be my mentor?”
But you can walk up to someone and say, “I’m really im-
pressed with the work that you’ve done; if there’s anything I
can ever do for you, research or any kind of project . . .”

I know an individual who once raked leaves for some-
body who they wanted to be their mentor. And the biggest
lesson that you have to learn about mentoring is humility.
But in the long run, the pearls of wisdom that you obtain
will be worth far more than anything you could ever imag-
ine. What will be the cost of not seeking out a mentor?
Achieving your goal will cost you more time and more
money trying to figure out how to get where you want to
go. And you will undoubtedly make more mistakes along
the way, and get more frustrated than you need to be. You
may want to consider reading Mentoring: The Most Obvious
Yet Overlooked Key to Achieving More in Life Than You
Dreamed Possible, which I co-wrote with my mentor, Floyd
Wickman. It explains how to build and develop effective
mentoring relationships.

If you follow through on even half of the suggestions
listed in the 12 keys you will go a long way toward improv-
ing both your presentations and your personal knowledge.
Development in both of these areas will help you to become
a more successful sales professional. Apart from the confi-
dence that comes from knowing yourself, there is also the
confidence that comes from knowing your customers. Antic-
ipating how your customers will react emotionally to your
presentation will help you move them toward the close.
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If you don’t follow through on your creative ideas, someone
else will pick them up and use them. When you get an idea
of this sort, you should jump in with both feet, not just stick
your toe in the water. Be daring, be fearless, and don’t be
afraid that somebody is going to criticize you or laugh at
you. If your ego is not involved, no one can hurt you.

—Guru Rhh

Consider Emotional Factors that Sell
People are inherently emotional and motivated by positive
emotion. Knowing how to uncover the emotional factors
that will move your listeners can be another great asset in
persuasive communication. Following is a list of factors, of-
ten employed in the field of advertising, which are highly ef-
fective in all sales presentations:

� Love of romance.
� Urge of quality.
� Comparison of value.
� Pride of possession.
� Joy of attractiveness.
� Thrill of enthusiasm.
� Pleasure of prestige.
� Security of durability.
� Charm of desirability.
� Elation of suitability.
� Virtue of efficiency.
� Relish of satisfaction.

Let me describe a few of these so you will recognize
them when you see them and later be able to employ them
in your presentations.

The love of romance is commonly the underlying theme
for perfume ads and can be found driving certain travel ad-
vertisements. Advertisers use people’s love of romance to
sell just about anything that consumers find appealing.

The urge of quality also is seen in consumer advertising,
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particularly for automobiles. American automobile manu-
facturers pride themselves on the luxury interiors they offer
and want to make sure consumers believe the cars are as re-
liable as are their overseas counterparts.

Supermarkets are constantly asking shoppers to com-
pare the value they get at one store with that of another.
Stretching the homemaker’s food dollar is a national prior-
ity and has great appeal as an advertising theme.

Builders and real estate companies use the pride people
feel in home ownership to attract business.

Here are a few others that are commonly seen:

� Health clubs promoting the joy of attractiveness.
� Amusement parks selling the thrill of enthusiasm.
� European luxury automobiles selling the pleasure of

prestige.
� Hand-tool manufacturers appealing to the security of

durability.
� Travel companies and airlines promoting vacations

and ski trips through the charm of desirability.
� A highly advertised men’s clothier expressing the ela-

tion of suitability.
� Laptop computers, cellular phones, and software

technology playing to the virtue of efficiency.
� Restaurants appealing to the relish of satisfaction in

promoting specialty menu items.

If you employ even a few of these emotional factors in
your presentation, you will be able to build a strong, credi-
ble, and entertaining case for your listeners or clients to take
action based on what you are telling them. You will be able
to communicate material your listeners are unfamiliar with
in a way that they will remember it—and remember you.

Overview
� Mistake number 4 is providing inadequate support.

You must incorporate strong evidence as well as en-
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tertaining and relevant material into the body of your
presentation to bring it to life and make your case
compelling.

� As a presenter, strong support of your arguments will
dramatically impact your message and your credibil-
ity.

� Major speech/presentation supports include anec-
dotes, analogies, definitions, examples, statistics, tes-
timonials, hypotheses, and rhetorical questions.

� To stimulate your creativity and enhance your
uniqueness in your supporting material, review the
12 keys to developing a more creative sales imagina-
tion.

� It is important to recognize the emotional factors that
help to move your listeners toward making a decision.
Many of these factors can be easily identified in most
television commercial or advertising campaigns.

Next: With a sufficient number of anecdotes, analogies,
and examples, as well as other speech supports, your presen-
tation should be credible and entertaining. In Chapter 6 we
look at another mistake often committed by presenters—
failing to close the sale.

Overview
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C H A P T E R

113

Mistake Number 5:
Failing to Close the Sale

If there is something to gain and nothing to lose by asking,
by all means—ask!

—W. Clement Stone

D
espite tons of literature on various closing
techniques that sales professionals can
use to encourage prospects to buy, one of

the biggest mistakes people make today is failing to close at
the end of their presentations.

After giving a presentation that is not only informative
but persuasive as well, why would we shoot ourselves in the
foot by not closing? Perhaps it is because we mistake a con-
clusion for a close. A conclusion is a wrap-up, usually a
summary—an end to what we have been discussing. A close
employs the specific call to action. The close tells our listen-
ers what we want them to do next with the information we
have given them.
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Few People Close
In my training workshops, we ask participants to deliver an
entire sales presentation from start to finish. The overriding
realization once we go through the playback on videotape is
that many people do not close—they just wrap it up, and
that’s it. They never ask their listener or prospect to do any-
thing, like buy their product or service, or work specifically
with them, or even set up the next appointment time. This
is exactly what not to do, but it is an extremely common
problem and accounts for millions of dollars in lost sales
every year.

The problem people have with closing relates to our ten-
dency to be too informative rather than persuasive. If you
don’t build a strong enough case, then you are going to have
problems getting your listeners to act. Perhaps you tried to
close after giving merely an informative presentation and
were unsuccessful. That may be because you didn’t build a
strong enough case in the first place. Based on what you
have learned so far, let’s assume your presentation is well
constructed and persuasive. But having a great presentation
isn’t enough. You are still going to have to ask your listeners
to move forward. Once you have built your case, you must
ask them to take an action step.

Fear of Rejection
Our doubts are traitors and make us lose the good we oft
might win by fearing to attempt.

—William Shakespeare

We might ask ourselves, “Why don’t people ask for such an
action step more often?” One of the leading reasons is that
they fear rejection. The fear of rejection makes closing un-
comfortable, so they just skip doing it. It feels like you are
setting yourself up to take a fall. But all you really are ask-
ing for is a commitment from your listener. There is some-
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thing about human nature where people may very well do
what they are asked, but if it is a little uncomfortable, like
parting with their hard-earned money, they likely won’t do
anything until they are asked.

The Close in Fund Raising
The need to close at the end of your presentation can be ex-
emplified by a story from one of my students who used to
work in the human resources department of a large aero-
space company employing more than 50,000 people. It was
Bill’s job to implement the company’s annual campaign for
charitable donations. The point was to obtain authorization
from the workers to deduct weekly contributions straight
from their paychecks. The money was later distributed to
United Way and other organizations that helped the less
fortunate. Each year the company would produce an elabo-
rate videotape to show the employees why they should con-
tribute. The sessions were handled by supervisors in groups
of 20 throughout company facilities.

The first year Bill went through all the work of produc-
ing the expensive videotape and had the supervisors answer
questions afterward. The employees were later mailed a
card to fill out if they wanted to contribute. Participation
through that method was poor, and his boss did not give
Bill any strokes in spite of his putting in a lot of effort.
Later, the company’s marketing director took Bill aside and
gave him a little coaching: “Bill, you need to give the em-
ployees the enrollment cards immediately after they watch
the video. Then ask them to sign it on the spot.”

A light went on in Bill’s brain. Next year he got the same
assignment again. This time, however, he made sure supervi-
sors all had the individual enrollment cards at the time the
employees watched the video. He also gave supervisors a
brief data sheet that instructed them to ask their employees
to be sure to sign the card before leaving the conference
room. This time, the results were impressive; a far larger per-
centage of employees signed up for charitable contributions
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than had done so in the entire history of the firm. Needless to
say, Bill was rewarded with a nice bonus check.

The difference in results between the two years had
nothing to do with the basic presentation. The videos,
which contained much good information, were comparable
both years. The supervisors were present in both cases to
answer questions. The only difference was that the second
year, the supervisors asked employees to take the next
step—sign the card, and do it now. That was the close. The
approach calling them to take action was influential with
those individuals who were undecided about whether to
participate. Not everyone signed the cards, but enough of
the ones who were on the fence were convinced to make it a
far more successful campaign. The result was that tens of
thousands of dollars more went to charity that year than
otherwise would have been raised. And it was a simple fix
that took no additional resources from the company.

The Elevator Story
There is a story I tell in my seminars about a young man
who goes back for his third job interview to meet the com-
pany vice president. After they talk for awhile, the VP asks
the fellow if he has any questions before they wrap things
up. The young man says, no, that he has a pretty good indi-
cation of what the job entails, and thanks the vice president
for his time. Then he asks, “Do you know when you will
make a final decision about hiring someone?” The vice
president says that they want to think about it, and that he
will hear back, one way or the other within two weeks.

The young man thanks him and walks out of the office.
Once in the hallway, however, he starts to think about it and
realizes he never actually asked the vice president if he
could have the job. Knowing the importance of closing, he
mentally berates himself and wishes he could walk back in-
side and give it one last try. He then makes a quick trip to
use the telephone before coming back out to the hallway
and summoning the elevator.
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Suddenly he realizes that the man with his back to him
who is standing directly in front of the elevator is the vice
president who had just interviewed him. They exchange an
awkward greeting and step into the elevator, both lunging
for the button that indicates lobby.

The young man decides he isn’t going to miss another
opportunity. He looks the vice president in the eye and says,
“You know sir, as I walked out of the interview, I thought to
myself that the one thing I didn’t tell you was how much I
want this job.” The young man uses the next 30 seconds to
emphasize how much he truly wants the position, how
much research he has done on the company, how many
people he has talked with who respect the vice president. Fi-
nally, he says, “I would really like an opportunity to be a
part of your team. When you are thinking about whom you
are going to select, I really hope you will consider me, and
more importantly, I want to let you know that I very much
want this job.”

The vice president, who might have taken offense, has
exactly the opposite reaction. He looks at the young job
candidate and smiles. “You know what, young man, be-
cause you asked for it you can have that job. I want you to
report for work Monday morning at eight sharp, and I’ll
have the HR department process your paperwork. Welcome
aboard.” He then grabs the young man’s hand, shakes it
strongly, and walks off the elevator.

Meanwhile the young man is excited beyond belief. He
walks off the elevator in a daze and looks up at the sky.
“Thank you,” he says. Then he starts congratulating him-
self: If he hadn’t asked for the job, he wouldn’t have been of-
fered it. He was so lucky to get a ride down the elevator
with the vice president. But was it all luck?

Know Where You Are Going
As a sales professional, you often will have to go through
several presentations before you complete the sale. This is
not unusual today when hundreds of thousands of dollars
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may be on the line. And as a job seeker, you might find that
it is standard to have four, five, or even six interviews before
you get hired in a decent position. There are usually a num-
ber of people who have to meet and approve of you before
you can come aboard. In each interview, you should have a
clear objective in mind of what is needed to take the next
step in the process.

Most of us have walked out of a meeting or a job inter-
view without closing—in other words we haven’t obtained a
commitment from the other party to move the process for-
ward. In simple terms, we haven’t asked for the business.
Neither have we set up the next appointment time. In to-
day’s market, you rarely hear the word “no” anymore. What
you hear is, “I’d like to think about it.” When you hear that
phrase, be on guard. You may be headed toward a no-sale
situation. Next time you are giving a presentation, think of
the young man in the elevator and how fortunate he was to
have a second opportunity. Be sure to take advantage of the
opportunity you have following your presentation and exe-
cute a good close—get a commitment in the form of a
signed contract or set up the next appointment. Don’t just
conclude your remarks and expect your prospect to take the
next step for you. Remember that you won’t get what you
don’t ask for.

I’d Like to Think About It
In my live seminars people ask me, “Terri, what do you do
when someone says, ‘I’d like to think about it’?” No matter
how good you sound, and no matter how persuasive your
case is, you still are going to run into situations where peo-
ple say, “I’d like to think about it.” I will share with you
what I do, but does it work every time? Nothing works
everytime. But it is one more device you can put into your
tool bag in case a situation like this comes up.

When I get to the close of a presentation and I ask them
to make a commitment or move forward and they say, “You
know what, Terri, I’d like to think about it.” I say, “Okay, I
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understand this is a big decision and you may want to re-
view some of the materials I’ve given you. I know you are
very busy, so let’s do this: Why don’t we break out our calen-
dars right now and set up the next appointment time when
we get together. I’m sure that once you have had an oppor-
tunity to review the materials dealing with my experience
and the agreement I’ve prepared for you, you probably are
going to have several questions. I am sure I will be able to
answer them for you at that point.”

Why do I say this? The first reason is that we don’t want
to play stalker. (Maybe you can relate to this!) What I mean
by stalker is that it is not uncommon that when we have
tried to follow up with the client two, three, or perhaps
even five or six days later (after having left them 5 or 10 un-
returned messages) we don’t want to call anymore. The rea-
son is because we are starting to feel like a stalker! The
temptation is to just let go of the prospect and assume the
sale is dead.

You would be surprised how many times deals go awry
or nothing happens because the sales professional just
lets everything go. We just don’t want to play stalker any-
more because it feels uncomfortable. So to avoid this
problem, I try to get the client’s commitment to a calendar
date right then and there. If they start to hesitate about
setting up the next appointment time, I try to arrange it at
a place that is very attractive for them—either a really
nice restaurant (that they pick) or perhaps on the golf
course. Now personally, I hate golf, but I took golf lessons
anyway for one reason: business deals often are closed
when the players are on the back nine. It is just another
way I can meet with them and move the transaction 
forward.

Most of the time they are willing to set up the next ap-
pointment, and I don’t have to play stalker. But if they still
won’t set up the next appointment, it typically results in re-
vealing their real objection. If I can find out what that ob-
jection is, then I can deal with overcoming it. However, it’s
the vagueness contained in “I’d like to think about it” that
creates our biggest problems.

I’d Like to Think About It
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Closing an Interoffice Presentation
The reluctance to close is seen throughout the business
world with significant consequences. Sometimes even in in-
teroffice meetings, when we are required to get together to
discuss certain things that are happening, many of the
meetings end up being informational. And there is work to
be done! What’s sad is that there frequently are no action
steps as a result of the internal meeting. That is why it takes
so much longer to get things done. A good recommendation
would be that the close for an interoffice meeting is to ask:
What are the action steps we must take? What do we want
to happen next as a result of this meeting?

Whether you are in an interview and asking for a job, an
interoffice presentation where you need to call for an action
step as a result of the meeting, or a traditional sale with a
potential prospect, the point is you have to close. When you
do, you give your prospect more limited choices. They can
say “no,” they can say “yes,” or they can say, “I’d like to
think about it.” If you hear the latter, you can move to set up
the next appointment time.

If you happen to be in a retail sales environment and the
customer says he or she isn’t sure whether to move forward
and make a purchase, you can offer to put the item on hold
for 24 hours in exchange for his or her telephone number.
You can offer to call the customer the next day after he or
she has had a chance to discuss it at home with others.

The Guitar Salesman
I have a friend who has allowed me to share the following
story but prefers to remain anonymous. So for the purpose
of this story, we will call him Charlie. He is someone who
was a frustrated guitar player. He took lessons when he was
young, but his family split up and he moved out of town to
a village where no guitar instructors were available to him.
He never finished his lessons, but he always thought he
would get back to it someday and always wondered what it
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would be like to be an accomplished guitar player. One day,
years later, he had some time to kill while visiting Santa
Monica, California, site of a huge guitar store.

He wandered inside to see what instruments were for
sale and got talking to a knowledgeable young salesman,
who sensed his deep need to own a good guitar. The store
was temporarily out of stock of the blues guitars in the
price range Charlie was interested in, so Charlie left. As he
was heading out the door, the salesman asked for his phone
number so he could let him know when the next shipment
arrived. After arriving back home, Charlie forgot all about
his spontaneous guitar shopping experience, but a couple of
weeks later, he got a phone call from the salesman. The
store just received a shipment of the exact type of guitar he
and Charlie were discussing in the price range that Charlie
wanted. Taken aback by the unexpected phone call, Charlie
listened politely to the salesman and promised to come by
the store in the near future. Of course he never found the
time and again forgot about it.

The salesman didn’t give up on Charlie, however, be-
cause he knew he really wanted a guitar. About a week later,
he called a second time and talked to Charlie about how
great the guitar sounded. It had a rich, deep tone, he said—
far superior to anything in that price range that the store
had carried in a while. He also told him that by now, he had
only one left and that if Charlie could come by tomorrow,
he would hold it for him. When he came in, he would set it
up so Charlie could pay for it in three monthly installments
with no interest charges.

Charlie was sold. He knew he wanted the guitar; he now
knew he could afford it. The only obstacle was Charlie’s
wife, who was not big on discretionary purchases. His solu-
tion was to take his spouse with him to the guitar store,
which just happened to be around the corner from one of
West Los Angeles’ finest Italian restaurants. Needless to say,
Charlie now is the proud owner of a beautiful blues guitar.
And one of these days, he’s going to learn how to play it!

The point is that just because you can’t close a prospect
on the spot doesn’t mean it is a dead prospect. While you
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can’t spend all day on callbacks, you owe it to yourself and
your customer to get beyond the “I’d-like-to-think-about-it”
stage. You do that by closing.

Overview
� Mistake number 5 is failing to close the sale. Remem-

ber—most people conclude at the end of their presen-
tations, but they don’t close. There is a big difference!

� A conclusion is a wrap-up; your close is the specific
call to action—what you want your listener to do as a
result of your presentation.

� Fear of rejection is a common excuse for why people
avoid closing at the end of their presentations. Re-
member—you don’t get what you don’t ask for, and
your competitor will most likely ask if you don’t.

� When faced with the response “I’d like to think about
it,” consider asking the prospect to set up a time for
your next appointment.

Next: Closing at the end of your presentation will have a
greater effect on your success than any other single change.
However, keeping the attention of your audience is some-
thing many people have trouble with, so in the next chapter
we turn to the mistake of being boring.
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C H A P T E R

123

Mistake Number 6:
Being Boring, Boring, Boring

Perhaps the world’s second worst crime is boredom. The
first is being a bore.

—Cecil Beaton

T
hose deprived of sleep have learned of a
new cure for insomnia: Just attend a col-
league’s business presentation! Most peo-

ple give a presentation not intending to bore their audience
to death—but they do it anyway.

People’s presentations are replete with too many facts—
the same old stories delivered in a flat, boring, monotone
voice. Frankly, this is not going to capture your clients’ at-
tention or maintain their interest. A boring presentation is
a waste of both yours and your clients’ time and creates a
poor image for you and your company. If you can’t attract
your clients’ attention, you won’t be able to connect with
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them. If you aren’t communicating, nothing is going to
happen.

One of the reasons people don’t listen and retain infor-
mation is that they are bored. We have to get people listen-
ing to us in order to maintain their attention. Every college
student knows the professor who comes to class and reads
the same flat lecture, from the same boring notes, in the
same monotone voice, every semester. The result is students
falling asleep. We must be interesting and entertaining if we
want people to listen, and that means our presentations
can’t be boring.

The problem with boring presentations is somewhat ob-
vious, yet people continue to give them over and over
again—perhaps they don’t know how they look and sound.
Most professionals don’t realize how truly boring their pre-
sentations are. When they are asked for self-evaluations af-
ter seeing themselves in a video playback during training,
they say, “Well, maybe I went a little bit too long,” or they
might say, “Maybe it was a little bit boring.”

I will return with, “So why did you keep going?”
They will say, “Well, I had to get through the material.”
When you are practicing your presentation, ask yourself

if your audience will find it interesting. If you hear a little
internal voice saying, “I think this is boring,” then it proba-
bly is. You must create a presentation that is worth listening
to if you want your audience to stay attentive.

Somebody is boring me. I think it’s me.
—Dylan Thomas

How many of us have had the experience of speaking
with someone who didn’t particularly want us there? When
I raise this question in my seminars, it usually elicits laugh-
ter. Creating such situations is part of our job—right? Part
of our responsibility as sales professionals is to meet with
people who initially don’t want us there. Our job is to turn
them around and make them extremely pleased that they
shared their time with us.
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Audience/Customer Analysis: 
Be-a-Spy Principle
Preparation is the key to developing a powerful presenta-
tion. It goes without saying that you need to know your
products cold. We will assume that if you are reading this
book, you have passed that stage. Next you must decide
who your customer is and determine why he or she should
use your service. Then you must identify your competition.
Finally you will need to know if your customer uses your
competitor and, if so, why. You can find out this informa-
tion by asking the right people. In fact, you can become a
spy. I call it the Be-a-Spy Principle.

The first target of your intelligence work always is your
audience. Who are they, what are their tastes, and how can
you communicate with them? What stories and illustrations
can you employ based on this information to make your
presentation more interesting?

Following is a story I tell in my seminars that illustrates
how rewarding it can be to know your customer-audience.

Leveraging Bass Fishing
One of my prospects for a seminar program was a gentle-
man whose personality was quite gruff and somewhat abra-
sive. However, I had approached him by following up on a
referral that I had received from several of his sales man-
agers. I had done all of the things I was supposed to do—I
had sent the literature and made innumerable cold calls.
However, he was protected by an efficient and effective sec-
retary named Norma. I could never get past her. It was turn-
ing into one of those situations where you just figure it’s
easier to give up. (Let’s face it, the average sales profes-
sional gives up after three attempts. The toughest transac-
tion takes place after many more attempts, depending on
the type of sale and the normal selling cycles for various
products and services.)

Audience/Customer Analysis: Be-a-Spy Principle
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I had called the prospect many times, and it was Friday
afternoon, so I thought, well, maybe I’ll get lucky. “Diligence
is the mother of good luck,” as Benjamin Franklin once said.
This must have been my eleventh attempt, and that’s diligent
enough for even the most stubborn prospect. So, I dialed his
number, and to my surprise, he picked up the phone.

“Oh, Rick, hi, this is Terri Sjodin” (I was so shocked that
he picked up the phone it took me a couple of seconds to re-
group). “I have been trying to get in touch with you for a cou-
ple of weeks—I guess I was expecting to hear Norma’s voice.
How is it that you happened to have picked up the phone?”

He said, “Well, Norma is at lunch.”
I said, “Well, she’s great—anyway, I wanted to follow up

with you—I sent you some materials, and the reason that I
am calling is . . .”

I rolled out my whole set of mini-sales pitches that I use
on the telephone. That is a very significant part of the job of
sales professional—the telephone presentation. I was able
to introduce myself and tell him why I wanted to meet with
him, and reluctantly he agreed to get together with me the
following Monday.

As I hung up the phone, I thought, what do I really
know about this guy? Not very much. So I waited a couple
hours, picked up the phone again, and called his secretary.
I said, “Norma, this is Terri Sjodin. I have just set up an ap-
pointment with Rick for Monday morning. I always try to
tailor my presentations to meet the needs of my clients,
and I was hoping that you might be able to tell me a little
about Rick.” 

And she said, “Well, uh, what is it that you want to know?”
I said, “Well, maybe just some of his hobbies or interests?”

She said, “The only thing I know is that he really likes to
go bass fishing. I don’t know if that helps, but that’s all I re-
ally know—and I really have got to go because the phones
are ringing off the hook here.” With that she hung up.

My knowledge of the world of bass fishing is pretty lim-
ited. So I started flipping through my directory of knowl-
edgeable individuals and came up with my father. I said,
“Dad, what can you tell me about bass fishing?”
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He said, “Bass fishing? Why in the world would you
want to know about bass fishing?”

I said, “Well, I’ve got this client, and I’m trying to de-
velop some rapport.”

He said, “Terri, the only thing I know is that there is a
TV show on Sunday called Bass Masters. Maybe if you
watch this show you can pick up a few tips.”

When he said there was a television show devoted to
bass fishing, I almost started laughing—I simply couldn’t
believe it. I pulled out the TV Guide, and sure enough, there
were two back-to-back Bass Masters shows on Sunday. Ap-
parently there are a series of televised fishing shows hosted
by Jimmy Houston, who is the Regis or Oprah of the fishing
world. Jimmy invites guests from the sport-fishing world
onto his show, and they discuss various fishing techniques
and tackle setups.

I had no idea that bass was the big game of the fishing
world. I didn’t know that if you were a serious fisherman,
you were called an angler. Nor did I know that there are all
kinds of special bass tournaments for which you need to
have a bass card. If you are beginning to wonder what this
has to do with giving a sales presentation, the answer is ab-
solutely everything!

Monday morning rolled around, and I walked into
Rick’s office, but he acted as though he never wanted to
make that appointment with me.

What I heard: “Oh, Miss Sjodin, you know what? We are
really pressed for time. I have a lot of things that have come
up this morning. We are going to have to do this in about
five minutes.” (Has this ever happened to you?)

I just took a deep breath, walked into his office and said,
“So, how was your weekend?”

He said, “Oh, it was fine, fine—very productive. I had a
bunch of things I had to do around the house. Not really
very exciting.”

“You know, the same thing happened to me,” I said. “I
have been doing so much traveling that I haven’t had any
time to catch up on my laundry. I had this big pile of laun-
dry that I had just pulled out of the dryer. I threw it on the
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living room floor and figured I would just kick back and
fold some clothes while I watched TV.”

Then I brought it up: “I understand that you enjoy bass
fishing, so I started watching this show—I’m sure you heard
of it—it was called Bass Masters.”

He was stunned. His entire facial expression changed.
He said, “You watched Bass Masters?”

“Yes,” I said.
“This past Sunday?” he replied.
“Yes—it was a pretty good show,” I said.
“Yea, good show—it was a double Bass Masters week-

end!” he said, getting more animated.
“I know,” I said. “I caught both episodes.”
He thought it was just great that I had seen both these

shows. Then he started telling me how it was his dream to
someday go fishing with Jimmy Houston, and how he
wanted to become a professional angler.

Suddenly he whips out his appointment book and says,
“Young lady, have you ever been bass fishing?”

I said, “No, I haven’t.”
“Well, I’m taking my family, would you like to join us?”
“Are you kidding? I would love to go!”
Finally, after a few minutes, I said, “I know you are re-

ally pressed for time, but I do have a few ideas on how I
might be of service to your organization.”

He said, “Okay, hold on a minute.” He then got up and
closed the door, and I went back to my original 30 minutes.
Not only did I complete the transaction but eventually
arranged six additional programs to be presented to his or-
ganization.

The point of this story is to impress upon you how im-
portant it is to incorporate the personal, as well as profes-
sional, wants, needs, and expectations of your clients into
the body of your presentation. If you already know this,
then this is just a reminder of a technique that you may
want to employ more often.

The secret is to be creative and put some energy into
your presentation. This helps to make it more interesting to
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the client. It doesn’t matter whether your creative ideas and
homework are employed in the beginning, middle, or end of
your talk, because it all contributes toward moving us away
from the pitfall of being boring! To stay sharp, practice with
a tape recorder and listen to the playback to determine
where your presentation begins to fall apart. Then make im-
provements accordingly. Be sure to use material that is ap-
propriate for the audience, whether presenting to one
person or one thousand people.

If You Don’t Want to Be a Spy, 
Ask for Information
Eventually, someone is going to catch you making inquiries
about matters they may perceive to be outside the course
of normal business. And what happens if you get caught?
Should this happen, simply tell him, “Mr. Jones, you are
absolutely right. You caught me! I was doing my home-
work, but I promise you this: I will put as much energy and
effort into maintaining your business as I have put into ob-
taining your business from the word ‘go.’ I hope this is the
kind of person you want working with you on your transac-
tions.” Do you think people are going to be upset when you
come back with a response like this? Not at all, they want
someone who is willing to hustle in order to get their busi-
ness. This response works almost every time.

Finding out information about a customer or group of
clients frequently requires only that you ask. Usually it
takes just a couple of minutes. Before an appointment, I
will call and say, “Ms. Jones, this is Terri Sjodin. I’m calling
to follow up with you and confirm our appointment for
three o’clock today. I’m trying to do some research so my
presentation can meet your specific needs. May I ask you a
few quick questions? They will take only about 10 minutes.
If you help me, I can tailor my presentation to meet your
specific requirements.”

If You Don’t Want to Be a Spy, Ask for Information
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People usually agree and are even more interested 
in working with me because I am custom-tailoring my
sales presentation to their individual circumstances. It 
often can even be another way to impress them with my
service. The converse to this is to spend the first 10 min-
utes talking about something they already know. That is
an unforgivable waste of your clients’ time and very costly
for you.

To customize your presentation for your clients, you
must ask questions and also listen to what they say or
what others say about them. You must become an active
listener.

In Nido R. Qubein’s book, How to Be a Great Communi-
cator, he suggests the reason we pay little attention to devel-
oping our listening skills is that we take them for granted.
To become better listeners we need to understand what lis-
tening is and to take a fresh look at this undervalued, but
extremely important, sales activity.

Surely you know someone who is a particularly impres-
sive listener. This person remembers things we say, asks in-
sightful questions, and generally makes us feel good by
leaving us with the impression of truly understanding—
and therefore caring about—who we are. Unfortunately,
most of the time we don’t live up to that standard—nor do
our clients.

Performing a Competitive Analysis
Listening to and learning about your client is vitally impor-
tant, but so is learning about your competition. Once you
know whom you are up against, you can figure out if your
prospect uses their product or service.

The key question here is why do they use them? The an-
swer will give you information about adapting your presen-
tation to the client’s needs. Let’s face it: Everyone wants to
know what the competition is doing. Football teams even
watch each other’s game videotapes so both sides can better
prepare for upcoming games.
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Identify the Competition
After spending time in any industry, you will begin to know
your competition. If you call on someone who has just
bought from another salesperson, say, “Oh really? Whom
did you purchase it from?” Eventually there will be certain
names that you hear repeatedly.

How Do You Measure Up?
Having a picture of the competition and a list of the firm’s
products and services, you begin your competitive analysis.
That means you take a hard look at how you measure up in
the marketplace. It is your responsibility to find out what
makes your competitors unique and why they are getting
sales that could be going to you.

Find out how your product is superior to that of your
competition, and where theirs can beat yours, if at all.
List your company’s strengths and weaknesses. Develop a
strategy to promote the former and minimize the latter.
Figure out how best to offset the advantages held by your
competitor. You may want to start doing a few of the
things that have created a positive reputation for the
other firm. Emulating your competitor’s strengths may be
necessary to improve your marketplace standing. Why
reinvent the wheel?

Service: A Competitive Checklist
Despite the outcome of your competitive analysis, there is
one area you can always control: service. Measure how ac-
curate you are, how friendly you are, and whether you do
follow-up work. You can completely control these areas, as
well as your enthusiasm. They all count heavily (particularly
your enthusiasm) in your client’s decision whether to work
with you or with someone else. Always share your personal
enthusiasm or passion with the client regarding why you
work in your chosen profession. Passion and enthusiasm are
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contagious and will make people want to work with you
long term.

It’s All In Your Delivery: 
Be Interesting and Entertaining
Controlling the way that you use the words in your talk is
another way to avoid being boring. One of the exercises we
routinely do during training is to videotape students telling
a personal adventure story and then have them make a sec-
ond, business-related presentation. The personal stories al-
ways are much more interesting, and it is not because of the
subject matter. The difference is that when people tell their
personal adventure stories they do it with enthusiasm. Stu-
dents change their voice inflections, manipulate their facial
expressions, contort their bodies for demonstration pur-
poses, and are animated and entertaining. But something
happens when they deliver their business presentations—
they become boring!

After students see a video of their business talks, they of-
ten apologize for being boring. It almost goes without say-
ing that if you think you are boring, there is a high
probability your audience thinks so, too. The point to re-
member is that you should allow all the personal energy
and enthusiasm you would normally share with your lis-
tener when telling a personal adventure story to come
through in your professional presentations as well. Follow-
ing are 10 tips to help prevent your presentations from slip-
ping into the boring zone.

Tip Number 1: Modulate Your Voice for Variation

One of the things that you can do to keep your presenta-
tions exciting is to maintain control over the sound of your
voice. This is particularly relevant in selling because you
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should be in tune with your listener anyway. If someone is
speaking softly to you, you match his or her tone and vol-
ume. Have you ever had the disconcerting experience of
having a salesperson repeatedly speak loudly to you after
each of your soft-spoken questions? Conversely, if your
prospect is loud and aggressive, you need to be more as-
sertive, yet still calm and pleasant.

Controlling the tone and volume of your voice allows
you to make your talk sound more interesting while you
stay in touch with your client. Being able to project your
voice so that you can be heard is half the battle. Inexperi-
enced speakers frequently don’t talk loud enough for every-
one in the room to understand them. The tone you use and
your vocal variation allow you to project your own person-
ality and to create a positive response whether you are
speaking to one person or a large group of people.

Here are several exercises that will improve your tone
and your ability to articulate.

1. Sing in the car and shower (with or without radio).
2. Pretend to speak with an accent (parlez-vous

français?).
3. Practice your talk using different emotional tones,

such as love or anger.

Above all, be aware of how you sound, and don’t hesitate
to use a standard tape recorder to practice your talk. How
many of us were shocked the first time we heard our voice
on our voice mail or phone recorder? We reacted by rere-
cording the message over and over—sometimes putting in
more time on our outgoing voice mail messages than we do
practicing our sales presentation. Take a tape recorder
along on your next one-on-one sales call. If your presenta-
tion is boring on the tape, you need to spice it up. I assure
you that you will catch deficiencies in your talk that you
will want to fix. (Those missteps undoubtedly will act as in-
centives for you to put more preparation into your presen-
tation.) A good book that goes into more detail on this
subject is PowerSpeak by Dorothy Leeds. In it she talks
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about the many tools speakers have at their disposal to
make their voice interesting. They include the following:

� Volume: Volume adds variety to whatever you say.
� Pitch and inflection: Different from volume, pitch and

inflection reflect your overall tone.
� Pace and rhythm: How fast or slow you articulate the

words and sounds.
� Emphasis: This affects your word and syllable stress.

According to Leeds, “The key point is to be sure peo-
ple get your main ideas. Help them by subverting the
less important ones. A common fault of speakers is to
emphasize too many things; you should isolate the
key points you want to emphasize.”

� Attitude: The same word or phrase can take on radi-
cally different meanings, depending on the attitude
implicit in your voice.

� The pause: Powerful speakers use the pause several
ways—for emphasis, effect, and mood. Pauses can be
long, medium, short, or very short—as when you’re just
drawing a breath. They can also signal a transition.

Tip Number 2: Good Diction and a Comprehensive Vocabulary Are Essential

Another helpful skill in keeping your audience’s attention is
the use of good diction. Diction relates to both your choice
and use of words as well as to how clearly you pronounce
them. Good diction is the mark of a well-educated person.

One way to improve your enunciation is to speak more
slowly. Most people speak too quickly. One way to slow
down is to practice reciting tongue twisters. They remind us
of the need to enunciate and force us to slow to a crawl.
Here are a few good ones:

Theophilus the thistle sifter
While sifting a sifter full of thistles
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Thrust three thousand thistles
Through the thick of his thumb.

I stood on the steps of Burgesse’s Fish Shop
Mimicking him hiccuping
And welcoming him in.

Silly Sally sits and shells her peas
All day long she sits and shells
And shells and sits
And sits and shells
And shells and sits.

Remember that in giving a talk, even if it is one-on-one,
you are assuming the role of an authority. If you mispro-
nounce words, use the wrong word for the intended mean-
ing, and generally display a lack of knowledge, it is going to
be difficult to maintain respect. However, everything is rela-
tive. The bumbling presentation before one group might
sound like the message of a prophet to another. So don’t
withdraw just because you lack a formal education. Find an
audience who appreciates what you have to say.

As you mature and become more knowledgeable, you
will be able to impress increasingly sophisticated circles.

Tip Number 3: Buy and Use a Dictionary

Your best friend in developing good vocabulary and diction
is a dictionary. Buy two so you can keep one at the office.
Better yet, get three—one for the car. Don’t buy the cheap
pocket type. They are good only for spelling. Invest in a
hardbound collegiate dictionary that has multiple mean-
ings. Whenever you hear a little voice in the back of your
mind that questions whether you are using a word prop-
erly, spend the 60 seconds it takes to look it up. (If you can’t
even find the word, you are misspelling it and maybe
butchering its pronunciation.) A best-selling book that has
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helped many people improve their vocabulary and diction
and overall fluency with the language is Thirty Days to a
More Powerful Vocabulary by Wilfred Funk and Norman
Lewis. (It was actually required reading for me in my se-
nior year as a speech communication major, and I am so
thankful for it!)

Tip Number 4: Have Fun with It and Keep ‘em Laughing

Have you ever been to a comedy show to give yourself an at-
titude adjustment? You can do the same for your listeners.

Laughter is the shortest distance between two people.
—Victor Borge

Note your listeners’ reactions as you proceed with your
presentation. Try to keep them interested and enthusiastic.
You want them happy that they spent their time with you.
Have you ever been talking to a group when someone starts
to fall asleep? It may not be because you are boring them, it
may be because they were up all night for business or per-
sonal reasons. However, it is important that you try to rouse
them. It is very impressive to clients if you can recapture
their attention once they start to slip into oblivion.

Tip Number 5: Emotional Conclusion

Conclude your presentation with an ending that emotion-
ally drives home your point. Think of your speech support-
stories, anecdotes, humor, think of how you can tie together
everything you have been talking about, and think about
your call to action.

Preparing for a presentation is similar to getting set
for a ski race. Once you are out of the gate, there is no
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turning back. The pace is quick, the course is slippery,
and all eyes are on you—the lone competitor barreling
down the slope. And a sincere conclusion to your presen-
tation will leave your listeners feeling good about the time
they shared with you.

Tip Number 6: The Warm-up

Before engaging in this type of competitive activity, you will
need to do what all athletes do—a warm-up. It is important
that you begin your presentation in a relaxed state. I always
breathe deeply, close my eyes, and imagine how great my talk
will be. I stretch and extend my arms and make circles with
my out-stretched hands. I imagine applause at the conclusion
of my speech or a smile on my clients’ faces when they have
signed the contract and made a commitment to the project.

I always try to eat a very light, nourishing breakfast the
day of a big presentation. Frequently I practice with tongue
twisters. If you remember to relax and warm up ahead of
your talk, then things will go a lot smoother.

Tip Number 7: Remember to Practice—Try a Full Dress Rehearsal at Home

Rehearsals are essential preparation for a good talk. Failure
to rehearse says to the client, “I don’t care if I waste your
time.” To prepare properly you have to run through a dress re-
hearsal at home. That means dressing up in the suit you plan
to wear during your presentation and practicing every word.

Luck favors the mind that is prepared.
—Louis Pasteur

Turn on your tape recorder and practice your talk until
it sounds smooth and convincing. Ask the people in your
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office to listen to your talk and critique it. Close your eyes
and visualize delivering your speech. Imagine the positive
response from the listeners. Practice all the words you plan
to use so that you are familiar with each one and can say it
without stumbling.

Tip Number 8: Critique Your Presentations and Monitor Your Performance
for Improvement

In order to improve, you will have to evaluate every presen-
tation you deliver and identify its strengths and weaknesses.
Be your own best critic and evaluate everything you do. In-
vite comments from others, and let them know that you are
looking for criticism as well as the usual pats on the back.
Sift through their comments to identify areas where you
can improve. In Chapter 11, we will familiarize you with a
Presentation Evaluation chart you can use.

Tip Number 9: Gracefully Accept Criticism

When you are criticized more than you care to be, try to let
some of it roll off your back. Don’t let someone else’s feed-
back break you. Gracefully accept compliments from others.
In the long run, the best feedback will help prevent you from
giving boring talks. And remember to find a role model,
someone who does what you would like to do. The person
should be very good at giving presentations and willing to
spend a little time helping you. Perhaps you can return the
favor by performing some helpful work for him or her.

Tip Number 10: Employ Visual Aids to Stimulate and Enhance Your Message
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We can’t leave this section without touching on the role vi-
sual aids play in emphasizing your message. They help the
audience to understand the points that you are making.
They provide support to the body of your speech and can
make your presentation more entertaining and engaging.
The biggest problem, particularly for sales professionals, is
that we tend to make visual aids the focus of our presenta-
tions. As a presenter, you need to remember that you are the
star. The visual aids are the supporting players. They are
there only to enhance your presentation—not to take it over.

With that being said, it is important to discuss the amaz-
ing benefits of visual aids. In his book, Presentations Plus,
David Peoples points out the following:

� Your audience is 43 percent more likely to be per-
suaded with the use of visual aids.

� You can cover the same material in 25 to 40 percent
less time.

� Learning is improved up to 200 percent for the lis-
tener.

� Retention for listeners is improved up to 38 percent.
� Typically the audience perceives the presenter as be-

ing more professional, persuasive, credible, interest-
ing, and better prepared.

How Do You Determine When and Where to 
Employ Visual Aids?
It is important to ask yourself a couple of questions before
you get started:

1. After looking over the Presentation Outline that you
have created, ask yourself, “Where can I employ a cou-
ple of great visual aids to help clarify an idea or con-
cept?” Hone in on the leading ideas that you want your
audience to remember once the presentation is over.

2. Does your visual aid really add value and enhance
your presentation? Or is it a text-based visual such as
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words or bullet points? These are not true visual aids
and may be serving the needs of the presenter more
than those of the audience.

Overview
� Mistake Number 6 is being boring, boring, boring.

Remember that it is the presenter’s responsibility to
build and deliver an interesting message.

� When you tailor your presentation to meet the indi-
vidual personal and professional needs, desires, and
expectations of your prospects, you can truly engage
their attention and make a greater impact! Remem-
ber to do your homework in advance and then to get
creative with the material.

� Learning about your competitors prior to delivering
your next presentation can help you to better position
yourself and your best selling points to your prospect.
Remember to perform a competitive analysis, iden-
tify the competition, examine how you measure up,
and establish a competitive checklist of where you
can outperform your competitors.

� To help maintain an inspiring and entertaining de-
livery style, review the 10 tips to avoiding a boring
presentation:

1. Moderate your voice for variation.
2. Employ good diction and a comprehensive vo-

cabulary.
3. Buy and use a dictionary.
4. Have fun with your presentation and keep the

audience laughing with you.
5. Conclude your presentation with an ending

that emotionally drives your point home.
6. Warm up before your presentation.
7. Practice enough and perform a full dress re-

hearsal the day before.
8. Critique your presentations and monitor your

performances for improvement.
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9. Gracefully accept criticism and remember it
can help you avoid the boring zone.

10. Employ visual aids to stimulate and enhance
your message.

Next: In Chapter 8 we look at a very common problem
that has been increasing with the use of laptop computers—
relying too much on visual aids.

Overview
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C H A P T E R

143

Mistake Number 7:
Relying Too Much on Visual Aids

A picture is indeed worth a thousand words. But it must be
a good one!

—Dorothy Leeds

P
eople who are going out to meet new
prospects often become overly dependent
on their brochures and printed materials.

If handouts, brochures, and visual aids, including laptop
presentations, could by themselves sell your product or ser-
vice, it would be easy to sell and to promote your ideas.
However, that is just a pleasant fantasy. You create the con-
tent. You create the magic in the message.

Visual aids can help the audience understand the
points you are making. They provide support for the 
body of your presentation. The biggest problem, particu-
larly for sales professionals, is that we tend to make the
visual aid the focus of our presentation. As a presenter,
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you need to remember that you are the star, the visual
aids are the supporting players. They are there only to en-
hance what you are saying, not to overpower your entire
presentation.

Visual Aids as a Crutch
Whether using high-tech or low-tech support, many people
use visual aids as a crutch to walk them through a presenta-
tion rather than to enhance and explain what they are
telling their audience. For example, the high-tech hardware
and software that computer companies have developed dur-
ing the past few years has, in most cases, exceeded the skills
of the people who buy it. Although we use these tools, we
may not do so appropriately. The result is that we give up
our role as entertaining, persuasive communicators to what
we believe is a more interesting alternative—the computer-
generated multimedia presentation. One of the things we
should always keep in mind is that the tools at our disposal
are subordinate to ourselves. If your visual aids ever up-
stage you, you have lost control of your presentation. This is
when your presentation starts sounding like it’s canned and
headed for the boring zone.

What does the term visual aid really mean? Many people
confuse the term and think it refers to a medium. Actually, a
visual aid is something you can see, not the means by which
you show it. For example, let’s say you are a travel agent.
You could make a bullet-point list of the amazing qualities
of a vacation in the Bahamas including its:

� Beautiful ocean,
� Sandy beaches, and
� Palm trees.

The bullet chart is a form of visual aid, but it’s really
text—not a picture. For a better visual aid, you could show
an actual photo of the sandy beaches and other amenities of
the resort. The photograph is a true visual aid and commu-
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nicates with the audience much more effectively than the
bullet-point chart.

Other visual aids that can create a great impact in the
minds of your audience include pictures, cartoons, charts
and graphs, and working demonstrations or models.

What tools or media should I use to display my visual
aids? To answer that, you should decide whether you want
to adopt a high-tech or a low-tech approach.

High-Tech Visual Aids
High-tech visual aids are more complicated to operate and
usually more expensive than low-tech aids. They include the
following:

� Laptop computer presentations (displayed directly
on your PC monitor or projected onto a larger
screen).

� Videotape and film.

It is not only high-tech visual aids that people use im-
properly but low-tech aids as well. High-tech visual aids re-
ally are nothing more than low-tech aids taken to a new
level. One of the questions that comes up frequently is,
“How can I use visual aids or handouts more effectively in
my presentation?” Just remember that you are the star, and
your visual aids are the supporting players.

Low-Tech Visual Aids
Low-tech visual aids include the following:

� Handouts and brochures (fliers and other collateral
material you distribute to your audience or prospect).

� Flip charts (individual boards with graphs or pic-
tures that are sequenced—still used by many pro-
fessionals).

� Slides (no longer considered high tech, this medium
requires a projector and screen).

Visual Aids as a Crutch
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� Overhead projectors (my favorite because they still are
the most versatile for small and medium-sized
groups). Benefits of overheads include:

1. You don’t have to turn off the lights.
2. It’s easy to interact with the audience.
3. You can easily mark up the transparencies if

necessary.
4. There are far fewer problems than with a laptop

computer.
5. They can be as simple or as elaborate as you

want.
6. They are cost effective.
7. Most places have projectors.
The disadvantage is that they are not suitable for

larger groups of 100 or more because they become
too difficult to read.

� Working demonstrations and models (this can be any
kind of equipment from a computer running a cer-
tain type of software to handicrafts).

Example of How to Use Handouts for a 
One-on-One Presentation
Suppose I am meeting with a potential client in a one-on-
one presentation, and I want to use a handout to help me
sell my training and development products. I would ex-
tend the handout to my prospect, and say, “I just want to
quickly show you this handout. Notice that this highlights
our books and audiotapes and several of the different
things that we promote at our programs to encourage
continuing education and fulfillment at our events.”

Why do I do it this way? For several reasons. First, when
I extend the handout to my customer, I am inviting him to
hold it. He automatically reaches out to grab it, which is
normal, because when you extend a handout to someone
you are inviting that person to accept it. However, I don’t let
go of the top of the handout! There are two reasons for this.
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First, I stay in control of the visual aid. If I just leave the
brochure in front of my listener, he is going to read it. That
will take the attention away from me as the presenter and
focus it instead on the visual aid.

Second, by holding onto the top, I can continue to make
the point that I want. Then I can say, “What I want to do is
take this from you right now, and I am going to put it over
here in this file.” Why? Because if I leave it in front of him, I
know he is going to read it. But when I take it away, there is
a tiny voice inside his head that says, “Hey! That’s mine.”
(You always want what you can’t have.) This example may
exaggerate the point, but it does make the point of staying
in control of your handouts.

When you use handouts in this way, you keep the focus
on yourself. When you are finished with the handout, you
have created a sense of urgency, and you have increased the
odds that your listeners are going to read the materials that
you leave behind with them.

Uncertainties of Computer 
Presentation Technologies
Visual aids are meant to explain and communicate what
you can’t say verbally. Many companies, in order to enhance
their image to investors and customers, have standardized
computer presentations. These generally are created with
such programs as Microsoft PowerPoint and Lotus Free-
lance Graphics. Using these tools has its place, but as with
all high-tech equipment, its use opens you up to the risk of
problems you wouldn’t face by relying on just your native
oral skills to get the point across.

According to a leading Berkeley, California-based pre-
sentation systems vendor, a recent study found that as
many as 60 percent of presentation problems are computer
related. Even more surprising, almost half of the presenters
polled do not carry backup materials for their computer-
aided presentations.

Uncertainties of Computer Presentation Technologies
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Laptop Presentation in New York
I will never forget being hired to give a presentation for a
large computer firm at a management briefing in New York.
The company specifically requested that I give my presenta-
tion using a laptop so it would conform to their corporate
style. I had a series of PowerPoint slides made that high-
lighted the points I wanted to get across in my talk.

One of my big concerns using computer equipment is
that it might fail at a critical moment and interrupt my pre-
sentation. In the days when people used slide projectors, if
the bulb burned out during the presentation, you would
reach for the spare you had stashed away inside the projec-
tor and continue with your talk. Fixing a computer in the
middle of a talk when you have 500 people sitting on the
edges of their chairs waiting for your next slide is nothing
less than a disaster waiting to happen.

Nevertheless, for this presentation, I created my slides
on the computer and double-checked everything for accu-
racy. I made sure I arrived at the meeting room two hours
before the event, did a sound check, made sure the connec-
tions were secure, and went upstairs to have a cup of coffee.
The event started on time, but before I came on, another
speaker, one who worked for the company, was scheduled
to give his talk first. He plugged in his laptop and began his
presentation. Right in the middle of his talk, the main sys-
tem crashed. He bravely carried on saying, “I’ll just give you
the general outline—we don’t need the visuals anyway!”
Meanwhile, the meeting room was thrown into confusion,
and the person in charge of audiovisuals was running
around like the proverbial chicken with its head cut off.
Five minutes later, they announced that the system was
down for the duration of the morning, and they wouldn’t be
able to get it running for the rest of the meeting. The meet-
ing planner turned to me with a pained look on her face and
asked, “Terri—what are we going to do?” I reassured her
that I could deliver the presentation with or without the vi-
sual aids.
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To calm things down, the emcee decided to take a short
break. In the meantime, the audiovisual technician got the
system working after all. So I thought the problem was solved
and plugged in my computer to begin my presentation, which
was scheduled to run two full hours. Forty-five minutes into
my talk, wham—the system crashed again—and this time re-
ally for good. However, as always, I made sure everyone in the
audience already had a printed copy of my outline, so I just
carried on with my presentation. Needless to say, my client
was extremely impressed, as was everyone else. If you use
computer technology in your presentations, you can be sure
of one thing—sooner or later it’s going to crash. When it does,
if you are able to continue without a hitch, you can impress
people even more than you would have done had it worked. It
is not uncommon for me to retell this story at a seminar, and
have countless individuals approach me at break and tell me
similar incidents have happened to them! Obviously, it’s a
very common problem.

Given the uncertainties of computer presentation tech-
nology, my recommendation is to always present from an
outline and recognize that your visual aids are just that—
aids. Always ask yourself what you would do if your laptop
presentation were to die in the middle of your talk. Be pre-
pared to give your presentation without your laptop and
practice doing so. And be sure to get there early to check
your equipment!

Advantages of High-Tech Visual Aids
With my reservations clearly expressed about the chal-
lenges involved in using high-tech visual aids, I now can
discuss the tremendous advantages these tools provide if
employed by someone who knows how to use them. Many
people believe that automated presentation tools are the
future of sales and business in general. There is no ques-
tion that it is a lot more professional to carry around a lap-
top and be able to transition from one product to the next
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than to show up on a sales call with armloads of binders
stuffed with literature. For the person in a small business,
it’s not only what you say but also how you say it that
counts. The style you use when presenting information is
important to your success. Some will argue that slides and
transparencies no longer hold viewers’ attention in an era
of video clips and personal computers. Going into a pre-
sentation with traditional overheads may give your audi-
ence the impression that you are somewhat out of date.
PowerPoint and Freelance Graphics are not the only pre-
sentation tools out there, either. Adobe Persuasion, As-
tound Inc.’s Astound, and Micrografx Graphics Suite offer
presenters a way to include animation, sound, and video
in their presentations.

However, all of these new tools require specific training.
Investing in the technology without having any training
might be compared to buying a new car without a manual.
Not knowing how to use laptop equipment properly in con-
junction with your presentation can waste any money put
into the new technology. Knowing the appropriate short-
cuts as well as when to use the computer and when to close
the lid in order to focus attention on the listener can be the
difference between making or losing a sale.

Ten Simple Tips for a Successful 
Laptop Presentation
There are a number of pointers from industry experts that
you should be aware of when creating a laptop presenta-
tion. I will summarize the most important ones.

1. Place your laptop—and yourself—not in the center
of the screen but to the left. People read left to right,
and your standing at the beginning of the slide will
draw their eye back to where it is meant to be. Mod-
ify this rule as necessary for languages other than
English.
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2. Try standing under the light so people can see you;
this will help you retain control of the presentation
and make sure you retain your status as the star of
the show. You may have to use a remote mouse and
adjust the lighting.

3. Use body movements to direct people’s attention.
Motion toward the screen when you want your au-
dience to look in that direction. Move around when
you want people looking at you again. Use blank
slides in between formatted slides so people pay at-
tention to you instead of the screen. You can also
close the laptop lid to focus people’s attention on
your one-on-one presentation.

4. Always have backup power including extra batteries.
5. Keep it simple. Use no more slides than you have to

in order to make your point. Ask yourself if the
slides you are displaying are necessary to build
your persuasive case or are just another way to
dump information.

6. If color is important, such as in a company logo,
be sure to calibrate your computer with the pro-
jection screen on which your audience will see the
image. Do this ahead of time so that you get what
you want. Colors will vary from platform to plat-
form, and when you introduce a new piece of
hardware such as a projector you may get a differ-
ent look.

7. Colors and special effects should be kept simple.
The number of colors in each slide should be 
limited—usually no more than six. Don’t distract
the audience with overly fancy transitions and
builds—use them to help your audience follow
your meaning.

8. If your audience can’t read what you are showing
them, there is little point in trying. Stand back
about six feet from the screen to test for readability.

9. Switch off energy-saving features and screen savers.
These can interrupt your presentation without
warning.

Ten Simple Tips for a Successful Laptop Presentation
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10. Become familiar with how to display your image at
the same time on both the computer and projection
screen. This is handled by a toggle switch, often a
function key.

Be Afraid of the Dark
I had the opportunity to speak for a large health mainte-
nance organization, and the company brought me in during
the morning. Following my presentation they invited me to
have lunch. Afterward, they were going to roll out their new
millennium plan for all the employees. The room was al-
ready set up with two screens, and it was obvious they were
going to show an elaborate multimedia presentation to kick
off the new initiative.

After lunch, everybody filed into the room. The first
thing they did was dim the lights. The projector went on,
and everyone started watching the show. But what can hap-
pen to a room full of adults after a big lunch when you dim
the lights? They get sleepy, of course. And what happened
here when management finally turned the lights back on in
the auditorium? It was almost like a room full of vampires
at daybreak. Everyone was taken by surprise. How could
they fall asleep so easily? The ironic part was that the com-
pany had spent thousands of dollars and vast amounts of
time and effort putting together a multimedia show but no
one had taken into consideration the timing after lunch.

It doesn’t matter if the presentation has great music and
dazzling visuals if you lose the attention of your audience
by dimming the lights in the room. It’s great to use com-
puter technology and amazing multimedia tools, but re-
member: If possible, do not dim the lights in the room. Try
to keep them on at full power whenever possible to ensure
that you hold your audience.

LCD Projectors
One of the technical developments of the past few years
that salespeople find helpful is the portable LCD projec-
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tor. These projectors have come into their own with
brighter colors and crisper images. Though the cost was
fairly high a few years ago, it continues to fall as more
and more people acquire them. These high-performance
playback tools now represent a $1 billion-a-year industry.
Much of that is driven by people in sales who want to take
both a projector and a laptop with them on a sales call to
avoid the kinds of problems described earlier. Having the
equipment with you means you have more control over
the results. Since there is less to go wrong, you are going
to appear more organized and professional. These projec-
tors are highly portable and weigh in at about six pounds,
so they are handy to carry to meetings and trade shows.
Some of the newer units are even designed to allow you to
keep the lights on while you project your slides onto a
screen or wall.

Electronic White Boards
For meetings where collaboration among participants is de-
sired, an electronic white board may be just what the CEO
ordered. These boards are similar to the traditional pen-
and-ink white boards, but everything written or sketched
onto them with their electronic markers can be downloaded
to a PC.

Another display medium becoming increasingly popu-
lar is the big-screen TV—up to 40 inches—that some 
companies now use for showing computer-generated 
presentations.

Future Trends
It is becoming increasingly easy to create impressive presen-
tations. Many software packages contain templates and sim-
ple tutorials that allow even a novice to quickly put together
something that looks quite professional. Specialized graphics
programs that can handle sound and video can make your
small firm look like you are traveling in the big leagues. Using

Future Trends
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a high-quality color printer can add a fun dimension to your
handouts that you can’t achieve in basic black-and-white.

Software can be much more interactive than a conven-
tional slide projector. Links can be embedded in most pre-
sentation and multimedia files so you can jump between
slides at will to emphasize a point or answer a question
from the audience.

The faster processing and larger hard drives found on to-
day’s computers, as well as CD ROM players and recorders,
allow a presenter to play an entire multimedia presentation
from a single CD ROM, which can also be duplicated for au-
dience members or for later use.

The advances in technology can provide salespeople with
powerful tools to enhance their messages and impress their
audiences. But the best visuals in the world can’t make up
for someone who has no presentation skills. And if you have
a poorly conceived presentation, it can make matters even
worse. Relying too heavily on your slides can make you fo-
cus more on what you are saying rather than on how you are
saying it, thus running the risk of overwhelming your listen-
ers with facts rather than persuading them to act. You don’t
want your audience to get lost in the information. With
these advanced technologies you can easily dump more in-
formation on people than they want or need. The answer lies
in monitoring how much you are giving your audience and
asking yourself if they really need all these facts. If they want
more detail, they can always ask questions.

Practice, Practice, Practice; Avoid Possible
Problems in Advance
It is critical that you practice your presentation using your
visual aids ahead of time and that you plan for any unex-
pected problems that may arise. Ask yourself, “In the event
my overhead projector dies, my video stops playing, my lap-
top crashes, my slide projector jams—what will I do to fix
the problem quickly? How will I move on without it?”

Mistake Number 7: Relying Too Much on Visual Aids
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Five Basic Rules Governing Visual Aids
Following are five rules or guidelines to remember that may
prove helpful:

1. Don’t use too many visual aids. If you do, they might
lose their impact and bore your audience.

2. Stand to the side of what you are showing, not in front
of it. Maintain your focus on the audience; don’t talk
to your visual aids but speak directly to the audience.

3. Keep it simple and easy to understand. If you are us-
ing numbers and words on a visual, make them large
and easy to read.

4. Color can enhance your visual aids when it is pleas-
ing to the eye and can add emphasis to a point. Use it
to spice up an otherwise flat and boring graph. Just
don’t overdo it.

5. Think about the wow factor. That is, does it make
people say “wow”? Get creative and do something
fun and engaging.

Overview
� Mistake Number 7 is overreliance on visual aids.

These tools can provide amazingly positive results for
your presentations when employed effectively. Many
sales professionals, however, use them as a crutch.
Remember that you are the star, and the visual aids
are the supporting players.

� The numerous options for your visual aids include
charts, graphs, photographs, cartoons, demonstra-
tion models, and samples.

� Visual aids can be employed by using low-tech or
high-tech media, including handouts, flip charts,
slides, overheads, and computers.

� When employing high-tech visual aids in your pre-
sentations, remember the 10 simple tips to a success-
ful laptop presentation.

Overview
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� Memorize and follow the five basic rules governing
visual aids.

Next: High-tech visual aids can be impressive to your
clients, but only if you use them wisely. A boring presenta-
tion is still boring no matter how many PowerPoint slides
you have. Giving an impressive presentation means that
you are the star. In the next chapter, we discuss how you
can keep control of your presentation by avoiding a com-
mon mistake—distracting gestures and body language.

Mistake Number 7: Relying Too Much on Visual Aids
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Mistake Number 8:
Distracting Gestures and 
Body Language

Nobody realizes that some people expend tremendous energy
merely to be normal.

—Albert Camus

W
e spent the last several chapters analyz-
ing how to put together the parts of a
powerful presentation. It is a technical

job, much like assembling the sections of an airplane. Now
in the cockpit, you may suddenly begin to get a little ner-
vous as you start rolling down the runway. But that is what
it is all about. We have just constructed a great flying ma-
chine. Now it is time to see how it takes to the air.

People get a great sense of exhilaration from giving a
talk. They get a sense of exhilaration from making a sale.
Both are competitive activities, and all the rules that apply
to competitive sports apply to giving a powerful sales pre-
sentation. You can drag along making a sale once every 8 or
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10 presentations, but, even if you can pay your bills that way
(which is doubtful), can you handle that much rejection?

In order to create a strong presence you will need to
communicate on both a nonverbal as well as a verbal level.
We already have discussed how you will put together the
words. Let’s take a look at the other messages the audience
will receive.

Body Language
Body language is very important to the sales professional
and to anyone who is giving a speech. The way you move
does three things: it conveys meaning, it influences the audi-
ence’s attention, and it establishes spatial relationships. Your
body naturally wants to gesture. For example, many people
gesture with their hands while talking on the telephone. Do
you ever cross your arms? That is supposed to mean that
you are closed off and not receptive. It isn’t always true, but
what if your client has heard that myth and then sees you
crossing your arms? Be certain the movements you use
while giving a presentation complement your message and
don’t detract from it. Negative body language is typically a
result of nervousness or lack of preparation.

Strange Things People Do
One of the things we do at Sjodin Communications is to
videotape professionals during role-playing sessions, and
then do playbacks. That way, people can see and hear them-
selves as their clients do. This area of training is where we
have the most fun, yet it makes people uncomfortable and
afraid of putting their presentations on videotape. Their at-
titude seems to be, “What we don’t know won’t hurt us.” But
the way the entire presentation comes across depends on
our mastery of this final component. It is the art in the de-
livery. Your eye contact, body language, and the way you

Mistake Number 8: Distracting Gestures and Body Language
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position yourself all comprise the finished product. What
we try to do is to give people an opportunity to learn
through the mistakes of others.

One of the things that we find is that if people don’t
learn to control their energy and adrenaline, it will come
out in strange and incredible ways. The most important
thing that you need to remember is that your body natu-
rally wants to gesture. To prove my point, haven’t we all
seen someone involved in the previously mentioned activ-
ity of talking on the telephone while her hands are gestur-
ing? Obviously, nobody can see her. She is not thinking to
herself, “I am going to put my hand here first and over
here next”—her body just naturally does it. Now, in the
course of a presentation, when all of this adrenaline is
running through your body, the energy has to go some-
where. The most normal outlet is in your body language.
The following are a few of the unusual things people have
done during their presentations when not channeling this
energy effectively.

Hands in Your Pockets
Each gender has its own peculiar habits. Men have a ten-
dency to speak with their hands in their pockets. You may
not think that is a big problem except that all this energy
has to come out somewhere. So they begin to do what we
call the “chicken,” in which their arms start flapping back
and forth. Now if their collar or shirt is a little tight, it will
look very strange because they begin to display almost a
rooster effect when they start to move. My personal favorite
is the gentleman who has a tendency to play with his keys
or fiddle with his change. After a while, you begin to won-
der what the heck it is that he’s doing down there.

But actually, ladies are just as bad. Women are con-
stant groomers. They have a tendency to incessantly touch
their hair and their clothes or fiddle with their skirts. And
women typically appear to have more nervous energy than
men do.

Strange Things People Do
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One, Two, Three-Kick!
One of our students must have been a cheerleader in high
school because every time she made a point, she kicked her
leg out. Her name was Jamie, and whenever she would give
an important presentation and had to make a point, she
would kick out her leg. And I would say, “Jamie, we really
need to watch that leg.” She would look surprised and say,
“I don’t even know what you are talking about!” Suddenly,
whack, that leg would kick right out again. So to tease her a
little during the video playback, and help her become
aware of her habit, we hit the fast-forward button. She
looked as though she were doing the cancan. But the best
part was that as she continued with the exercise, you could
see her really trying to hold back that leg after she became
aware of it.

We also have what we call the “jail stance” or the “pa-
rade rest,” where people stand with their hands locked be-
hind their backs. It seems like their hands are struggling to
get away. We also have what we call the “fig leaf,” because
sometimes the person stands with hands cupped in front as
if they are Adam or Eve in the Garden of Eden.

Pens in Pocket
We have other people who have a tendency to gesture with
distracting objects or items. We often see individuals speak-
ing with a pen in their hands. Whether it is a diamond-stud-
ded presentation model or a cheap plastic throwaway, a pen
is very distracting. After a while, people aren’t really listen-
ing to what you are saying: they are focusing on the pen. We
worked with one gentleman, a very sweet man, whose name
was James. He would speak with his pen and then he would
rest his pen in his pen holder—which was his ear. Literally,
on tape, I have a man with a pen, sticking out the side of his
head. And as he is watching the playback, he is saying, “I
cannot believe I do that!” A few seconds later, whack we
watch as the pen goes right back in again. He was totally
unaware that he was doing it. I worked with another gentle-
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man who also spoke with a pen in his hand, and he would
rest it in his tie. He would roll it up in his tie, and he would
roll it down in his tie. He would roll it up in his tie, and he
would roll it down in his tie. Finally, we took the pen away
and he had this little dip in his tie where he had been rolling
it. But my absolute favorite story comes from a colleague of
mine, Ed Reilly, who had a gentleman in his group who was
so nervous that he fiddled with the buttons on his shirt. He
would repeatedly unbutton his shirt and then button it back
up again.

Hands Near Your Face
One of our students told a story to the class about having a
bee fly into his ear. He illustrated the point by sticking his
finger right where the bee flew in. This could have been ef-
fective if done once. But throughout his talk he kept repeat-
ing the demonstration until it appeared compulsive. No
matter how many times I interrupted and told him to stop
doing it, that little finger would arch back up into his ear.
Apparently he felt more comfortable with his finger sticking
into the side of his head than he did with it resting at his
side—at least when recounting his bee story.

Are You a Penguin?
Another favorite mannerism is doing what I call the “pen-
guin.” That is when a person keeps his arms straight down
at his sides but flips his fingers up and out in unison. Pre-
sumably, he is trying to keep himself from moving, but the
urge isn’t completely suppressed. Others do what I call the
“spider.” That is when the fingers curl into a ball, then
slowly fan out in an expression of extreme tension. Both
gestures are terribly distracting.

The Robot
The robot often shows up on video. This is the person who
moves around in a very stiff way as though all his joints

Strange Things People Do
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need lubricating—sort of like the Tin Man after the rain-
storm in The Wizard of Oz.

And though we might be laughing through all of this,
what does it really tell us? It tells us that most of the 
time we are not aware of the body language, gesturing,
and strange habits that we are using when we are giving 
a presentation. Everything from your posture to your
body language, to the way that you speak, to your facial
expression, to your use of visual aids comes into play. 
All these things either enhance or detract from your 
presentation.

Oops! Too Close
Spatial relationships are important to people. It is up to the
sales professional to allow the client to set the speaking dis-
tance. This guideline applies most definitely in one-on-one
situations. If the client invites you closer, then move for-
ward. Make sure you test your spatial parameters with your
client, however. Have you ever had a salesperson act too
friendly from the start? That can be more offensive than
someone who acts a little more distant.

Angry? Me?
Sometimes a person’s facial expressions become contorted
when they are giving a presentation. A man’s eyebrows may
come together, making him look very stern. While some
people may interpret this expression as authoritative, oth-
ers will see it as intimidating.

Try practicing smiling at the beginning and end of your
presentation. It doesn’t have to be a cheesy, fake smile, just
that little human element. Your smile is a great asset.
When you begin adding those personal stories and your
particular brand of passion to your presentation, a smile
will come naturally.

Mistake Number 8: Distracting Gestures and Body Language
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Eye Contact
Eye contact is very important to your listeners. Look di-
rectly into the eyes of your client frequently before looking
away. If you are addressing a group, look into the eyes of in-
dividual members of the audience. It gives the others the
feeling you are connecting with everyone in the room. If
you are looking over the heads of people in the audience,
you won’t have eye contact.

Move with Meaning
Remember that your movements convey meaning. There is
a big difference between moving with intent and pacing
back and forth. Don’t be a Dancing Dan, jumping all over
the stage. Try shifting your weight at the precise moment
you make the change to the next major point in your pre-
sentation. Try taking a few steps to the side as you approach
a transition or new topic. The audience automatically will
refocus its attention and understand, through your move-
ments, that you are moving to a new idea.

Make a Commitment
If you want to be a good presenter, you have to get control
of your distracting gestures and body language. Until you
do, you will have little real impact on your audience. At this
point, you need to consider how serious you are about giv-
ing a good presentation. If you are serious, I would ask that
you make a commitment to get your presentation video-
taped at least once a year. Do a role-play and get it on video
so that you can see and hear yourself as your clients do.

Though most of the tips in this book can be adopted
through simply reading about them, learning what distract-
ing gestures and body movements you are making needs a
perspective you don’t have. Having a friend or spouse watch
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you and critique how poised you are works fairly well, but
the best way to achieve the polish we all want is by watch-
ing a videotape of ourselves as we deliver the presentation.

The benefit of seeing yourself as others do can’t be
overemphasized. I was in Palm Springs on vacation once and
decided to practice my tennis. Whenever I served, I got the
ball in, but I just didn’t feel good about my form. In fact, I felt
very self-conscious about it because I thought that it looked
ugly since it felt awkward. The solution, of course, was to
take a lesson. The instructor used a videotape to show his
students what they were doing wrong. After 10 minutes of
serving and watching the playback with the instructor’s com-
ments, I knew exactly what was wrong and could correct it.

If you don’t have a camcorder, you can rent one and then
try doing a self-evaluation with the Presentation Evaluation
Chart included in Chapter 11. You should be able to person-
ally correct most problems after performing your speech
evaluation. If you are a manager and are worried about how
to evaluate fellow employees, I strongly recommend doing it
on video since seeing yourself, even with all the flaws, is a
more positive experience than an outside critique.

To get good, don’t hesitate to seek the help of a profes-
sional such as a speech/debate coach at your local college
campus or seek out a professional public speaking trainer.
Also consider using the training and development resources
within your company or an outside provider service.

Remember that it is not only what you say and how you
say it, but also how you look and what you do with your
body that communicates messages to your audience. In or-
der to achieve the effect you want—a persuasive presenta-
tion—you need to be in control of the message. If part of the
message is how you move, you need to be in control of your
body at all times during your presentation.

Overview
� Mistake Number 8 is distracting and annoying body

language and gesturing, which detracts from your
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presentation and impacts your credibility as a com-
petent speaker.

� The way you move when presenting conveys mean-
ing, influences the audience’s attention, and estab-
lishes spatial relationships.

� Most negative body language is a result of nervous-
ness and lack of preparation.

� It is not uncommon for individuals to catch them-
selves engaged in some pretty strange habits that they
are unaware of when they speak—from hands-in-
their-pockets to kicking out a leg or moving like a ro-
bot.

� To monitor and control our body language and ges-
turing habits we must first get our presentation on
videotape and watch the playback, then make the ap-
propriate adjustments.

Next: A complementary issue to inappropriate body
movements is inappropriate dress. In Chapter 10 we look at
ways to enhance your credibility through dressing appro-
priately.

Overview
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Mistake Number 9:
Wearing Inappropriate Dress

If you want to make it on Wall Street or Main Street, pay
careful attention to the clothes you wear and the visual im-
pact you have on others.

—Nido R. Qubein

I
t’s natural for everyone to think that the
way they dress is absolutely fine, all the
time, whether or not they know anything

about clothes. Unfortunately, dressing for most people is a
habit, and many of us just throw on clothes without much
thought behind the impression we will make on other peo-
ple. As long as we don’t wear shorts to work and a tuxedo to
the company picnic, we assume no one will notice, or even
care. This is a big mistake, and one that many people today
make repeatedly, particularly if you deal with the public on
a regular basis.

The worst sins of inappropriate dress, of course, include
those your mother reminded you about when you were
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growing up: disheveled-looking clothes that look like you
slept in them, unpressed suits with no creases in the
trousers, colors that are not coordinated, clothes that are
grossly out of style, shoes that are inappropriate for your
activity—the wrong style or color—or shoes that are scuffed
up and worn down at the heels, ties that are too wide, or
wearing too many accessories.

Most of us have been guilty of showing up somewhere,
at one time or another, exhibiting one of these disturbing
flaws! No, this won’t do if you want to get ahead in your ca-
reer (and these days, maybe even stay up to where you al-
ready are). Wearing inappropriate dress will definitely have
an impact on people you meet for the first time, and I guar-
antee it won’t be positive. When giving a presentation, it
will negatively affect your audience, particularly if you are
following someone else who happens to be well dressed.

Testing Your Credibility
To be in control of your presentations, you must be aware
of the importance of how you dress. When your clients ask
themselves how credible you really are, the first thing they
look at is how you are dressed. When you walk through the
door, people immediately begin to evaluate your profes-
sional credibility based on your dress. Does what you’re
wearing make a strong enough impression?

There is a discrepancy between how professional em-
ployees dress and how their supervisors think they should
dress—I know because I hear about it in my seminars. Man-
agers know that customers immediately begin to evaluate
your professional credibility within a very short period of
time based on how you dress. They are reluctant to say any-
thing to their employees about inappropriate dress, how-
ever, and this is where one of the problems arises. Managers
think the subject is almost taboo—too personal. Yet even
though they are dissatisfied with how their employees look,
managers don’t necessarily want employees to feel pres-
sured into having to spend money on clothes.

Mistake Number 9: Wearing Inappropriate Dress
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Is Your Success on the Line?
Michael E. Gerber, author of The E Myth, suggests that the
color of your suit can have a tremendous impact on the suc-
cess of your sales presentations. He suggests sales profes-
sionals try the following test for six weeks:

For the first three weeks wear a brown suit to work, a
starched tan shirt, a brown tie (for men), and well-pol-
ished brown shoes. Make certain that all the elements of
your suit are clean and well pressed. For the following
three weeks wear a navy blue suit, a good, starched white
shirt, a tie with red in it (a pin, a scarf, or a necklace with
red in it for women), and highly polished black shoes.

The result will be dramatic: Sales will go up during
the second three-week period! Why? Because, as our
clients have consistently discovered, blue suits outsell
brown suits! And it doesn’t matter who is in them!

Does that mean that you should wear navy blue everyday?
No, but it is something to consider if you’re looking to put
the finishing touches on your presentation.

Expensive clothes aren’t essential. More important is
that your clothes look clean, pressed, and coordinated in
color and style. Obviously, you don’t want to look di-
sheveled, though it’s surprising how many so-called profes-
sionals do. Our image should be appropriate to our
message. In Corporate America, that frequently means con-
servative. Of course, it is also appropriate to consider adapt-
ing your dress to the people you are addressing; your industry
may respond better when you don’t overdress but rather dis-
play a style similar to your listeners.

First Impressions
For the same reason that it is important to dress appropri-
ately, it is also critical that you create a positive first impres-
sion. People frequently judge us on things that have

First Impressions
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absolutely nothing to do with our professional ability. The
very first characteristic they evaluate is dress. In addition to
your appearance, your opening remarks will be what people
use to form their initial, and often lasting, impressions.
Roger Ailes and John Kraushar, in their book, You Are The
Message, note that research indicates that we begin to make
up our minds about other people within seven seconds of
first meeting them.

People often draw conclusions long before we ever have
a chance to prove ourselves professionally. In our unscien-
tific polling of cold calls, we find prospective clients give
salespeople an average of about a minute, and sometimes
less, to create a positive first impression. During role-play
drills in our workshops, we find that, if you are giving a one-
on-one presentation to a man/woman team, you have just
over five minutes to generate an overall sense of credibility.

We always want to walk through the door looking and
feeling like a million dollars. The general manager of a
Richmond, Virginia, men’s and women’s apparel shop was
recently quoted in the Richmond Times Dispatch as saying,
“To be perfectly frank, your clothes give a first impression
when you walk in the door, and that is all that is saying any-
thing about you until you open your mouth.”

Gender Differences
Are there differences in what men and women notice about
one another, in terms of dress? The answer is, yes. Men
have a tendency to notice your tie first, then your shoes.
They look to see if you have a dimple in the base of your tie,
and they look to see if your shoes are sharp looking and pol-
ished. What do women notice? Actually, everything. And
women have a tendency to be much more critical of one an-
other than they are of men.

Does what you wear make you feel like a million dollars
when you walk out the door? Steven A. Kelley, vice presi-
dent of the human resources consulting firm Career Man-
agement Group Inc., believes there are three things to
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consider when choosing your attire for a job interview. You
want to look good; you want to be comfortable and feel self-
confident; and, you want to show respect to the person with
whom you are interviewing—so you don’t want to over- or
underdress.

The old saying that “clothes make the man”—applicable
of course to women too—is as true today as it was years
ago. Some people say what you wear to an interview or
business meeting is just as important as your qualifications.

Suits for Self-Confidence
To show how much dress affects not only what other people
think about us but also our own attitudes during a presenta-
tion or interview, we need only look at the results achieved by
the national nonprofit group that provides suits to low-
income women seeking employment—Dress for Success.
The women get two suits, one for the interview and the other
for after they start work. Companies ranging from shoe
stores to cosmetics retailers help with donated products.

Featured on ABC television’s Primetime Live, Dress for
Success women who received the free suits expressed
tremendous boosts in their self-confidence when they were
dressed properly for a job interview. Nancy Lublin, the
founder of Dress for Success New York, was quoted as say-
ing that her clients’ confident attitude was a far cry from
the nervousness they exhibited when they first walked into
the agency. “They walk out of here really cocky and confi-
dent, and that’s the point,” Lublin said. The principle holds
true for those seeking a promotion—if you look like you are
ready to play the game you very well may be approached for
a new opportunity.

Women’s business fashions offer a much larger variety of
choices than men’s, and the proper length of a woman’s skirt
often is dictated by her field of business. According to one
womenswear storeowner, “If it is a job as a decorator or an
artist, you can go for a little shorter skirt. . . . But when you
are in bookkeeping or a more professional/corporate job,
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you want to be a little more refined.” It is okay for suit jack-
ets to be short, and fingernails should be also. Long nails are
not good during a job interview, she suggests, but hands
need to look immaculate. Store managers say people seek-
ing jobs in advertising, marketing, and retail can dress a lit-
tle less conservatively than those in law or banking.

The Importance of Proper Fit
One vice president of a ladies’ apparel shop in the South
commented in the newspaper recently on the importance of
a job applicant’s clothes fitting properly. The comment sug-
gests that getting to know a good tailor in your area is a wise
move. “Before you even think about fashion, you should fo-
cus on having an outfit that is well fitted,” said the executive
in a media interview. “Regardless of your style, it makes a
great impression—or a poor impression if poorly fitted.”

You Never Know . . .
Some business people believe it is important to maintain a
consistent and conservative image, even at play. In Trump:
The Art of the Deal, Donald Trump says he is always dressed
for business when he goes out because he never knows
whom he might run into. It is something to think about. The
day you go out with your hair in curlers or wearing an under-
shirt is the day Murphy’s Law will come into play—if some-
thing can go wrong, it will go wrong. In this case, if someone
like an important decision-maker can be where you least ex-
pect this person to be when you look your worst, she will be.

The Bachelorette Party
Once I shocked a small but important group of clients by
appearing in a too-hip outfit at a local nightclub. It was a
girlfriend’s bachelorette party, and several of us decided we
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were going to paint the town. We all put on miniskirts and
teased our hair so it stood up high. I wore black stockings,
black pump shoes, and a black leather jacket.

We rented a limousine, and the five of us whisked off to
the first of a series of nightspots. I was just getting into the
mood of the place—which means I was mentally in “fun
mode” on top of a dance platform—when I looked down
and saw a table full of my business clients. They had been
in one of my training seminars the previous week. They all
looked shocked. Needless to say, they could hardly wait un-
til Monday morning to report the incident to their manager.
By the time I arrived at my office, I had a half dozen mes-
sages on my answering machine from my clients either
chiding or teasing me.

Though I was on my own time that evening and just
having fun, the incident made me acutely aware of how im-
portant dress can be to your business associates—and your
career. You never know whom you might run into!

Dress Varies with Industry
A mentor once told me, “Terri, when it comes to business
presentations, dress for what you aspire to, not for the posi-
tion you currently hold.” Most people have either read
about or heard about the book, Dress for Success by John T.
Molloy. What I notice most since his famous book was pub-
lished is that some of the rules have changed. People today
are required to dress differently depending on the industry
in which they work and the particular event being spon-
sored. For example, a building contractor would dress dif-
ferently from the CEO of a Fortune 500 company. And on
Fridays, for most companies in the United States, it’s dress-
casual day—people are in sport clothes and look ready to
play golf. Unfortunately, the tendency today toward dress-
ing down—exemplified by casual Friday, has gone over-
board, in my opinion, and may impair the image of the
organizations sponsoring a more relaxed working environ-
ment for employees.

Dress Varies with Industry
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Grandmother’s Rule
My personal rule of thumb always has been to keep in
mind what I think my grandmother, Doris Burns, would
say about what I am wearing. My grandmother is British
and very polished. I always imagine myself going to meet
her wearing something very conservative and very pol-
ished that would make her proud. It’s the same image I
keep in mind when I go to meet my clients. I want them to
know that I dressed up in order to show them the honor
and respect due them for the time they are willing to
spend with me.

Dressing appropriately for every situation is a talent
only a small group of individuals possess, but we should al-
ways try to look our best within the limits of our budget. A
small investment in how you dress can pay big dividends in
the business world.

Let’s Go First Class!
How you look clearly does make a difference in a wide vari-
ety of circumstances. Often you will get better parking, bet-
ter seating in a restaurant, and better service in retail stores.
If you look like a million dollars, you will be treated accord-
ingly. As a professional speaker, I travel all over the country
and do so frequently. Normally, my clients pay for the tick-
ets, and it is generally coach. I usually try to get upgraded to
first class, however, through using mileage points, but
sometimes I’m out of vouchers. In these situations, I will of-
ten go to the first-class counter and tell the ticket agent that
I am a Gold Club member, but I’m out of vouchers. When I
try this, I make absolutely sure that I’m dressed like a first-
class passenger! Because I look good—like a first class pas-
senger should—very often the agent will upgrade me despite
the fact I don’t have the necessary vouchers. It works only if
I’m dressed appropriately. I tried it once wearing blue jeans
and a sweater when leaving on vacation, and I was quickly
denied.
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Clothing Consultant to the Rescue
We have learned some valuable information recently about
wearing inappropriate dress—one thing is that many of the
industry books on dressing for success are slightly outdated.
I strongly recommend that people serious about their careers
meet with either a private clothing consultant or one who
works for a major department store. The latter, in most cases,
is free. You can get advice pertaining to color, style, and,
most importantly, protocol for your dress requirements for
varying presentations and situations. If no one is available in
your area, consult Molloy’s industry bible, Dress for Success.
It can provide a basic guideline for you. My best suggestion,
however, is to hire a professional clothing consultant.

Tips for Good Dress
Here are a few tips to keep in mind for dressing for success:

1. Look good, and dress appropriately for the type of
meeting you are attending. There is a fine line be-
tween overdressing and underdressing, so get to
know the culture from which your audience will be
drawn.

2. Be comfortable, and look neat enough so as to feel
self-confident.

3. Make sure everything fits properly. Get to know a
good tailor or dressmaker. Whether the clothes are
new or old, they simply must fit well.

4. Colors need to be coordinated. If you don’t know the
rules, do some further research on what goes together.
Here’s where a clothing consultant is invaluable.

5. Shoes should be clean and polished. Accessories
need to be tasteful and should complement your
clothes. Don’t overdo it.

6. Clothes should let people know you are aware of
what is currently in fashion without looking like a
page out of a magazine.

Tips for Good Dress
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Cost of Dressing Well
Yes, dressing well does represent a financial investment, but
it is one that will pay you back many times over. It may cost
you a little to upgrade your wardrobe, but it’s an investment
in yourself and your career. Some people spend thousands
every year to look good. You can too if you want to, but you
don’t have to spend a lot of money on clothes to look neat,
professional, and attractive. There are discount stores in
business today that sell clothes for practically less than
what it costs to make them overseas. I also know people
who dress extremely well without ever buying anything
new. Have you seen the high-end consignment stores that
are popping up lately? Yes, you will have to shop around a
little, but it is not hard to find bargains.

If you have a special event where a lot of decision-mak-
ers will be present and you don’t want to buy an expensive
outfit—borrow one from a friend or relative. They might be
happy to lend you a blouse, shirt, or tie. You are only going
to wear it once anyway, and, who knows, it may deepen
your friendship. Just remember to give it back to him or her
after the obligatory trip to a reputable cleaner!

Dress so that every single day you walk out of the house,
you’re dressed like a million bucks and you feel like a mil-
lion bucks.

Overview
� Mistake Number 9 is wearing inappropriate dress.

The way you dress for a meeting or presentation will
positively or negatively impact the people you meet
within a very short period of time.

� When clients and prospects are asking themselves,
“How credible is the presenter?” the first thing they
look at is your clothing.

� It is important to consider adapting your style of dress
to the people you are addressing; dress in a style that
is polished but similar to that of your listeners.

Mistake Number 9: Wearing Inappropriate Dress
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� Before you even think about fashion, you should fo-
cus on having an outfit that is well fitted.

� It’s a great idea to dress up in order to show honor
and respect for your clients’ time.

� Clothing consultants can give you advice pertaining
to color, style, and even protocol for dress require-
ments for varying presentations and situations.

� Dressing well may require a small financial invest-
ment at first but it is one that will pay you back many
times over. When you look and feel great when you
walk in the door for a presentation the boost to your
energy and confidence will help you put the finishing
touches on a great presentation.

Next: Wearing inappropriate dress is the last of our nine
biggest mistakes that sales professionals make, and I hope
you will take its importance to heart. The next chapter is de-
voted to the means for implementing some of the advice
given earlier in the book. I have a system for doing a self-
evaluation that managers can employ with their staff or in-
dividuals can use after recording their presentations on
videotape.

Overview
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How to Do a 
Self-Evaluation

Self-knowledge is the beginning of self-improvement.
—Spanish proverb

I
n this chapter you will find a Presentation
Evaluation Chart that will help you to an-
alyze your own presentation skills, or

those of your employees, to determine areas that may
need improvement.

The best way to start an evaluation is to break out your
home video camera and engage in a role-playing exercise,
with a friend or associate serving as your audience. Of
course I realize that the mere thought of being videotaped
sends many people into panic, so before we get started with
what criteria to employ in the evaluation, let’s address a lit-
tle problem for presenters—nervousness.

People say to me, “Terri, I get extremely nervous when-
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ever I speak, not only before a live audience but also in
front of a video camera. I understand how my presentation
should be laid out, that I must incorporate stories, anec-
dotes, humor, and drama in order to bring the presentation
to life, but when I start thinking about delivering it in front
of a video camera, it really makes me nervous.” Don’t
worry—this reaction is extremely common.

Effects of Nervousness
Among common fears, most people rank public speaking
up there with falling out of an airplane. I have seen people
become panicky to the point of paralysis during video train-
ing sessions. In one of our sessions, a woman literally
started crying; in another, I was afraid the man was going to
have a heart attack. Certain people are more anxious about
giving talks than others. However, even the most callous
politician gets a little nervous before making a presentation.
There are two things to remember about nervousness: first,
it is completely normal, and, second, a variation of it is
likely to stay with you as long as you give presentations.

If you have ever competed in sports, you know that you
always are going to be a little nervous before a game or a
race no matter how good you become. The best people in
any competitive activity are nervous before an event. Giving
a good sales presentation is competitive so by its very na-
ture it will cause some nervousness. The better prepared
you are, however, the less nervous you will be.

Let’s take a closer look at the symptoms of nervousness
and their apparent causes. A dry throat is a sign, as are
moist palms, fluttery stomach (even nausea), shortness of
breath, and feet that feel like lead. Look in the mirror and
see if your face is red. It is probably nerves.

Some People Are More Nervous
Some people get more nervous in front of a group than
others do. We call these individuals high communication-
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apprehension people. Others are more laid back, and we
refer to them as low communication-apprehension people.

Each of us has a different personality and will react dif-
ferently to the same situation. In extreme cases of high
communication-apprehension, a person has to ask herself if
sales is the right business to be in. Not everyone will get
used to speaking in public, even one-on-one. That is why
some people choose low-visibility positions.

The main thing is to try public speaking, implement the
techniques in this book, and monitor whether your anxiety
starts diminishing. Most people will adjust to the stress, but
not everyone. The woman who broke down in tears during
our training session probably will get over that extreme re-
action, but she has a longer road ahead than someone for
whom public speaking is effortless.

Keep It to Yourself
Divulging your apprehension before your presentation is
not going to help you. Listeners don’t know you are ner-
vous if you don’t let them in on the secret. You don’t look
nervous to them, and they won’t know what you don’t tell
them. If you have to be open about it, tell them afterward.
Telling listeners that you are nervous is not going to con-
vince them. It may lead them to believe you are nervous
because you are not competent. People believe that the
opposite of being nervous is feeling confident and, there-
fore, capable.

Do’s and Don’ts for Controlling Anxiety
Here are a few do’s and don’ts to help you control your
anxiety.

DO . . . 

� Take your time.
� Move to refocus your concentration.

Do’s and Don’ts for Controlling Anxiety
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� Aim for variety in gesturing.
� Modulate your voice.
� Allow your body to talk.
� Have a sense of humor about yourself.
� Speak clearly; enunciate each word.

DON’T . . . 

� Confess you are nervous.
� Apologize.
� Panic.
� Pace back and forth.
� Cross your arms.
� Fiddle with pens, pencils, papers.
� Rush.

Remember that when you are nervous, you are under
stress. When you are under stress, you are learning new
things. As the saying goes, “No pain, no gain.” If you aren’t
nervous and don’t feel uncomfortable, you aren’t pushing
your limits, and you aren’t growing.

Seven Reasons for Being Nervous
There are various reasons why people feel nervous during a
talk. We can point to a few obvious ones:

1. Lack of preparation.
2. A general lack of self-confidence.
3. Lack of self-confidence about a specific ability.
4. Fear of failing.
5. Fear of inadequacy.
6. Fear of embarrassment.
7. Fear of being evaluated poorly.

Yet even when all of these issues are put to rest as well
as humanly possible, we still find that we are nervous. As
we scratch a little deeper for a reason beneath the surface,
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we realize how terribly exposed and vulnerable we feel in
front of a major client or group. We know it is up to us to
carry the weight of the entire dialogue.

It is common knowledge that before competition we are
filled with contradictory emotions: the fear of failure and
the desire for success. There is little question that giving a
presentation is exciting.

Professor’s Lecture
When I was doing research at Cal State Long Beach while
working on my master’s degree, I had the opportunity to
hear a visiting professor of Speech Communication. He
talked about his research into fear and anxiety generated
by public speaking. What he found was that whenever you
speak or present your body may experience a massive
adrenaline rush. Now, according to this professor’s re-
search, this release of adrenaline is so intense when you
are giving a talk that it is matched by only one other occa-
sion in your life—romantic intimacy. According to the re-
search, during a major speech or presentation you can
experience an adrenaline rush that is equal to that of what
you produce at the height of sexual arousal. (So, if you’re
love life has been a little sideways, maybe you should go
out and give more sales presentations!) The difference be-
tween the nervousness we feel before romance and what
precedes a speech is just that we know how to channel the
energy that develops before romance. We can also learn
how to channel the energy that develops before giving a
presentation.

Success Is What Matters
One important thing to reiterate is that it is not how ner-
vous you are that counts, it is how successfully you deliver
your presentation. Being open with the audience about
your nervous feelings may hinder your success. The idea is
to make your best effort for the best outcome, whether it is
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a signed contract, a follow-up appointment, or an audience
prepared to go out and vote for your candidate. 

Your audience determines whether you are successful,
and to win their applause you will have to appear polished.
When I say someone is polished, I mean he or she has a
smooth flow and a strong command of the material, the au-
dience, the environment, and the timing—overall, he or she
has a presence that is commanding.

Becoming a Polished Speaker
I see people during training who give presentations that are
incredibly sloppy. There are several reasons, and the first
one is they simply don’t care. They are going to coast, not
really trying to look good or sound good. Unfortunately, it’s
obvious to the audience. In so many words, they are saying
to their listeners, “I don’t care if I waste your time.”

In order to become a polished speaker you must desire
to become one—you have to care about how you are per-
ceived. You have to care about your audience, whether it is
made up of one person or a hundred people.

The second reason people don’t give strong presenta-
tions is they don’t have a clear idea what they should be do-
ing. Nor are they able to see what they actually are doing.
They aren’t aware of how bad they look or sound. They
don’t have a vision of how good they could be. This is why
we are providing you with a Presentation Evaluation Chart,
so that you can analyze and evaluate your current abilities
and set new goals for the future.

The third reason people give poor presentations is 
that they just haven’t committed to enough practice to be
able to do it right. Knowledge, practice, and the will to
improve—does that sound familiar? Of course it does;
these are the same three qualities necessary to achieve
anything worthwhile.

Let’s face it. Giving a good presentation is challenging.
If it were easy, everyone would be doing it. The opportunity
for you as a sales professional, however, is to use this skill
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to increase your closing ratio (and your income) and to
motivate others to act on your ideas. Those are powerful
incentives for someone to accept such a challenge. And you
will improve significantly if you implement the techniques
in this book.

The subtle quality of a true power speaker is charisma—
the mesmerizing charm a person expresses in the presence
of another. Charisma comes from self-confidence—the cer-
tainty of knowing what is happening and what is about to
happen. Self-confidence emerges with polish—control over
thought, voice, and appearance. All these characteristics
find their common root in individual practice.

Polish is also achieved through your professional/per-
sonal etiquette before, during, and after your presentations.
For a good reference guide on the subject, read Corporate
Protocol: A Brief Case for Business Etiquette by Valerie
Grant-Sokolosky.

Following is a list of 21 points to consider in your quest
to become a more polished and powerful speaker.

21 KEYS TO A MORE POWERFUL PRESENTATION STYLE

1. Believe in everything you say and represent.
2. Set objectives.
3. Plan the best approach.
4. Establish time limits.
5. Craft the introduction carefully.
6. Organize your presentation into a logical outline.
7. Use humor, anecdotes, and stories.
8. Select speech supports appropriate to the audience.
9. Clearly summarize information.

10. Encourage listener participation.
11. Ensure all facts and statistics are scrupulously

accurate.
12. Express vitality with your voice.
13. Evaluate the attitudes and needs of your audience.
14. Provide enduring conclusions.
15. Vary your pace.
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16. Speak clearly and distinctly.
17. Be lively and enthusiastic.
18. Be clear when moving from point to point.
19. Don’t oversell; use a conversational approach.
20. Use variation in your vocabulary.
21. Find a public speaking role model.

Using a Presentation Evaluation Chart
The evaluation chart on the following pages can be used
alone employing a video camera to tape your talk or by hav-
ing a friend evaluate how well you do. Try using it to evaluate
other speakers’ presentations. This will help you become in-
creasingly sensitive to the various elements of a good sales
presentation. Do a simple self-evaluation of your next presen-
tation. Do you commit any of the listed mistakes while
speaking to your clients or prospects? When you can iden-
tify the weaknesses in your presentation, you can begin to
correct them. As a result, you will become more confident,
polished, and persuasive, and more consistent in deliver-
ing effective presentations.

If you are an individual interested in improving your
presentation style, give your presentation in front of a
video camera. If you don’t own a camcorder, find someone
who has one and ask if you can borrow it. Then watch your
presentation. At the end, critically review your perfor-
mance as you would any speaker using the Presentation
Evaluation Chart.

If you are a manager and you want to use the chart to
improve the performance of your team, have each person
give his or her presentation either in your presence, in
front of another team member, or before the entire group.
Let the audience use the chart to evaluate the performance.
If this scenario is too blunt for some of the more sensitive
members of the group, have them give their presentations
on video, then hand them the chart to evaluate their own
performance.
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NINE BIGGEST MISTAKES PRESENTATION EVALUATION CHART

CONTENT Excellent Good AveragePoor

Mistake No. 1—Winging It
Could you follow the main 

theme throughout the 
entire presentation? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the speaker cover all 
relevant points? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the presentation have a
logical progressive flow? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Mistake No. 2—Being Too Informative versus Persuasive
Was there good interaction 

with the audience? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the speaker build a 
persuasive case and 
implement harms? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Was the presentation convincing? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Mistake No. 4—Providing Inadequate Support
Did you note the use of 

speech supports such 
as anecdotes, analogies, 
and testimonials? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the speaker use convincing 
evidence? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the audience believe the 
speaker was credible, and could 
they relate to him/her? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Mistake No. 5—Failing to Close the Sale
Did the presentation have both 

a conclusion and a close? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Was the presentation designed 
to be persuasive throughout? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

(Continued)
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NINE BIGGEST MISTAKES PRESENTATION EVALUATION CHART (Continued)

Were the listeners asked to take 
action at the end of the 
presentation? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

PERFORMANCE Excellent Good AveragePoor

Mistake No. 3—Misusing the Allotted Time
Did the introduction grab your 

attention? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the speaker stay within the 
prescribed time limits? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Were there at least three distinct 
body points separated by 
transitions? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Mistake No. 6—Being Boring, Boring, Boring
Did the speaker tailor the 

presentation to meet the needs 
of the audience? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the speaker have good diction 
and control over tone 
and volume? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Was there energy and enthusiasm 
in the presenter’s delivery? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Was there an emotional 
conclusion to the 
presentation? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Were you ever bored? No ❏ Yes ❏

Mistake No. 7—Relying Too Much on Visual Aids
Did the speaker maintain control 

of the presentation when using 
visual aids? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏
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NINE BIGGEST MISTAKES PRESENTATION EVALUATION CHART (Continued)

Was the number of aids used 
appropriate to enhance the 
message? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the presenter have control
over the technical aspects of 
a computer presentation? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

How relevant were the visual aids? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Mistake No. 8—Distracting Gestures and Body Language
Did the speaker keep control of 

hands and avoid distracting 
body movements? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the speaker maintain strong 
eye contact with audience 
members? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Did the speaker move with 
purpose before the audience? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Mistake No. 9—Wearing Inappropriate Dress
Were the presenter’s clothes 

clean and pressed and shoes 
shined? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Was presenter’s attire appropriate 
to the industry, audience, and 
event? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

Were the colors of the presenter’s 
clothing coordinated, tasteful, 
and appealing? ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

COMMENTS

How was the overall presentation?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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Overview
� Performing a self-evaluation of your presentations

will help you identify the strengths and weaknesses in
both your content and delivery style.

� Feelings of nervousness are normal. Just remember
that with practice and preparation, you can lessen
the amount of nervousness you will experience.

� Review the 21 keys to a more powerful presentation
to help you stay focused on your presentation goals.

� The Presentation Evaluation Chart included in this
chapter has been designed to help you to identify and
avoid the nine biggest sales presentation mistakes. It
can also help you create a more consistent pattern of
successful presentations.

� Have fun, enjoy the learning experiences, and re-
member—you can do it!

Next: With the Nine Biggest Mistakes Presentation
Evaluation Chart and the criteria necessary to judge the ef-
fectiveness of any presentation, you should have the means
to improve your ability to persuade people to buy your
products, services, or ideas. Let’s turn now to the final chap-
ter to sum up and review what you have learned.

Overview
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Final Thoughts
No pessimist ever discovered the secrets of the stars, or
sailed to an uncharted land or opened a new heaven to the
human spirit.

—Helen Keller

T
he story I recounted in Chapter 1 about
gaining access to a residential real estate
organization by presenting the president

with a white rose is more than just an anecdote on the im-
portance of novel ways of approaching people. It is about
making people feel special. When you are original, sincere,
and credible, you bestow on people the caring respect they
deserve as individuals.

Greg Dell Story
A client and friend named Greg Dell sells high-ticket com-
puter software that provides solutions for large corporate
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printing needs. The sales cycle typically is lengthy, and he
has to make presentations to different levels of manage-
ment within the organization. Greg is well familiar with the
nine biggest mistakes presenters make and has developed
his persuasive skills to be very effective within the challeng-
ing corporate environment. Sometimes, however, he has
found that even though he has followed all the rules, cov-
ered all the bases, and given presentations to all the right
decision-makers, he still can’t seem to get the client to make
a decision. This is sometimes in spite of the fact it would
frequently save the client thousands of dollars every month.

On one such occasion Greg finally decided that what was
needed was not more information, but more energy to move
the sale on to the next step. Greg knew the computing de-
partment managers he was talking to wanted his product,
but they were going to have to get it approved by higher-ups.
Taking a line from the Tom Cruise movie Jerry Maguire, in
which Cruise plays a high-powered professional sports
agent, Greg began to act out the scene in front of his clients
in which Jerry pleads with his hard-to-manage athlete,
“Help me, help you. Help me, help you!” With Greg waving
his arms in the normally staid computing environment,
everyone in the room cracked up laughing, and in no time
they were able to secure the necessary approvals. The stunt
worked because Greg was willing to go over the top and in-
fuse the situation with so much energy that his clients felt
obliged to match his effort aimed at completing the sale. Af-
ter working with Greg all the way up to this point, they sim-
ply had to do something in order to help him complete the
transaction. While you may think this behavior is a bit exag-
gerated, it was appropriate because of the long-term selling
cycle and the rapport Greg had built with the prospects . . .
his energy was so infectious they wanted to work with him
and his company. Remember that people buy people.

Pearls of Wisdom
Following are several interviews with people who have mas-
tered the art of persuasive presentations. Each has honed
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the skills important to giving a truly dazzling presentation,
and all have become experts in the field of sales. In these
pearls of wisdom they have shared with me (for the express
purpose of sharing with you) how these skills, traits, and
behaviors we have been discussing can be put to use in a va-
riety of different sales environments. They show how our
keys to success can have a significant effect on selling your
product, service, idea, or philosophy—or yourself—to a
prospective client, customer, or employer.

Jerry Anderson
The first interview is with Jerry Anderson, president of Cold-
well Banker Commercial real estate brokerage company. Jerry
was kind enough to share with me his experience using ad-
vanced sales techniques. His story of how he came to be in
charge of a $300 million real estate company is a textbook ex-
ample of how individuals using persuasive communication
skills can rise to the top of their field, thus benefiting not only
themselves but thousands of others whose futures benefit
from the success of their ideas.

TERRI SJODIN: Jerry, we’ve had the opportunity to speak in
the past about the amazing transformation of Coldwell
Banker Commercial and your role in that transforma-
tion. I was hoping you could give us a brief overview of
the story, so that we can learn through your experience
of how your ability to sell your ideas helped you make a
big career transition and affected the success of a large
organization.

JERRY ANDERSON: I think the story of Coldwell Banker Com-
mercial really illustrates how important it is to sell an
idea, a philosophy, and then implement that philosophy.
Here is a little background. About 1990, Coldwell Banker
Real Estate Corp. sold its commercial division to a group
of managers. This left the corporation in only the residen-
tial real estate field. Because they sold off the commercial
arm of the business, they were now contractually prohib-
ited for a period of time from reentering the commercial
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business. The business that was sold was renamed CB
Richard Ellis, which today is a formidable competitor in
the field of commercial real estate.

After the non-compete clause expired, however,
Coldwell Banker Real Estate Corp. began entertaining
thoughts of reentering the commercial market, but in a
different way. The parent company, Cendant, is a fran-
chiser. It owns a number of brands, including eight ho-
tel brands and three residential real estate brands. Now
they wanted to structure a commercial real estate com-
pany under the same successful structure.

So where do I come in? I had worked as a middle
manager in the corporate real estate environment, but I
left because I was frustrated that the company would
not implement many of my ideas, which I felt were ex-
tremely good ones. I decided I would become a consul-
tant and sell my ideas to other firms in the field. I did
that for about eight years, was on retainer with two or
three major commercial real estate companies, and was
earning a good income. The beauty of being a consul-
tant is that you give your client your best strategies and
ideas, you hope they implement them, but if they don’t,
they still continue to pay you as long as you keep giving
them ideas.

The best part of being a consultant is that you have
the opportunity to see the very best ideas being dis-
cussed by all the companies in the field. As a consultant,
you can, in effect, repackage those ideas and sell them.
Not only are you better informed because you know
what the industry is doing, but also you can then deliver
more knowledge to your clients.

When Coldwell Banker Real Estate Corp. wanted to
get back into the commercial business, I was hired as a
consultant to give them advice. So I told them what I
thought should be done. Some of the advice they took—
but some of the advice they didn’t pay much attention
to. Nevertheless, by 1997, they had a national group of
commercial real estate companies operating as fran-
chises generating forty million dollars a year in gross
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commissions. As a consultant, however, I was frustrated
because I saw the operation as having a potential to do
much better.

The name Coldwell Banker Commercial had been
around since the early 1900s. It is a company that is al-
most one hundred years old with a legacy of excellence.
I felt the parent company was not really taking advan-
tage of that track record. Though they would implement
some of my ideas, what disturbed me the most was the
philosophy of the parent company. The rekindled com-
mercial company was completely different from what it
had been in the past. Historically, the company would
dominate its market share. It was always working in the
client’s best interest, and it would really provide a high
level of service to its clientele. I recognized that philoso-
phy was missing.

One day, out of frustration, I went to the CEO of
Coldwell Banker Real Estate Corp, and said, “I have an
idea, and it’s one that I believe will take this unpolished
gem of a company you own, a gem now lying in the dirt
doing only forty million dollars a year in gross revenues,
and polish it up so that the commercial real estate com-
pany will not only regroup to where it was in prior years
but will be in a position to grow and take advantage of
change for the next several years.”

TS: Was he receptive to hearing your ideas initially?
ANDERSON: He was receptive because I was a consultant.

But, they had never viewed me as anything more than a
consultant. So, I put together a PowerPoint presentation
that was very logical that basically went something like
this:

“There are three reasons why Coldwell Banker Com-
mercial needs to be the number-one commercial real es-
tate company in the world. The first reason is that we
have almost a century of legacy just lying here that we
are not taking advantage of. [They needed to revitalize
the branding of Coldwell Banker Commercial.]

“The number-two reason is that Coldwell Banker
Commercial is owned by one of the world’s largest enter-
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prises of consumer interest, the Cendant Corporation,
which is a twenty-billion-dollar company. We’re not tak-
ing full advantage of this ownership. [The strength, the
backing, the credibility, the financial assets, and the syn-
ergies of the parent company’s other brands were not be-
ing strategically used to full advantage.]

“The third reason is that I believe there are many
people in local markets who know the name, and if we
provide those clients with a strong office in their locale,
they will once again gravitate back to Coldwell Banker
Commercial and therefore make the organization more
profitable. [To create strong local offices, we had to reat-
tract the best sales agents by providing superior brand-
ing, credibility, and support services.]”

I presented my case to corporate, and I also pre-
sented the philosophy that the company had operated
under for almost a century—nothing new, just a reaffir-
mation of what had made it great in the past.

They bought into that philosophy, but there was a
third part to my presentation. After eight years of con-
sulting, I felt the need to finally get in and make some
things happen. One frustration I had as a consultant
was that I would give great advice, people would pay me
for it, but they would not implement it. As a consultant,
I wasn’t on the payroll. I didn’t have the authority or the
control. I couldn’t delegate or implement: I could just
tell people what they should do. It was the typical re-
sponsibility-without-authority dilemma.

So, the third part of my presentation beyond pre-
senting the ideas and philosophy was that I wanted to
be the implementer. I wanted to be the CEO of this new
company. I wanted to be the president of Coldwell
Banker Commercial so that I could implement. I wanted
to be, if you will, the captain of the ship. I knew what all
the competitors were doing. They were taking my ad-
vice. They were taking their respective ideas and making
them better. I could take all of the ideas and the best
traits of all our competitors and bring them to Coldwell
Banker Commercial.
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TS: So, really you were selling yourself and you were sell-
ing a philosophy and you were selling an idea.

ANDERSON: Right. Next, I had to sell them on the required
investment. Here was a company that hadn’t invested
much in the Coldwell Banker Commercial brand, and
here I am a young whippersnapper saying, “Okay, num-
ber one, you need to do this, and number two, you need
to do that, and number three, you need to hire me to im-
plement it. And by the way, I need an additional group of
support people, and it is going to cost you $1 million to
get that team underway. And, by the way, we need that
check by the end of the month.” It was not an easy sell.

However, once I showed them that we really had an
unpolished gem, that Cendant could back us financially,
and showed them the opportunity that was available, it
was possible for them to say, “Jerry, you come to work
for us, you take charge, you hire the additional staff you
need. Bring in the new companies that you want, you re-
instill the philosophy that the company used to have—
and we will back you financially.” And they did.

The results speak for themselves. In 1997, Coldwell
Banker Commercial’s gross commission revenue was
forty million dollars. In 1998, under my leadership, the
gross commissions went up to eighty-two million. In
1999, our gross commissions rose to one-hundred-
eighty-five million dollars. In the year 2000, we did ap-
proximately three-hundred-ten million—all this within
about thirty-six months after my initial presentation.

TS: Did they question you or give you a hard time about
why you should be the one to do it? Were you ever con-
cerned that they would buy the idea but they wouldn’t
buy you?

ANDERSON: Well you always have concerns about that. It
was a question of which comes first, the chicken or the
egg. Once I presented my great strategy, would they
have confidence in me to implement it? I could only
find out one way. I believe I had a step up, however, be-
cause I was a trusted consultant. The other thing that
helped me was having been highly regarded as a trainer.
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I had done some training at their conferences and the
survey feedback from the audience ranked me as the
number-one presenter. I also believe my strong ability
to present my ideas in a training classroom carried into
the boardroom as I was selling my implementation and
philosophy.

TS: You said there were three ideas you used in building
your initial presentation. Did you also specify what the
harms were—what terrible, horrible things would hap-
pen if they didn’t implement your ideas?

ANDERSON: While building the three main reasons why they
should do this, I constantly would flip to the negative
side and say, “You know, here is a century’s worth of
legacy, and every day that we let this gem lie in the dirt,
it gets dirtier and dirtier and dirtier. In people’s minds,
the further away we get from what the company used to
be, the less valuable it will be to us in the future.”

The other thing I did was explain how the commer-
cial real estate industry is finite in size, and that there
are only so many agents. It’s very difficult to recruit. I
told them that if we didn’t build this company, those
agents would go to our competitors. So, again, part of
selling the three reasons why they should do this was
that if we built strong local companies in local mar-
kets, people/clients would flock back to us. Obviously,
part of this was in attracting the agents. So, the harms
that I created were really based on one idea—that
“every day that goes by, we lose the opportunity to
build a strong company from what we used to be. And
people’s memories are short.” I also pointed out that
there are a finite number of agents, and if we didn’t
put this company in place, those agents would wind
up somewhere else.

TS: In other words, the company could lose value by wait-
ing. You could lose the people, and in fact, that would
mean losing money and market share.

ANDERSON: Correct.
TS: Did they think they had a problem before you presented

it, or were they thinking that everything was fine?
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ANDERSON: The leadership knew that they had a problem
because they realized that it was not the company that
it could be. By no means did they realize we could have
the skyrocket growth that we have had. In fact, our
chairman of the board likes to point out the fact that
Coldwell Banker Commercial is one of the brands that
was, figuratively speaking, started in the back of a
garage without a huge investment. You have to under-
stand that enterprises that own multiple companies are
used to paying hundreds of millions of dollars for a
brand. We have a very strong brand without that type of
an investment. We are much larger than they thought
we would be, and it happened a lot faster than anybody
ever imagined.

TS: Were you scared when you pitched this that you couldn’t
pull it off?

ANDERSON: I was scared because it made me nervous that I
was the only one who saw this opportunity. I was ner-
vous about finding out whether “either I was so smart
that nobody else had seen it, or, I was so stupid that
everybody else had already looked and figured out it
can’t happen.”

TS: That is a wonderful revelation because I think a lot of
people doubt their ideas. They think, “Wow, I have this
idea—I can’t believe nobody else sees it. Am I nuts for
thinking I can do this?” It is a little intimidating because
you are definitely breaking into uncharted territory.

ANDERSON: They were definitely uncharted waters. I can re-
member flying back after the interview thinking, “I am
either the smartest guy in the industry or I am about to
take a tumble.” There was a risk because I was fairly
comfortable and successful with my consulting efforts
generating a half million dollars a year in fees.

TS: So, after you gave your presentation, did you close at
the end by asking them to make a decision?

ANDERSON: Oh, yes, I am a salesperson. So, I asked for the
order, in fact, I can remember the closing slide. I had a
pair of shaking hands with the question, “When can we
get started?” (I used the word “we”—when can we get
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started.) The implication was, “I am now joining ‘the
team’ of Coldwell Banker Commercial—I want to imple-
ment.” I basically used the closing question of timing.

TS: When you finished your presentation, did you have to
go through an extensive question-and-answer session?

ANDERSON: There wasn’t much of a Q&A—other than about
the money. The main questions were:

Do you really need that much money?
Why can’t we just limp along for a while?
Why do we have to hire such high-powered servicing

people?
Why do we have to create this “group” to call on cor-

porations?
Is it really necessary to do all of that to be successful?

TS: When you walked out the door, did they say, “Okay, we
want to think about it, want to talk about it, and we’ll
get back to you”?

ANDERSON: The “think about it, talk about it, and get back
to you” part was really in reference to the package that
I wanted. Because I was leaving an environment of
success, the one thing that did make me nervous was
that I had built up a very strong consulting business
over the last eight years, and I was about to walk away
from it.

TS: How long did the whole process take?
ANDERSON: We moved forward in less than two weeks. The

final interview was in the middle of April and by May 1,
1998, it was done.

TS: What do you think were the key factors in putting this
together for you?

ANDERSON: The critical factor for me in this was the anal-
ogy of the unpolished gem. When I used the phrase “un-
polished gem,” two people who were sitting at the table
started leaning forward and said, “We never thought of
it like that before!”

I believe that if I had used the phrase “underutilized
asset,” nobody would have leaned forward. But when I
said, “you own an unpolished gem lying in the dirt being
kicked around that, if we were to pick it up, caress it,
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polish it and shape it—it could be extremely valuable.”
They all related to that analogy.

TS: Jerry, when you used to do consulting and speaking, I
heard you say that selling is presenting, and presenting
is selling—the two are tied together. We can’t sell with-
out a great presentation, and we can’t present without
having the right selling concepts to build our case on
and to move forward. Does that still characterize what
you do every day?

ANDERSON: It is exactly what I do everyday. I just got back
from France where we opened an office in Paris, and we
are now franchising in 11 different countries in Europe.
We now have three offices in Israel. Trust me, when you
leave your own soil to go to another country, you had
better be able to present because you’re now on their
territory, and you had better be able to sell your ideas
and your philosophies. So I am in the selling business
every time I meet with a prospective franchisee because
I’m selling our concept and our philosophy. I’m in the
selling business, and it is through strong presentation
skills that I am able to do that.

TS: I think it is ironic because most people would think,
gee, you are the president of Coldwell Banker Commer-
cial, and you still say that you are in sales. Most people
would say, “I’m in management.”

ANDERSON: I have to sell to my staff, to our franchise offices
that we service, and to our associates on the fact that we
constantly bring value. We are three thousand people
strong in our organization. I believe that I am selling
every single day to all three thousand of them.

TS: Are there some pearls of wisdom that you would like to
impart to the readers?

ANDERSON: I think the pearl of wisdom is in the thought
that, “I am either the smartest person in the industry or
the most ignorant.” That’s where the pearl lies.

TS: In other words, if you have an idea, put it down on pa-
per, build a solid case, present it with all of your heart
and soul—in short, make it happen.

ANDERSON: That’s it. Make something happen.
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Brian Tracy
Our next interview is with Brian Tracy, one of today’s most pop-
ular and respected speakers and sales trainers. Brian’s audiotape
program on sales training, The Psychology of Selling: The Art
of Closing the Sale, is among the most widely distributed in
history. He has written numerous books, including the ever-
popular Maximum Achievement: Strategies and Skills That
Will Unlock Your Hidden Powers to Succeed, (Fireside, 1995).
Among his latest hits to be published is The 100 Absolutely Un-
breakable Laws of Business Success. One of my first sales jobs
was promoting sales training seminars for Brian while working
for The Achievement Group. In this interview, Brian shares his
views on sales strategies and addresses special concerns in mak-
ing a presentation to venture capitalists—an increasingly com-
mon challenge in today’s growing dot-com economy.

TERRI SJODIN: Thank you, Brian, for taking the time this
morning to share your story with us.

BRIAN TRACY: Well, it’s a pleasure to be talking with you. As
you know, my sales career began as a young man when I
couldn’t get any other kind of job. I got no sales training,
and I struggled for many months until I began asking,
“Why is it that some salespeople are more successful
than others?” Then I began asking other salespeople
what they were doing differently from me—and they
told me. So, instead of talking, I began asking questions.
Instead of arguing, I began dealing with concerns in a
more professional way. Then I began reading everything
I could find—hundreds of books on selling. I began lis-
tening to all the audio programs that had been done and
attending every sales course. What I found is that selling
is a profession. It’s a science with a methodology and a
practice, and if you do what other successful salespeo-
ple do, you get the same results that other successful
salespeople get. If you don’t, you won’t.

I then dedicated basically my entire career to finding
out these cause-and-effect relationships. What enables
some people to be more successful than others? My sales
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went up and up and up. I became a sales manager. I built
a six-country sales force. In every case whenever I was
stuck, I went and asked people or searched in books,
“Why are some people more successful than others?”

What I found is that selling is a very simple process.
It has a methodology and a process and if you follow it,
you make more sales. In the last twenty-five years, mil-
lions and millions of dollars have been spent, including
an enormous amount of money on my part, on inter-
viewing customers to find out why it is they buy and
why it is they don’t buy. More than fifty-five thousand
customers have been interviewed before and after sales
presentations and asked, “What do you think will hap-
pen? What is your expectation?” Afterwards, if they
bought, they were asked: “Why did they buy?” If they
didn’t buy they were asked, “Why didn’t they buy?”

What we find is that if you can take a person who has
never sold anything before and simply give them a
methodology and a process to follow, then they will be-
come successful salespeople. The critical thing is that they
be able to discipline themselves to follow a process—a
process of separating prospects from suspects, so to
speak. A process involves asking questions to find out if
the prospect is genuinely interested in or can benefit from
what you’re selling. It then involves asking another series
of questions to find out exactly “what they are using today
to handle their problem, how it is working, what they in-
tend to do, and what they are most concerned with.” The
process then involves showing them that your product or
service is the ideal solution for what they want to accom-
plish. It’s not a miracle; it’s simply a process.

The problem with most salespeople is they get carried
away and they talk and talk and talk. Surprise! The cus-
tomer begins to lose interest. The fastest way to create a
lack of interest in a customer is to start talking about
things that the customer is not interested in.

TS: You make a great point. One of the things we found in
our research was that among the leading reasons why
someone didn’t want to work with a particular sales-
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person was that their presentation was boring. The lis-
tener just tuned the salesperson out. It went too long.
It was monotonous. It didn’t meet their specific needs.
It was, bottom line, boring.

TRACY: You find that if you ask really good questions, and
listen carefully to the answers, eventually customers will
tell you everything you need to know either to make the
sale or determine that this is not an appropriate person
to sell to. I often use what I call the “doctor of selling ap-
proach.” As a doctor, first you do an examination, then
you do a diagnosis, with which the client should agree.
Then you present a possible solution. It follows that or-
der: examination, diagnosis, and prescription. Many
salespeople, however, go straight from “hello” to “pre-
scription.”

TS: Now, one of the questions that may come up is,
“Brian, you have had such a super-successful sales or-
ganization, but do you still consider yourself a sales
professional?”

TRACY: Well, I sell all the time. First of all, I sell my ser-
vices as a professional speaker and as a consultant and
trainer, and I also sell my services and my programs
from the front of the room to hundreds of people. Yes-
terday, I did a sales presentation for four hundred peo-
ple. Usually in a matter of twelve or fifteen minutes I
will sell between ten thousand and twenty thousand
dollars’ worth of program materials. I use a specific
methodology and process to do that type of a presenta-
tion for people who up to that minute have never
thought about buying a program and then, fifteen min-
utes later, will spend several thousand dollars on pro-
gram materials. There is a methodology, which is to
start off by pointing out that they can be “vastly more
effective in what they are doing through the help of
these programs.” Then you show them the program
and show what is in it. Then you explain how they can
benefit from it and give examples of people who have
benefited from it. Then you ask them to make a buy de-
cision.
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TS: One of the things you talk about is that it is a series of
little wins that together add up to a big win. Has there
ever been a situation where there was a big win for you?
In your career, over thirty years as a speaker, you’ve had
an amazing consistency in winning, but have there ever
been any big wins that really stood out, that you thought
of as a really pivotal time?

TRACY: I find that there are no great breakthroughs or ex-
plosions where the earth moves and the clouds part and
you have a big deal. My success has been really a matter
of doing hundreds and thousands of little things over
and over again, year after year. There has never been a
great breakthrough. Perhaps a turning point was when
Nightingale Conant first offered to sell one of my pro-
grams. That was helpful, but the reason that happened
was because of a whole series of meetings with them,
telephone calls, going there and visiting with them, talk-
ing to people, and then their finally deciding, tentatively,
to try out the program. The reason why the relationship
has been successful is because the programs sold well.
But there is no one big lightning strike.

I’ve had many people ask me over the years, “Brian,
when does the explosion take place? When does the big
moment take place?” These people have been reading
too many comic books. The fact is that in your career
and in my career there is no one big moment. If you try
a hundred things, every so often you will try something
that is much more successful than average, and then
you go back to work again. As my friend Dennis says,
“Success is never permanent, and failure is never final.”
It’s an ongoing process and every successful person I
know just works at it all day long, every day, year after
year—no great breakthroughs.

I just hired a sales professional who has absolutely
no fear of rejection. He has developed a step-by-step
process to establish a relationship and rapport to iden-
tify what it is that the customer needs, to make recom-
mendations, and to encourage the customer to give it a
try. No matter how many times people tell him that
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they’re not interested, or they want to think it over, it
doesn’t bother him at all. He is absolutely unstoppable.
And this is very, very important.

TS: You mean being tenacious?
TRACY: Yes, having tenacity. The larger the product the

more background work, planning, preparation is neces-
sary. The smaller the product, the greater frequency of
contact is necessary to uncover the right prospects.
Therefore if you’re selling a big product where one sale
can make an enormous amount of difference, then you
do a lot of preparation. If you are selling a little product,
then you increase your rate of activity and you see and
talk to as many people as possible.

TS: When you’re interviewing people, do you look for qual-
ities of how well they sell themselves as a criterion of
whether you should hire them?

TRACY: Yes. I think the most important qualities for suc-
cessful salespeople are optimism and persistence, which
really go hand in hand. A person with a really good atti-
tude who is persistent, is not afraid to try and keep try-
ing, is a person who is going to be far more successful
and is someone who can be trained in anything. The
rule is, “You always hire for attitude and personality,
and everything else can be learned.”

TS: So, what do you say to the idea that would have us be-
lieve that “salespeople are born, not made?”

TRACY: Well, Peter Drucker once said, “There is such a
thing as a born leader, but there are so few of them, that
they make no difference in the great scheme of things.” I
think for salespeople it’s the same. I’ve seen people who
have gone from being accountants, or electricians, or
plumbers, or carpenters, or even car repairmen to be-
coming superb salespeople.

TS: Has there ever been a salesperson who sort of leaped out
at you making you think, “By gosh, that guy had a great
approach,” or “He was really creative”? Have you ever had
the experience where a salesperson really dazzled you?

TRACY: Not really. I think the very best salespeople are very
professional. They’re very knowledgeable. They’re very
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warm and friendly. They exude a tremendous sense of
self-confidence because they really know their business.
They’ve taken the time to do their homework, and be-
cause they are so confident in themselves they cause the
customer to feel a great sense of confidence in whatever
they are selling. Good salespeople in many cases sell even
before they open their mouth. People think, “Whatever
that person is offering, I feel comfortable with it already.”

In America, there are two great fears that all cus-
tomers have that every salesperson must overcome ini-
tially. First is the fear of being taken advantage of. The
reason people have this fear is because they have been
taken advantage of so many times. They have bought
the wrong product. They have paid the wrong price.
They have gotten poor follow-up service. They have
found it cheaper somewhere else. They have found a
product that did a better job somewhere else. So, every
single customer today has made a thousand buying mis-
takes in his or her past, starting from childhood. They’ve
regretted them and they’ve made the decision: “That’s
not going to happen again.” Then you walk in, and all of
their previous buying mistakes are suddenly refreshed.
They remember them when they look at you and talk to
you, so they’re very, very nervous about being taken ad-
vantage of. The second great fear that customers have is
being hustled, being manipulated or being talked into
doing something that is not of great advantage to them.

So, you have those two fears going in. When you
meet a customer for the first time, that’s why there is the
initial resistance, even in a customer who is interested
in the product. So, the very best salespeople are those
who structure their approach and their personality in
such a way that the customer relaxes and does not fear
being either manipulated or taken advantage of.

TS: What is a common mistake that you feel salespeople
make?

TRACY: Well, I think the biggest mistake salespeople make
in every single survey, in every study, is that they start
talking about the product or service that they are selling
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before they are absolutely clear about what it is that the
customer needs and wants. They go from examination
to prescription without doing a proper diagnosis.

TS: Do you feel that the selling that you did in the past has
brought you to the place where you are now?

TRACY: Oh, yes. When you begin, you have to be very or-
ganized, from the planning of your prospecting sales
call on the telephone right through to the development
of the presentation to the resolving of concerns and
asking for the order and the delivery. You have to do a
hundred percent of that. I used to have to do that two
decades ago. But, over time you get to the point where
you start further down in the process. Now, thanks to
the excellent support I have, when my prospects come
to me they are already done with stages three, four,
and five. They’ve already qualified. They already know
what they want and are going through a selection
process.

TS: One of the people we talked with is getting ready to
launch an initial public offering [IPO]. That requires his
going back and building a great presentation because
Wall Street is unforgiving, and you have a very short pe-
riod of time to dazzle them with your road show. It is
why you must know how to sell yourself, your company,
and your organization. Do you have any comments on
this specific type of requirement that is becoming more
common in today’s dot-com economy?

TRACY: When you talk about presentation skills and IPOs,
today people are very busy and they have basically four
questions: First, What is it? (They want to know what
the product or service you’re selling is.) Second, What’s
in it for me? Third, Who else has done it? Fourth, What
do I get? And then the follow-on questions after that are:
How fast, and how sure? A good presentation, whether
or not for an IPO (and I’m involved in a couple), is very
clear about those things. You should be able to do an
ideal presentation, as they say, “in an elevator ride.” You
should be able to get right to the point. What most peo-
ple do is spend an enormous amount of time talking
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about what they are going to talk about instead of get-
ting right to the point.

An IPO presentation has special characteristics. Cer-
tain investment companies will book presentations
every twelve minutes. They will have people lined up
outside almost like central casting, who come in and
have literally twelve minutes to make a presentation to
an IPO committee or to a venture capital committee.
This is a very different form of presenting from the type
of selling we’ve been talking about. But all selling really
begins with establishing rapport with the client, identi-
fying the client’s problem or need by asking questions
and listening, and finding out what the client wants to
accomplish. Of course that future state is inconsistent
with where they are now—this is called the gap analysis.
Then you have to show them that your product or ser-
vice is the ideal solution for their problem. The order in
which you do that has to follow that sequence. I say it’s
very much like a combination lock. If you have the right
numbers, but you turn to them in the wrong order, the
lock won’t open. Therefore, salespeople have to be disci-
plined to follow in that order. For a really big sale they
will spend the first two meetings simply establishing
rapport. Only at the third meeting will they start talking
about how these companies can work together. How can
one company help the other? Sometimes they will even
go to presenting and talking about how their products
and services fit into the company’s needs. Always the
process is the same. Millions of dollars have been spent
showing that if you try to sell outside the process of buy-
ing, if you try to sell in a way that is inconsistent with
customers’ way of buying, they won’t buy anything.

The most important thing in an IPO, for example, if
you’re speaking to venture capitalists, their questions
are, “How are you going to generate revenue with your
idea? If I give you money, how am I going to get my
money back?”

So, the very first thing you have to show is that your
product or service is unique and special in such a way that
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a lot of people are going to buy it at very high margins and
that you are going to make a great profit from it. It’s very
clear. For instance, you say we are going to offer prescrip-
tion drugs on the Web so that people can buy prescription
drugs of the same quality they can get at their pharmacy
but at forty to fifty percent off. And you say that we are go-
ing to market this through every doctor and HMO in the
country so that we will have forty to fifty million potential
buyers of prescription drugs using our services, and that
our profit margins will be this, this, and this. Then a per-
son can make a decision—“That sounds like a great idea.”

Or, someone comes up with something else, say they
are going to sell toys. The profit model has to be very
clear—every business has a profit model. This is the way
that we are going to make profits. The profits are how
you, as an investor, are going to be rewarded for your risk.

The second issue is, who is going to fulfill it? Who is
the management? Who are the people who are going to
deliver the goods? You have to show these are the people
who are going to make this work and show their experi-
ence, background, and knowledge because that’s the
“how sure” part of the question. In short, it’s first, how
much?—that’s the profit model—then, how sure? Well,
if you have really top people, those people will make it
work. If you have people with great success records in
the past, these people will make it work, even if they
have to change it to do so.

The third thing you show them is, “how fast?” How
quickly are you going to get your money back? A good
IPO presentation is, “Here’s the business model, here are
the people, and here is how the money is going to come
back.”

TS: What would you say is the average length of time for a
good IPO presentation?

TRACY: There is no answer to that. It’s like saying, what’s
the average length of time for a date? No one knows.

TS: One of the things people ask is, “How much time?” It
depends on a couple of different things, one being how
much time they will give you.
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TRACY: Exactly. Whether they give you twelve minutes will
depend on what you do with the first two minutes.
Whether they give you two hours will depend on what
you do with the twelve minutes. So, most venture capi-
talists will have committees to interview people all day
long. Of the ten thousand business plans submitted to
venture capitalists for funding, twelve will be picked.
They will not even meet with the others and very often
it’s because their presentations are unclear. I have a
business plan here from one company that is sixty pages
long. It’s ninety-eight percent gobbledygook. You almost
need to be a detective to wade through and to find out
exactly what the business is and how the money is going
to come back. A really good presentation can be summa-
rized on the back of a business card.

TS: I have heard that they want to see a great plan with a
great strategy, but they are also looking for a great deal
of passion. Do you believe that to be true?

TRACY: They are looking for a leader, a person who is going
to make this happen. A person with a tremendous pas-
sion for what they are going to do with an Internet site
is far more effective in convincing people than a techie
who tries to explain some of the technical specifications
of how it will work. Because everything ultimately, Terri,
comes down to selling. I have had this argument over
and over again and I say: In the final analysis, you have
to sell something to someone and collect money to make
a profit. You must keep focused on that like a laser
beam. Everything has to be focused on selling some-
thing. So, it has to be easy to sell and easy to buy. It has
to offer the purchaser definite improvements. It has to
be faster, it has to be cheaper, it has to be easier, and it
has to be more efficient.

In order to sell a new product against an existing
product it has to be better by a factor of three. This is a
very interesting concept. It says, basically, that before I
buy product A, if I’ve been using product B, product A
has to be better in three ways. So, what are the three
factors that make product A superior to product B?
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Many people think, “The reason to buy from me is
because the product is super, or the reason to buy from
me is because I want you to.” But, you have to have
three distinct reasons—one usually is not enough. It’s al-
most like a triangle. So, when you ask salespeople what
the three reasons why their product is superior to what
their customers already are using, ninety-five percent of
them have no idea. They pull something out of the air—
quality. Well, quality is not a reason for buying anything.
They might say, service. Well, service isn’t a reason ei-
ther. So, now why should somebody buy your product
or service? Most salespeople have no idea. The problem
is that all products offer quality and service so saying
that yours has it is the same thing as saying “it comes in
a box.” So does everyone’s. It’s not a reason for buying it.

It used to be that you had to have very high quality
to grow in the market. Today you have to have very high
quality and service just to get into the market in the
first place—just to exist. Those two are a given nowa-
days. So why should I buy? Because it’s faster. Okay,
that is important because there is a need for speed.
Everybody is concerned about speed. This will achieve
the result that you want to achieve faster than anything
else that you’re using. Okay, now you’ve got my atten-
tion. Not only is the product easier to use than anything
else you have, but ah-ha! It’s cheaper than anything else
you can get. Now what you have is faster, cheaper, eas-
ier—the reason for success in all high-tech products,
and the reason for success in all Internet startups. And
the reason for failure is an absence of those three. If it’s
not easier, it’s harder and more difficult. If it’s not
cheaper, it’s actually more expensive. If it’s not faster, it
takes more time because it’s so hard to figure out. So,
every single company that is failing has failed on one of
those three points.

TS: So, would you say that if someone were making a pre-
sentation to venture capitalists, where they were going
to be pitching an Internet company, they should meet
those three criteria?
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TRACY: Sure. What you would say is, “Here’s the market—
demonstrated, proven, established by third-party indepen-
dent figures. For example, the market in personal
development products such as we sell is about four-point-
two billion dollars, according to one of the recent surveys
out of New York. We have a way to tap into this market
with a product-service combination that is faster, cheaper,
and easier than anything being offered today. So, we fig-
ure that within two years we can get five hundred million
to one billion dollars’ worth of that market with a profit
ratio (profit margin or markup margin) of fifty percent.
We reckon we can make two-fifty to five hundred million
dollars a year within two years with our model.” Now,
that’s the presentation. With that information, your client
will say, “Hold my calls—tell me how you’re going do it.”

Most people don’t realize what it takes. For example,
I was given a fifty-page presentation that tries to say
that and never gets to it. Consequently, nobody’s even in-
terested in a second meeting because they’re not going
to read the fifty pages. If you are not so crystal clear
about how and why your product or service is faster,
cheaper, and easier to use for a huge market that already
exists—not a new market—but a huge market that al-
ready exists, and you’re not so crystal clear you can’t
make that point to a skeptical, if not cynical investment
banker on an elevator ride from the eighth floor to the
ground, then you don’t even know why you’re out there.
Most people in the Internet business are very confused
about why they’re there, which is why only twelve out of
ten thousand business plans are accepted.

I read a very good article on venture capital presenta-
tions. It said that when you are giving your presentation,
you should continually be improving it and be prepared to
give it a thousand times because that’s probably how
many times you are going to have to give it. Many people
think, well, I got my idea, I’ll find a venture capitalist
through a contact, I’ll go and speak to them, and they’ll
give me the money. Since the NASDAQ crash in the spring
of 2000, those days are gone forever. So, what you have to
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do is to design a presentation that is crystal clear and so
logical that if you were to show it to your kids or your staff
they would want to invest in it. Then you have to start giv-
ing it over and over again, and each time you do you have
to critique it and improve it. If you use visuals or Power-
Point you then can appeal to the fifty percent of all buyers
or investors who are visual. In other words, if they don’t
see it, they can’t hear it. So, they have to see it crystal-
clearly and in bullet points. The reason you use visuals is
so you can put the bullet points up to be seen and then
you get to explain them for the listening portion. That’s
another thing that people don’t realize—your presentation
has to be both visual and auditory in order for it to ad-
dress the learning modalities of all the people in the room.

TS: Now, when you mentioned critiquing your presenta-
tion, is there anything in particular that you do when
you are critiquing and evaluating your own presenta-
tions, or something you would suggest to somebody
who is doing an evaluation?

TRACY: When I do an evaluation I always do the same things
you do. I say, “What did you like most, what did you like
least, and what improvements could you suggest?” If you
are doing a sales presentation, for instance, for an IPO,
or even for a product, here is a great question that you
can ask. The prospect is not moving. So, you say,
“Mr./Ms. Prospect, no product or service is perfect, in-
cluding this one. What weaknesses do you see in what
I’ve just shown you?” That is one of the most powerful
questions of all to save a sale. It comes from an enor-
mous amount of research for which I paid a fortune.
Those words can literally turn around a negative conver-
sation. “No product or service is perfect, including this
one. What weaknesses do you see in what I’ve shown
you?” Then just wait. This is when the prospect will tell
you the critical weaknesses he or she sees, the main ob-
jections, the reason why he or she is suspicious or unen-
thusiastic about it. It’s the most amazing thing. Often
prospects will tell you what you have to do to convince
them in order to get them to buy.
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They will say, “I don’t see how it’s going to achieve
what you say it’s going to achieve.” In other words, “I’m
afraid I’m being hustled.” You say, well, that’s a very
good point. I didn’t show you this study from the out-
side that we had commissioned, or this report from For-
tune magazine. Let me just show you what Fortune
magazine says on this subject.

Remember, there is a rule in selling that logic does
make sales. People think that selling is all emotional.
Well, emotions are triggered by good logic. The prospect
says, “Well, I had no idea about that. I didn’t know that
was the case. I thought this was otherwise.” A good
piece of information can take a negative or neutral cus-
tomer and turn it around completely.

TS: Are there any particular resources you would recom-
mend to people if they’re looking to enhance their per-
suasive presentations?

TRACY: Well, my book is called Advanced Selling Strategies,
(Simon & Schuster, 1994) and it’s probably one of the best
books (until yours comes out of course!) ever written on
selling. It’s in paperback, and it really has everything in it.

Roxanne Emmerich
Our next interview is with Roxanne Emmerich, a woman
who has overcome many prejudices in the traditionally male-
oriented industry of financial services. She has gone on to
achieve a high level of success in sales and as a professional
speaker, developing a new, resource-oriented sales model. Her
approach to projects involves doing exhaustive research on
her clients prior to giving a presentation and is one of the keys
to her success. She is highly sought after by companies in her
field for good reason—she gets rave reviews. This is due in
part to the detailed information she obtains from key execu-
tives before she creates her presentation. Most thank her for
the intrusion later because they recognize it as key to her do-
ing a good job. Roxanne likes to say that her area of special-
ization is “working with executives and leaders to revitalize
people and their passion for their work.”
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TERRI SJODIN: Roxanne, how did you get started in the
banking industry, and what was it that led you to ac-
quire the knowledge and self-confidence to go to work
for yourself in this challenging market presenting your-
self as an expert consultant and professional speaker?

ROXANNE EMMERICH: I started off out of college as a lender. I
made loans to businesses, and back when I started doing
that they really didn’t allow women to do these jobs. So I
was their little token test-market person. I went to the
very first convention that they held for us, and there were
four hundred twenty-three people attending the conven-
tion of which four hundred twenty-two were male.

TS: You were the only woman?
EMMERICH: I was the only woman there, and it was held at

the Lake Geneva Playboy Club. I don’t know if you’ve
ever had a moment where you knew that you just didn’t
fit in? Well, that was my moment. It was interesting be-
cause they spent quite a bit of time teaching us how to
sell. But it was selling in a way that was very manipula-
tive, very pushy. There was a heavy emphasis on how to
deal with objections. I kept thinking to myself, “I can’t
sell this way—ever!” If I can’t add value for people then
why am I fighting their objections?

I remember going home thinking, I’m definitely go-
ing to get fired because I can never do what they are
telling me to do. I decided that, instead, I would learn
how to perfect the science of “asking good questions to
find out what it is specifically that people need.” So,
that’s what I’ve done over the years. Many years later I
had a job of starting new banks and brokerages for a
holding company. These set a few national records in
terms of growth and profitability from the very first
bank we opened. Part of the reason for our success was
an outgrowth of a single phone call.

There was a woman named Marlene who answered
the first call. Someone was asking about our rates. She
gave them the rates, then hung up the phone. I was there
and listening in so I asked her what happened. She told
me, and I said, “Listen, we’re a bank. We need money.
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When someone calls inquiring about rates, they have
money. So, the next time they call, let’s ask a few questions
to find out a little about what they need, what their goals
are, and what they need to accomplish with that money.” I
suggested we sit down and develop a list of questions.

Nowadays, a good thirty percent of my business is in
the banking world where I teach people, and have video-
training programs that teach people, how to ask the
right questions. When somebody calls in, we turn his or
her questions around and try to convert the person from
being a rate shopper to becoming a customer.

For instance, I just became involved with a bank
holding company here in St. Paul. I taught them that be-
cause everybody who works at the bank has to own
stock—even the tellers own stock in the bank—our peo-
ple tend to stick around a long time. So, we had to work
that into our questions. One of the questions we ask is,
“Given that the average turnover among business
lenders is every five months, how important is it to you
to have a lender who is here during good times and bad
times but who always understands your business?”

Once we have asked that question, rate no longer is
all-important because we now have helped identify what
it is that is so unique about us that they need to have.

I recently did a seminar on this for a networking
group. There was a woman who was talking about
teaching people how to figure out what their purpose is
in life and how to find a career that matches that. She
said, “I don’t know how to sell this to companies be-
cause they think that people will leave as a result of this
seminar, and so they don’t want it.”

So, I said, what you need to do is ask the question,
“How important is it to you that your employees get on
the right career path so you have round pegs in round
holes, so they can be nurtured and enjoy their work as
opposed to coming in everyday and being miserable
about it?”

Well, once you ask the question that way, people see
the value because it relates to a bottom-line issue. So
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much of being effective is asking the questions, and I
think that we spend so much of our time in sales presen-
tations dealing with objections when the reality is that if
you ask the right questions, in the right order, there is no
need to deal with objections. You now have figured out
everything they need, what their hot buttons are, and
what they don’t like, and therefore you’ve only suggested
something that you already know is perfect for them.

TS: So, are there a number of questions that you like to ask
ahead of time? If you ask five or six questions, do people
get irritated when you ask too many questions up front?

EMMERICH: It depends upon the quality of your questions. I
think that if you ask situational questions, like “How
much money do you have for this, what is your budget,
when do you plan to do this?”—those kind of questions—
that people tend to get very irritated. But when you
start asking things like, “What are your priorities right
now, what are your challenges, how do you need your
people to think differently, what do you need them to
do differently?”—when you ask questions at that level,
people go, “Wow! I hadn’t thought about that, what a
great question.”

Already, because of the questions you’re asking,
they’ve bought, and they’re already saying, “You’ve already
taught me how to think in a different way.” So much of it
is just teaching people how to ask good questions.

In my office, we have (questionnaires) we call “the
orange sheets.” So, somebody can be here for a week or
two and be fully trained on how to use this and be as ef-
fective as I am because they know which questions to
ask. I just tell them to write down every word the
prospect says. They don’t have to be a genius to do this;
they just have to be able to read the questions.

We have a video training program that is called
Breakthrough Banking, which is becoming one of the
training mainstays in the banking industry. It basically
shows people how to develop these questions in the
right order. So, when people call in for a mortgage loan,
the first thing they always ask is, “So, what are your
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rates?” In a mortgage loan, rates really don’t matter
much. That is because you can have a good rate and still
get creamed from points, origination costs, and all kinds
of incidental costs. So by comparing only rates, you still
are comparing apples to oranges. Generally, the best
rates are the worst deals.

We teach people that the first question out of their
mouth needs to be “Are you looking for the best rate or
are you looking for the best value?” because they are
usually not the same. Right away the person will say,
“Well, what do you mean?”

“Do you mind if I ask you a few questions to find out
what the best mortgage is for you?” Then we have the list
of questions, such as, “How long to you intend to stay in
your house?” Well, that’s important to know because the
average person stays in a home five to seven years, and
they are paying extra for a thirty-year mortgage.

“What did you like about your last mortgage?” They
give you some information.

“What didn’t you like?”
“Oh, we didn’t like that they sold it in the secondary

market.”
Well, then you sure don’t want to be saying, “We’ve

got mortgages that we sell in the secondary market,” be-
cause there you have grounds for an objection. Well, you
didn’t need to get to the objection, because you have
asked the question up front.

TS: Do you use boilerplate forms (standard questionnaires)
for the lending industry or just for your office?

EMMERICH: We have a boilerplate for my office. We have boil-
erplates for every division within a bank, and then I work
with lots of other industries and have taught them how to
do that as well. But none of them looks like another. They
all have to be different because they all have to be specific
to the industry based upon the competitive advantage you
have and whatever business you’re in. Here is a question
that I could have on my sheet. Because I’ve been speaking
for so long, I’m predictably good. Even on my bad days
where I’m a two, people still think that I’m a ten. Given
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that attribute, one of the questions I have not had the
nerve to put on there yet (but I probably could some day)
is: “How important is it to you to have consistency—
somebody who consistently scores well so you won’t hap-
pen to get the speaker on a bad day?” (because one weak
speaker can stink up a whole conference).

TS: Has there ever been a particular situation where you
were in a really competitive bid and it was between you
and somebody else—either as a lender or as a speaker—
and this kind of process really turned them around for
you and helped you to get a job over one of your com-
petitors?

EMMERICH: All the time. In fact I was just on a program
where I was the keynoter, and the less-important break-
outs were conducted by people better known than I. I
was thinking, “How did this happen?” I attributed it to
the questions that I asked up front. When I got the pro-
gram, I wanted to laugh, as it was almost hysterically
funny. I thought, “Do they know that I’m nobody—cer-
tainly not a household name—and these other people are
legends?” Did they miss that point? I think they realized
that I was thinking on a much deeper level, and that’s
where they wanted their people to think. So, I won out.

TS: I think that you’re making a really important point
here. The determining factor between who is a some-
body and who is a nobody really is a matter of percep-
tion by the buyer. So people shouldn’t be intimidated
going after what they want or in thinking of themselves
as having a rightful place on the ladder to success be-
cause they may end up on the top of that ladder.

EMMERICH: Exactly. I was on a program last year where
they brought in a speaker every month, and most of the
speakers were in the range of twenty-five thousand dol-
lars. You know I’m not a twenty-five thousand dollar
speaker yet. But at the end of the program they sent me
a letter saying, “It’s been a risk we wanted to take for a
long time, having a woman on the program, but we were
always afraid to do that because we didn’t know how the
market would handle that. Well, not only did you have
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the best draw for any of the programs we’ve had, but
you also had the best evaluations.”

I attributed it to the fact that, as part of the sales
process, I asked so many questions about what is going
on that, by the time I got in, I knew everything that was
going on. I knew what was in the way, why it was in the
way, what the history was on it in terms of how it got in
the way. So, I could really work them through that. They
don’t care if it’s Roxanne Emmerich or the future presi-
dent of the United States, what they care about are re-
sults. So when you ask good questions, they know that
you know what you’re doing and therefore can get them
results. If you don’t ask good questions, then it looks like
you are going to deliver something canned. Whether it’s
speaking, or selling beans, or whatever, nobody wants
something that is canned.

TS: They want something tailored to meet their specific
needs?

EMMERICH: Exactly; they want to know that they are going
to get a result. I always ask them as part of our template,
“How will you know if I’ve been successful?” It’s inter-
esting because meeting planners will be the only people
who will ever say it’s the evaluations. I contend that they
are the wrong ones to answer that because, ultimately,
the CEO does not care what the evaluations say. The
CEO cares about results, and the CEO is the person who
decides whether they have the job next year when the
budget gets tight. So, ultimately it’s about results. So,
even if I’m hired by a meeting planner, I always make
sure I talk with many other decision makers to find out
what they want to have accomplished there.

In a recent case, one of the largest banks in the coun-
try hired me, and the person who did so was basically in
charge of putting together meetings. I thought, this per-
son probably doesn’t understand all the ins and outs of
what’s going on here because she plans meetings. So, I
said I needed to have the marketing person, the top HR
person, and the CEO (if we can get him), all on the
phone for fifteen minutes, and I needed to ask them a
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few questions. Well, she pulled it together, and after I
gave my speech, the CEO came up to me and said, “It’s
like you’ve been working here over twenty-five years.
You know more about this bank than I do. At least it
feels that way!” Of course, the feedback from the em-
ployees showed that they absolutely loved it.

You’ve got to ask good questions. Not just for what
we do in speaking but across every industry. If you really
can understand what makes people tick, then they won’t
want to buy from anybody else. Even if you were to say,
“Listen, I just ran all the numbers on your mortgage,
and you would be better off going down the street to
ABC mortgage company.” They would say, “Yeah, but
you know, I’m comfortable here, you showed me how to
make a good decision.” A few rare exceptions will go
down the street and say, “Oh, great, what a deal.” How-
ever, most people are just looking for someone who will
look out for them. I think that’s what sales is all about.

What I learned that day at Lake Geneva at the Play-
boy Club was what I call the masculine model. Women
really are still new in the business arena. What we’ve
been doing is learning all of the masculine models, and
the masculine model of sales is “push, push, push.” I’m
saying that women know how to pull. We know how to
say, “Here, let me help you out. Let me see if we can fig-
ure out how to make your life better.” We’re socialized all
our lives to be collaborative as opposed to competitive.

TS: It’s a more communicative style?
EMMERICH: Even more than communicative, it’s about

helping them get what they want. That’s what moms
have been taught how to do for years.

TS: In other words, tell me what you need so I can do my
very best work to help you get what you want?

EMMERICH: Exactly; we’re socialized to learn how to take
care of our Barbie dolls and take care of people. So why
should we lose that by going into sales training that is
based on masculine models of how to sell? Because the
feminine model works so much better, we don’t even
know we have a model. The feminine model, I contend
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(and I’ve never heard this from anybody; it’s just some-
thing I’ve come up with), is that we ask good questions.
Then we say, “Based on what you are telling me, I’ve got
an idea for you.” People say, “Great idea!” They buy, and
it’s just that easy.

TS: Now when you do your seminars, do you actually posi-
tion it that way? Do you call it the feminine model?

EMMERICH: No, no. But, when I give my “Thank God It’s
Monday” presentation, I talk about the masculine en-
ergy and the differences and how it is that it has shifted
to the feminine energy. I go into it in a different way and
spend more time on it there but less in the selling piece.
I do use the example that psychologists tell us about the
“healthiest men having a very strong feminine side and
the healthiest women having a very strong masculine
side.” Thus, a strong man can be vulnerable and funny
and child-like, and a strong woman can take charge of a
room, make things happen, be decisive, and move
through things. So, why wouldn’t it be the same when
we manage our businesses? We have to have a balance
between the masculine and the feminine.

TS: Is there anything else that you would like to add? If you
had to say there were three key elements that people
should remember regarding making a sales presenta-
tion, the first one would be, “Ask the right questions.”
What would the second one be?

EMMERICH: Actually, the first one would be to understand
your positioning, and make sure it is so unique and dif-
ferent from anybody else’s in the market that your
prospects say, “Oh yeah! We’ve got to have that person!”
Second, build your questions based upon your position-
ing so that you get the prospect telling you why he or
she must have that positioning. Third, always do the
right thing. We refer a lot of business from here because
we can say, “You know what? I’m not the right person,
or this isn’t the right product, or you need this other
product instead.” Ultimately it comes back to you and
always rewards you. In the short term you go, “Ow, that
hurts; we would have liked to have had the money.” But
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over the long term it always comes back in so many dif-
ferent ways. One is that if you sell them the wrong thing
and it doesn’t match, they’re not going to be happy, and
you’re not going to feel good about yourself. The more
you take away from your self-esteem, the more you can’t
go out there and sell other things.

Fourth, is the niche you have filled in the market in
terms of being a resource rather than merely a salesper-
son. You’re the person they come to for information.

TS: As a resource?
EMMERICH: Yes. Always be the person they come to first

even if you don’t have the products they need.
TS: Thank you Roxanne.

For a copy of Roxanne Emmerich’s questionnaire,
“Powerful Questions to Ask People Who Make Mortgage
Loan Inquiries,” or to contact her about a speaking engage-
ment, you may e-mail her at the following address:

roxanne@emmerichgroup.com
Roxanne Emmerich, President
The Emmerich Group
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Scott Friedman
Our final interview is with Scott Friedman, a wonderful
speaker and presenter who specializes in customized keynote
speeches that are full of humor. In fact, he calls himself “a
motivational humorist.” Though still in his thirties, Scott is a
very successful speaker with 15 years’ experience who gives
more than 100 presentations to large audiences every year.
That is about one every three days! Scott is successful partly
because he is very creative with his clients. He sells his ser-
vices largely with a marketing and promotions campaign that
involves staying in regular contact with his customers. To do
this, he sends out six humorous cards a year in conjunction
with most major holidays. His logo is a picture of a funny
bone. Prospects who look particularly promising will get two
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humorous gifts every year. These have included homemade
barbecue sauce with a label saying, “Spice up your life with
Scott Friedman” sent on the Fourth of July, or a tube of candy
hearts with a funny bone in the middle for Valentine’s Day.
His latest specialty is a pair of beach thongs that, when you
put your weight on them, flash funny sayings before display-
ing his Web address, www.funnyscott.com. One of Scott’s
most memorable stories that illustrates how persistence pays
off has to do with his booking a speaking engagement with an
Idaho group he literally pursued for years.

TERRI SJODIN: Do you have one particular scenario that
was a tough challenge for you where you had to go in
and sell yourself?

SCOTT FRIEDMAN: I had been a speaker for eleven or twelve
years, and there was one client, the Idaho Water Users As-
sociation, who gave annual programs but would never
book with me. Before each program I always would send
them a good-luck card, something I do even if I don’t have
the engagement. (Then afterwards I send a celebrate card.)
So, after six years of doing this for the Idaho Water Users
Association conference, I cut back calling them to only
once a year. I pester them only once each year by phone
because my philosophy is if you can’t call them up, or con-
tact them, and make their day better, it’s best just not to
call them. So, I would only call them once a year and tell
them why I might be the best candidate to hire for their
program. Then I would send them something clever to
make them laugh or plant a positive seed in their memory.

Finally, after six years of this, the man in charge of
booking speakers finally hired me. He brought me in to
speak before the association, and after the program was
over, he said to me, “I can’t thank you enough—and you
even did a good job! Thank you for doing a good job.”

I was a little surprised by his comment, so I looked at
him and said, “Did you not expect me to do a good job?”

He said, “To tell you the truth, our board was real
worried because you didn’t have any agriculture experi-
ence. But I told him that ‘this guy has been sending me
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stuff for six years, and I can’t tell him no one more year.
So, if we have a year where the speaker isn’t as good,
hey, we will just have one bad year, and next year we will
worry about it.’ So, the fact that the board really liked
your presentation was just a bonus.”

It is not necessarily one thing that I did in that case
but all the things that I do. I think it has happened in
many cases where the law of reciprocity comes into
play. After you do enough for somebody, they think,
“Okay, now I really should give this person a chance.”

TS: Had you already established a rapport with this person
prior to sending them all of this stuff?

FRIEDMAN: In order to get on the list to receive a card you
don’t have to do much. You just have to be a potential
prospect. We will have talked to you on the phone at
some point. But to get on the A list there has to be some
rapport—a good conversation, or the fact that you have
asked to see my video or showed some kind of interest
giving us the feeling that we are a viable candidate for
the next years’ engagement.

TS: Have you ever been in a scenario where you kept work-
ing with somebody and you kept sending him or her all
of this material, and the person called you up and said,
“Scott, we are really stuck here, it is between you and
someone else—what can you bring to the table that is
different or what makes your program different?” and
then you had to put together a why-they-should-work-
with-you presentation?

FRIEDMAN: Before I got into speaking, I first started in sales
in the printing business. We had lost an account that
was worth five hundred thousand dollars to our com-
pany. During my first week I went to the salesman
whose account it was and said, “Dick, do you mind if I
try and salvage the account?”

He said, “Scott, anything that you want to do, any-
thing that you want to try would be great.”

All I wanted to do was to get the client to know who I
was, so I sent him a table fork along with my business
card and a note that said, “We’re still hungry for your
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business.” I then called him about a week later and said,
“Hi, this is Scott Friedman.”

He said, “You are the guy who sent me the fork,
aren’t you?”

I said, “Yeah.”
And he said, “That was real clever.”
I said, “Clever enough to have lunch with me?”
And he said, “You bet.”
So, we went to lunch and I just wanted to find out

why we lost the business. As it turns out, a New Jersey
printer was doing the same job for about two-thirds the
cost. So, I had a price objection. Because he liked the
first idea, I then purchased a little “Shell Service Station”
for him and sent another note that said, “Isn’t service
more important than price?” The timing was perfect be-
cause the New Jersey printer was late on some dated ma-
terials that they needed to get out, and so they came back
and started doing business with our company again.

TS: So, would you say this is the philosophy behind your
business and why you do the creative things you do in
order to get in the door?

FRIEDMAN: I think I do it to differentiate myself in a way
that truly connects my personality with the client. It is
doing something unique that resonates with them in a
way that they remember who you are.

TS: It is kind of a combination of scouting out the right
prospects, then doing something creative to capture
their attention, all the while staying in front of them to
maintain your visibility and keep their interest piqued.
While most other people will quit, you stay consistent.

FRIEDMAN: I think the last thing, Terri, is probably the most
important thing. After four or five years, when everyone
has given up after two or three tries, people are still on
my list and are still receiving clever things from me. I
think also that it is the continuous follow-up that cre-
ates a feeling of inequity. It also helps that you’re being
clever and attaching your personality to what you do.
Once people see your personality, they stop reacting to
the proposition and start reacting to the personality.
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TS: What is your most creative selling proposition? Why
should somebody hire Scott Friedman for one of their
meetings?

FRIEDMAN: Because they are guaranteed to get a program
that is unique to their organization. I custom design
everything that I do. Even though they get my proven
stories that I may have used in another speech, what
makes it unique for them is that I create an experience
where I bring customized humor I’ve written for that
particular group and that particular time. I create an ex-
perience that is not just an off-the-shelf program but
one that incorporates what they are going through—
their challenges, trends in the industry, key players
whom I can poke a little fun at in a positive way, and
some tools and techniques that they can walk away with
that will make a difference.

TS: How do you do that? Once you have gotten the book-
ing, what kinds of measures do you take in order to do
that customization?

FRIEDMAN: The first thing I do is send out a preprogram
questionnaire which is several pages. It is not over-
whelming, but at the same time it does take a little bit of
time. Once I get that back, then I have a sense of what
they do. I go to their Web site, or I do some research on
the Internet, or read through their annual reports to
find out a little bit more about the company. Then I ask
for the names of a few major players in the company or
in their industry from whom I can get some additional
information. Or I might send out a questionnaire to
everybody who will be attending. I do a fair amount of
work over in Singapore, and I do that sort of question-
naire over there because I need to find out who these
people are from the standpoint that I can understand.
So, if it is a new industry, or there is information that I
am not quite sure about, I will send a form out to every-
body. Otherwise, I will just talk to a few key players. I
will find out what they need to know—where the indus-
try is going.

Next, I will find a way to add some humor. I have
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written humor for many years, and I also work with a
comedian. We will take the situations and then brain-
storm some creative ideas.

TS: In summary, what do you think are the most important
elements in making the sale?

FRIEDMAN: The top three things in a sales presentation are:
First, differentiate yourself in a way that uniquely con-
nects with your customer. Second, be gracious, even more
so when you don’t make a sale because it will position you
to get the sale in the future. Third, stay in touch in a way
that improves the customer’s life. I do that with humor.

Anyone who wishes to contact Scott Friedman regard-
ing an upcoming speaking engagement or to provide him
with feedback on his pearls of wisdom may do so by e-mail-
ing him at the following address or through his Web site.

scott@funnyscott.com
www.funnyscott.com
Scott Friedman, CSP
President, Scott Friedman & Associates

Summary: The Nine Biggest Mistakes
Finally, just to make sure you have all the basics down, let’s
just briefly review the nine biggest sales presentation mis-
takes. After reviewing the list, you will be better able to eval-
uate your own performance and make changes where
necessary.

Winging It
When you wing it, it’s very common for your presentation
to hop around all over the place, lacking logical, progressive
flow. It takes too long to deliver, and prospects may find it
hard to follow. Frequently, you may leave out half the points
you want to make, including effective illustrations, that
bring the presentation to life.

Summary: The Nine Biggest Mistakes
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Take time to prepare and practice using a logical outline.
Be sure your presentation covers all the points you want to
make clearly and concisely. Don’t be afraid to give a copy of
the outline to your listeners.

Being Too Informative versus Persuasive
It’s very easy to deliver an informative rather than a persua-
sive presentation. The reason is that a prospect can’t say
“no” when you’re only disseminating information. Remem-
ber that it’s a teacher’s job to be informative, but a salesper-
son must be persuasive.

Learn how to build a presentation that creates needs
rather than just covers the standard needs analysis. Think
proactive versus reactive. Design a presentation that antici-
pates and overcomes objections before they become rea-
sons not to buy. Think like an attorney and build arguments
for why a client should work with you and your company
and why they should do it now.

Misusing the Allotted Time
Remember the example of the president of a large publish-
ing firm who delivered brief overviews of the books in his
new fall line? Each book was summed up in 30 seconds,
and the meeting ended an hour early. He could have used
the entire time more productively by building dazzling pre-
sentations on each book to inspire and excite the members
of the sales team. Note that the opposite can occur when a
sales professional’s presentation runs overtime; the
prospect gets bored and tunes you out or is angry with your
misuse of his or her time.

Determine how much time you have and develop a per-
suasive presentation that fits within those time parameters.
In order to do this you must practice your presentation in
advance. You should be able to cover every important argu-
ment with an illustration and know what to include and
what to delete in case you are asked to lengthen or shorten
the presentation at the last minute.
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Providing Inadequate Support
Your prospect won’t buy into your proposal if you are un-
able to support your claims. Many people deliver presenta-
tions based on opinion rather than a logical argument for
why a client or prospect should take action. You must be
able to prove your case when confronted by the prospect or
you will lose credibility.

Remember to use current examples, statistics, stories,
and anecdotes to support your points. Magazines, books,
interviews, and other studies can provide you with factual
support that can build your case and enhance your credibil-
ity, making it more interesting for your audience to listen.

Failing to Close the Sale
It’s hard to believe that salespeople often don’t close at the
end of their presentations. Most people conclude but don’t
close. The close is what action you want your prospect to
take as a result of your message. A conclusion is a wrap-up
of what you just said. The reason many people don’t close is
based on a fear of hearing the word “no.” Many believe that
when there is no close, there is no chance for rejection.

Delivering a persuasive presentation requires the ability to
close. Remember to ask for the commitment; that’s what you
are there for. If you have been meeting with a large number of
clients but haven’t been completing that many transactions,
ask yourself this, “Do I conclude, or do I close?” One gener-
ates action; the other gives your prospect a reason to stall.

Being Boring, Boring, Boring
Many professionals do not realize just how boring their pre-
sentations are—too many facts, the same old stories, a flat,
boring, monotone voice. Sometimes professionals have
been giving the same presentation for so long they just slip
into auto pilot. In today’s competitive market, your presen-
tations must be entertaining in order to obtain and main-
tain the attention of prospects.

Summary: The Nine Biggest Mistakes
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Be creative! Put some energy into it! To stay sharp, prac-
tice with a tape recorder and listen to the playback to deter-
mine where your presentation begins to fall apart. Make
improvements accordingly. Be sure to use material that is
appropriate for the audience, whether the audience is made
up of one person or hundreds of people.

Relying Too Much on Visual Aids
If brochures, handouts, or slides could sell a product 
or service on their own, companies would not need sales-
people. Depending too much on visual aids can give us a
false sense of security. We tend to think it isn’t necessary
to prepare thoroughly because our props, such as laptop
computers, will lead us right through the presentation.
We let the visual aid become the star and virtually run 
the show.

You are the star and the visual is the supporting
player! It’s your job to bring the presentation to life.
Strategically place visual aids in your presentation for
emphasis of a major point or argument. You must prac-
tice with all handouts or aids to ensure that they enhance
rather than detract from your presentation. Remember
who is in charge—you are!

Distracting Gestures and Body Language
Your body naturally wants to gesture. Unfortunately, many
times sales professionals don’t realize the strange things
their bodies are doing in the middle of a presentation be-
fore an important client. What you don’t know can hurt
you! Fidgeting with your tie, playing with your hair, clicking
your pen, doodling, pacing, or other annoying behavior is
very distracting and builds the image that you may be ner-
vous versus confident and in control. Seasoned pros know
you have to practice in front of a mirror to be polished. Use
a video camera to tape your presentation and observe how
you appear to your clients.
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Wearing Inappropriate Dress
Are you making a fashion faux pas? Clients begin determin-
ing whether they like you within the first few seconds after
you walk in the door based partly on your dress. Although
you haven’t had time to talk about your company or product,
they are already deciding if they will be doing business with
you. Certain clothes are appropriate for the beach, and others
are fine for a night on the town. Business attire is appropriate
for giving presentations. These are not all one and the same!

Many of the industry books on dressing for success are
outdated. I strongly recommend you meet with a clothing
consultant at a major department store for advice pertaining
to color, style, and protocol for dress in varying presentations.

Inspiration to Be a Power Speaker
I hope that sharing the foibles so many presenters are guilty
of—and tips for improvement—has given you not only the
means but also the inspiration to become a power speaker.
Committing any or all of the nine biggest mistakes can cost
you an amazing opportunity or cost a sales professional
thousands of dollars each year in lost sales and commissions.
Do you make any of these common mistakes when speaking
to your clients and prospects? When you can identify the
weaknesses in your presentation, you can begin to correct
them, and the result will be a more confident, more polished,
more persuasive, and more consistent presentation.

The reason I wrote this book is because I feel there is
tremendous magic when an individual learns how to build
and deliver a polished presentation. That magic is empow-
ering because it can open the floodgates of opportunity.

Ironically, what I’m constantly being told by individuals
is, “Terri, I’m not in sales—that’s not what I do!” Then after
reviewing my material they go, “Oh, I have never consid-
ered myself to be in sales, but that’s exactly what I do.”

Every time I turn around, I’m working with individuals
who say, for instance, “I’m an accountant; I’m not in sales.”

Inspiration to Be a Power Speaker
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I then point out to these people that they are not going to
have any accounts to manage if they don’t sell themselves to
individuals who need their services. Whoever you are, what-
ever you do, nothing happens until somebody sells some-
thing. So when you say that you are an entrepreneur—a
creator of products—but you are not in sales, I respond by
saying you could have the greatest widget in the world, but
if nobody buys it, all you are is owner of the greatest widget
in the world—not the maker, because you won’t be making
very many if you can’t sell them.

Whether you are in real estate, teaching, advertising,
professional speaking, or writing, or are a member of a
philanthropic group, nothing ever happens until somebody
sells something. So if you’re reading this book and thinking,
“How can I get to the next place that I want to be in my ca-
reer, or in my life, or further on my goal path?” I truly be-
lieve if you follow the principles in this book, and you can
avoid making the nine biggest sales presentation mistakes,
you will empower yourself to take advantage of the oppor-
tunities life places before you.

There is a song by Baz Luhrmann called “Everybody’s
Free to Wear Sunscreen,” and one of the lines in the song is
that in order to live life fully, everyone should do something
every day that scares them just a little. I agree with that phi-
losophy—everyone should do something every day that
scares them just a bit—even if it’s giving a presentation.

�
What is success? To laugh often and much and to win the
respect of intelligent people and the affection of children; to
earn the appreciation of honest critics and endure the be-
trayal of false friends; to appreciate beauty, to find the best
in others, to leave the world a bit better, whether by a
healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condi-
tion; to know even one life has breathed easier because you
have lived; this is to have succeeded.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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118–119, 122
importance of, generally, 13
interoffice presentations, 120

Clothing, see Personal appearance
Clothing consultant, role of, 175, 177
Coach, as information resource, 164
Cold calls, 170
Color, visual aids and, 151, 155
Commitment, in closing the sale, 114, 118
Competition:

analysis of, see Competitive analysis;
Competitive checklist

identification of, 131
impact of, 16, 18

Competitive analysis, 130–131, 140
Competitive checklist, 131–132
Completing the sale, 4. See also Closing the

sale
Computer presentation technologies,

147–148
Conclusion:

emotional, 136–137, 140
in presentation outline, 76, 79, 93

Confidence, importance of, 12
Consultative selling, 11, 64
Convincing, in persuasive presentations:

benefits of products, 60–62
call to action, 62, 70, 76
7
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Convincing (Continued )
change, visualizing, 62, 70
generating awareness, 59, 70
problem-solving, 60, 70
stating the problem, 59–60, 70

Cooperation, 23, 51–52
Corporate Protocol: A Brief Case for Business

Etiquette (Grant-Sokolosky), 185
Creative environment, development of,

102–103
Creative imagination, development of:

audiotapes/CDs, as resource for, 104
benefits of, 100–101
books, as resource for, 103–104
brainstorming groups, 105
comedy shows, as resource for, 106
conferences, 105–106
courses, 105–106
creative environment, 102–103
evaluating other speakers, 106–107
interviews, customer and competitor, 107
mentors, 107–109
movies, as resource for, 106
newspapers, journals, and magazines, as

resource for, 104–105
professional associations/committees, 107
role models, 105
seminars, 105–106
television, as resource for, 106
twelve keys of, 101–109
workshops, 105–106

Creativity, 4, 23, 37
Credibility:

achievement of, 96
enhancement of, 74, 96
importance of, 12, 33
information, 77, 96–97
personal, 96–97
personal appearance and, 168, 176

Credibility: How Leaders Gain and Lose It,
and Why People Demand It
(Kouzes/Posner), 96

Critical listening, 33–34
Criticism, dealing with, 138, 141
Critiques, 138, 140
Customer analysis, 125–126
Customized presentations, 8–9, 129–130

Deception, 12
Definitions, use of, 96, 98
Delivery style:

elements of, 132–139
importance of, 8, 36

Dell, Greg, 191–193
Demonstrations, 146
Diction, 134–135, 140
Dictionary, as information resource,

135–136, 140
Dress for Success (Molloy), 173
Dress for Success (nonprofit group), 171
Dress rehearsal, 137–138, 140

80/20 Principle: The Secret to Success by
Achieving More with Less, The (Koch),
24–25
2

80/20 Rule, 24–25
Electronic white boards, 153
Elgin, Suzette Haden, 12
Emery, Jim, 21–23
Emmerich, Roxanne, 215–224
Emotional conclusion, 136–137, 140
Emotional factors, 109–110
Empathy, 32
Emphasis, 134
Empowerment, 12
E Myth, The (Gerber), 169
Engineers, role of, 2–3
Enthusiasm, importance of, 4, 7–8, 131–132
Examples, use of, 96, 98–99, 111
Extemporaneous presentations, 43–45, 48
Eye contact, 163

Facial expression, 162–163
Failure to close the sale:

fear of rejection and, 114–115
incidence of, 114

Fear:
of failure, 183
of rejection, 114–115
transformation to energy, 5–6

Features-and-benefits presentation, 56, 
62–64

Features-and-benefits selling, 62–65, 67, 76
Feedback, importance of, 33–34. See also

Criticism; Critiques
Fig leaf, 160
Film, as visual aid, 145
First impressions, 169–170
Flip charts, 145, 155
Focus:

in persuasive presentation, 57
of presentation, 19–20
visual aids and, 155

Follow-up, importance of, 21
Formats:

selection factors, 46–47
types of, 43–44

Fresh presentations, 10–11
Friedman, Scott, 224–229
Funk, Wilfred, 136

Gaylord, Mitch, 27–28
Gender differences, 170–171
Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense at Work, The

(Elgin), 12
Gerber, Michael E., 169
Gestures:

as distraction, 159, 165
illustrations of, 159–162

Getting in the door:
strategies for, generally, 20–21
white rose strategy, 21–23

Goal-setting, importance of, 5, 25–26, 36, 103
Grant-Sokolosky, Valerie, 185
Graphics:

computer-generated, 11
specialized, 153

Great speakers, 36. See also Power speakers;
Top sales professionals

Guilt, 52–53
38
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Handouts, 36, 145–147, 155
Hard sell, 11
Harm:

avoiding, 66
case illustrations, 63–67
competition and, 69
creating, 62–64
defined,12–13, 63
identification of, 68

High communication-apprehension people,
180–181

High-tech visual aids, 145, 149–150, 155–156
Hitler, 36
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 101
How to Be a Great Communicator (Qubein),

130
How to Win Friends and Influence People

(Carnegie), 20
Humor, 6, 74, 136, 140
Hypotheses, use of, 99–100, 111

“I’d-like-to-think-about-it” stage, 118–119, 122
Illustrations, 80
Imagination, see Creative imagination
Impression, time frame for, 18. See also First

impressions
Impromptu talks, 43, 48
Inappropriate dress, 167–177
Inflection, 134
Information, see Informative presentation,

persuasive vs.
appeal of, 17
condensing, 11–12
persuasion compared with, 9–10
retention of, 44, 77

Information gathering, strategies for, 129–130
Information processing, 32–33
Information zone, 52–53
Informative presentation:

case illustration, 53–56
defined, 51
presentation styles, 51–52
role definition, 50

Integrity, 70
Interaction:

in persuasive presentation, 58–59, 70
promotion of, 77

Interoffice presentations, 120
Interviews, creative imagination and, 107
Introduction, writing guidelines, 73–75, 78,

94

Jail stance, 160
Jargon, 84
Jeffreys, Michael, 102
Job interviews, 70, 171
Justification, 76

Kelley, Steven A., 170
Kennedy, John F., 7, 36
King, Martin Luther, 7, 36
Kingsley, Charles, 8
Koch, Richard, 24–25
Kouzes, James M., 96
Kraushar, John, 170
239
Laptop computer presentations:
case illustration, 148–149
defined, 145
10 tips for, 150–152, 155
uncertainties of, 148–149

Last-minute presentations, 48
LCD projectors, 152–153
Leeds, Dorothy, 133–134
Length, guidelines for, 12
Level 2 listening, 31
Lewis, Norman, 136
Lighting, visual aids and, 152
Listening:

critical, 33–34
dimensions to, 32
empathy, 32
importance of, 28–29, 36–37
information processing, 32–33
objections, 31–32

Listening: The Forgotten Skill (Burley-Allen),
30–31

Logical presentations, advantages of, 47, 77
Long presentation outline, 82–86
Lotus Freelance Graphics, 147
Low communication-apprehension people,

181
Low-tech visual aids, 145

Mackay, Harvey, 108
Manipulation, 12
Manuscript format, 45, 48
Martin, Don, 107
Media kits, 44
Memorized presentations, 45–46, 48
Mentoring, 107–109
Mentoring: The Most Obvious Yet Overlooked

Key to Achieving More in Life Than You
Dreamed Possible (Sjodin/Wickman),
108

Micrografx Graphics Suite, 150
Microsoft PowerPoint, 147, 156
Miscommunications, 98
Mistakes, overview:

being informative vs. persuasive, 49–70, 230
boring presentations, 123–141, 231
common, list of, 5
distracting gestures and body language,

157–167, 232
failing to close the sale, 113–122
inadequate support, 95–111, 231
inappropriate dress, 167–177, 233
misuse of allotted time, 71–94, 230
visual aids, relying on, 143–157, 232
winging it, 39–48, 229–230

Models, as visual aid, 146
Molloy, John T., 173
Movement, guidelines for, 163, 165

Nervousness:
anxiety, control of, 181–182
concealing, 181
effects of, 180
reasons for, 180, 182–183
symptoms of, 180
types of, 179
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Networking, 107
New products, introduction of, 98

Objections:
listening skills and, 31–32
memorized presentations, 45–46

One-on-one presentations, guidelines for, 6,
18, 74, 146–147, 170

Open office, 21
Organization guidelines, 72–73
Outline handouts, 44, 47. See also

Presentation outline; Sample persuasive
presentation outlines

Overhead projectors, 146, 155
Overnight presentations, preparation for,

47–48, 89, 93–94

Pace and rhythm, 134
Parade rest, 160
Pareto, Vilfredo, 24
Pareto Principle, 24
Passion, importance of, 7–8, 42, 131
Pause, use of, 134
Penguin, 161
Peoples, David, 139
Perot, Ross, 35
Personal appearance:

case illustration, 172–173
casual Fridays, 173
clothes, 169–172, 175–177
clothing consultants, role of, 175, 177
conservative image, 172, 174
financial investment, 176
first impressions, 169–170
gender differences, 170–171
importance of, 168–169, 174–175
industry and, 173
suits, 171–172
tips for, 175

Persuasion, importance of, 4, 9–10, 
17–18. See also Persuasive
presentations

Persuasive presentations:
advantages of, 47
case illustration interviews, 192–229
competition and, 69–70
convincing strategies, 59–62, 70
defined, 51
development of, 56–58
five characteristics of, 58
harm, creation of, 62–70
interaction in, 58–59, 70

Persuasive zone, 52–53
Pitch, 134
Polished speakers, qualities of, 184–185
Poor presentation, elements of, 36, 184
Posner, Barry Z., 96
Posture, 162. See also Body language;

Gestures
Powell, Colin, 7, 35
Power of presentation, 40–41
PowerSpeak (Leeds), 133–134
Power speakers, inspiration, 233–234
Practice, importance of, 129, 137–138, 

140
240
Preparation for presentations:
formats, 42–43
guidelines for, 9, 42, 129, 137–138, 140
practice, 129, 137–138, 140

Presentation(s), see specific types of
presentations

common mistakes, 5
focus of, 19–20
formats, 43–44
impression, time factor of, 18
length of, 12, 72. See also Time allotment
power of, 40–41
as reflection of you, 19, 37
sample outline of, see Presentation outline
skills, see Presentation skills
styles, see Presentation styles

Presentation Evaluation Chart:
benefits of, 164, 186, 190
text of, 187–189

Presentation ideas files, 96
Presentation outline:

body, 78–79
close, 79
conclusion, 79
introduction, 78
“key points” in, 80, 88
persuasive, sample, see Sample persuasive

presentation outlines
sample outline form, 90–93

Presentation skills:
importance of, 16–17
persuasive, 34–37

Presentation styles, 51–52, 101
Presentations Plus (Peoples), 139
Proactive presentation, 59
Problem-solving, 60
Professional associations/committees, 107
Prospect(s):

competitive analysis, 130–131, 140
in four states of selling, 13
information gathering, 129–130
needs, see Prospect needs

Prospect needs:
creation of, 12–13, 63
customized talks and, 8–9
identification of, 68
problem-solving, 60

Psychological difference, 27–28, 36–37
Psychology of Winning, The (Waitley), 27

Qubein, Nido R., 130
Questions:

memorized responses, 45–46
rhetorical, 100, 111

Reactive presentation, 59
Reading, creative imagination resource,

103–105
Reagan, Ronald, 7, 35–36
Reilly, Ed, 161
Rejection:

dealing with, 21–22
fear of, 114–115

Rhetorical questions, 100, 111
Robot, 161–162
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Rohn, Jim, 103
Role models, 105
Role-play, in training, 29, 158, 163–165, 

170

Sales professionals, successful, see Top sales
professionals

Sample persuasive presentation outlines:
audience analysis, 81
logistical information, 81–82
long presentation, 82–86
short presentation, 87–88

Self-confidence, 185
Self-development, 37
Self-evaluation:

anxiety, control of, 181–182
benefits of, 179–180, 190
delivery style, 183–184
nervousness, 180–183
powerful presentation style, 185–186
Presentation Evaluation Chart, 4–5, 187–189
types of, 179

Selling, generally:
forms of, 2–3, 15–16, 64, 67
four stages of, 13

Short presentation outline, 87–88
Signposting, 75, 83
Sincerity, 10
Slides, 145, 154–155
Smiling, 162
Socratic approach, 58
So-what factors, 11
Spatial relationships, 158, 162
Speech supports:

analogies, 98, 111
anecdotes, 97–98, 111
benefits of, 101
definitions, 98, 111
examples, 98–99, 111
hypotheses, 99–100, 111
statistics, 99, 111
testimonials, 99, 111
types of, generally, 96–97

Spider, 161
Spontaneous presentations, 40–42
Stalin, 36
Standard presentation, 9
Statement of personal intent, 86, 88
Statistics, 80, 96, 99, 111
Stockdale, James, 35–36
Stories, use of, 96, 105
Support, generally:

creative imagination, 100–109
credibility and, 96–97
emotional factors, 109–110
importance of, 110–111
inadequate, 95–111
information, 74–75
speech, see Speech supports

Telephone calls, follow-up, 21
Testimonials, use of, 80, 96, 99, 111
Thirty Days to a More Powerful Vocabulary

(Funk/Lewis), 136
Three-to-Five-Company Rule, 18–19, 37
241
Time allotment:
balanced presentations, 88, 94
control of, 80
determination of, 72
misuse of, 71–72
presentation outline, see Presentation

outline; Sample persuasive presentation
outlines

time limitations, 45, 47
Timing, importance of, 4
Tone of voice, 133
Top sales professionals:

characteristics of, 26–28, 37
interviews with, see Persuasive

presentations, case
illustration/interviews

memorable presentations, 20
success factors, 1–2

Tracy, Brian, 202–215
Training:

importance of, 37
inadequate, supplementing, 3
objectives, preparation for, 45–48
role-play exercise, see Role-play

Transactional aspect, persuasive
presentations, 58

Transition, in introduction, 75
Trump, Donald, 28–29, 172
Trump: The Art of the Deal (Trump), 172

Updating presentations, 10–11
Urgency, development of, 63, 147

Value-added selling, 11–12, 64, 67
Videotape playback, in training, 31, 114,

145, 158, 160, 164–165
Visual aids:

basic rules, 155–156
benefits of, 36, 138–139, 141, 143
as crutch, 144–146
defined, 144
determination of, 139–140
format and, 47
future trends, 153–154
high-tech, 145, 149–152, 155–156
low-tech, 145, 155
practice with, 154
reliance on, 143–156
types of, generally, 144–145, 155

Vocabulary, 134–135, 140
Voice, 132–134, 140
Volume, guidelines for, 134

Waitley, Denis, 27–28
Warm-up, 137, 140
Wickman, Floyd, 108
Wilson, Pete, 54
Winging it:

avoidance strategies, 42–43. See also
Formats

vs. preparation, importance of, 40–42, 48
Workshop drills, 31
Wrap-up, 73, 77, 113

You Are the Message (Ailes/Kraushar), 170
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❏ Obtaining Terri Sjodin for a speaking engagement
❏ Videotape—The Nine Biggest Sales Presentation Mistakes
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